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U. S. A Hack on China Probable, Reds Believe

Country Plans
DefenseAgainst

Cloudy Tonight,
Li ght- Rain or
Snow Thursday

Big Land Army

Rail Bridge Near
Haiphong Bombed

ED/TOR'S NOTE — U.S.
reporters are barred from
Red China. The writer of
this dispatch , a Briton who
lives in Palo Alt o, Calif.,
has been the re four times
and has made fil ms and
written two books favorable
to the country, rhts dispatch is pre sented to show
the situation in China - CM 'he
observed it on hi* latest
trip.

By FELIX GREENE
LONDON (AP) ~ The government in Peking Is convinced
that a U.S. attack on China has
become highly probable.
I was not told this by Mao
Tze-tung or Chou En-lai, but
after five weeks cf recent travel
through, Communist China, I
find this conclusion inescapable.
There is evidence that the
people are being prepared for a
major confrontation.
Chen-yi, the foreign minister,
declared last September: \
"It is up to the U.S. President
and the Pentagon to decide
whether the United States wants
a big war with China."
If the United States is determined to launch a war, he said,
"they ; are welcome to come
sooner. — to come as early as
tomorrow."
Empty bombast?
I don t think so.

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP)—U.S. Navy jets smashed
a key railroad bridge 18 miles
west of Haiphong today in another heavy bombardment of
North Viet Nam's heartland,

Communist North with 174 tons
of bombs, the Viet Cong struck
three times on Saigon's door
steps during the night and killed
a village chief.
Ninety Air Force F105 Thun-

May Accept
12-Hour Truce
From Viet Cong

Behind this "Come on, we're
waiting for you," challenge is
the belief that the United States
if it faces an impasse in. Viet
Nam and is unready to concede
defeat — may, against'itsbetter
military Judgment, attempt to
find a solution by widening ihe
area of conflict
Chen - yi's challenge also
springs from a supreme confiopening of his new office Tuesday in MinneSCENE STEALER . . . Mrs. Hufcert H.
dence in China's defense ca- Humphreyleans over to correct the antics of
apolis. Humphrey is seated at his new desk
pacity- .
in the office space Ln the new Federal buildpet poodle "G-inger" as the Vice President
Wherever I went in China 1 tries to conduct a news conference at the
ing. CAP Photofax)
saw young people drilling and
taking target practice. The civil'
ian militiaman has bees reactivated and extended so (hat al'
most every 18-to 4Q,, women as
well as men, is in training.
Every commune, every village I visited had its civilian
defense unit — sturdy young
peasant girls and boys becoming proficient with rifles and
bayonet.
Soviet Ambassador Nikolai T. Goldberg called the charges
By MAX HARRELSON
As a result, China today can UNITED NATIONS, N.Y". Fedorenko accused the United unwarranted and unfounded. He
mount the greatest defense-in- (AP) — The U.N. General As- States of escalating the Viet
accused Fedorenko of "violating
depth that the world has ever sembly concluded its 20th ses- Nam war, using toxic subthe
most elementary good
seen.
sion early today after a U.S.- stances and stepping up "savtaste" by injecting cold war isShe could mobilize, I was told Soviet clash on Viet Nam age bombings."
(and after what I saw I could marred its closing hours.
Chief U.S. delegate Arthur J. sues into the final hours of the
believe it) , a civilian defense
three-month session.
army of 100 million in a matter
"I believe many delegations
of hours.
share
my feelings of outrage,"
Lord
Britain's Field Marshal
he
said.
Montgomery was in China ia
1960. After seeing the country's
Fedorenko retorted: "You are
offended by words while peoples
(Continued on Page 8, CoL 3)
are being bathed in blood. "
ATTACK
The clash followed approval
evening of the 29th and depart of a resolution calling on all
By SPENCER DAVIS
countries to refrain from interWASHINGTON (AP ) — Vice New "Year's Day for Taipei and vening in the internal affairs of
talks with President Chiang
President Hubert H. Humphrey Kai-shek and in South Korea other nations, either directly or
says the war in Viet Warn will with President Chung Heo Park. by subversion and terrorism.
The vote was 109-0. Britain abbe a prime topic In his talks
stained.
with the leaders pf Japan, South
Fellows
Good
This proposal, originally adKorea, the Philippines and Navanced by the Soviet Union, was
Contributions
tionalist China.
aimed at U.S. policies in Viet
He will leave next week on a Previously listed ..$3 ,989.64 Nam and the Dominican Republic. The references to subverfour-nation Far Eastern trip at TOPS Figure
sion were written in. by Western
YONKERS, N.Y. (AP ) - President Johnson's request.
I
Trimmers
supporters, and Goldberg said
There was a "serious delay" in Humphrey, arriving in MinneIn Memory of Mr.
the proposal had backfired on
reporting a fire that killed 12
apolis
Tuesday
en
route
to
his
and Mrs. Walter
the Russians.
persons at a Jewish community
5
center Monday night, according Waverly, Minn., home for a
Glende
In closing the session, Assemto a preliminary investigation short Christmas rest, told news- Mr* Hulberi JJJelbly President Amin tore Fanfani
report.
men there were "never any
sand, Galesville,
of Italy referred briefly to the
It is still not known what
'Viet Nam." EarSoutheast
Asia conflict and apto
visit
plans
2
Wis
caused the fire, or whether
pealed
for
prayers for an early
..
5
Agnes
.
Fred
and
White
House
lier
in
the
day,
some or all of the victims might
return of peace.
Salsman,
John
J.
press
secretary
Bill
D.
Moyers
if
the
alarm
have been saved
Trempealeau,
It was disclosed last Friday
had been given earlier.
had said a Viet Nam stop on
5
Wis
that Fanfani had acted as a goFrederick Humphrey's trip "woe never
City
Manager
5
Sons of OdLn
between ln what appeared to be
Adler, discussing the investiga- contemplated or discussed; it Anonymous
1
a peace bid from North Viet
tion Tuesday, said an unidenS
L. R
O
's President Ho Chi Mlnh
.
Nam
was
never
Intended."
tified employe of the center had
Froedtert Malt
and President Johnson. Fanfani
found the blaze out of control in In kla Minneapolis news con30
Corp. Employe! . .
did not mention Viet Nam specian auditorium on the second
Winona Senior High
said
that
fically in his assembly speech.
ference,
Humphrey
floor.
Choir, Orchestra
Ln many ways, the 20th seseach time a peace feeler is re264,90
and Band
Adler said the employe tried ported "either Hanoi or Peking
sion was reminiscent of the cold
Theresa,
Patrick,
to fight the flames with a band
war days of Stalin. There was a
Paul, John, Cathy,
extinguisher , then started for blasts it out of the air." He said
difference, however.
,
Margaret
10
Wary
the fourth - floor classroom all attempts for a Viet Nam set- Stelnbauer Shoe Co. 15
Although the Soviet Union atwhere nine children and three tlement have heen "arrogantly, Mr. and Mrs. John
tacked the United States on
adults lost their lives. Smoke abruptly, almost belligerently
many issues, there was a wideS
J , Palubicki
and heat drove him back.
spread feeling that tha attacks
15
Baker Shoe Co
rebuffed"
by
the
Communists.
The employe did not turn In
were mainly for public show.
Moyers* announcement Tues- In Memory of Marian alarm, Adler said.
5
Only Cuba and Albania among
Jynn Ann Klral . .
day
added
the
Tokyo.
Taipei
He said the preliminary inves5
the Communist countries apMr. and Mrs. R. G.
tigation by fire officiate showed and Seoul visits to what was O. E. S
1
peared to attack with vigor.
announced
last
Saturday
as
a
no signs of arson.
Sophomore Home
Philippines
by
the
trip
to
the
There was a brief note ol
Adler said he did not know
6
Room 1209. VVSIIS
East-West harmony in the final
whether the 37-year-old brick vice president for the Dec. 30 J. R. WatkJns
meeting when tho assembly ap5(H)
building near the business can- presidential Inauguration of FerFoundation
proved by acclamation an apter of this Mew York City sub- dinand Marcos. Mrs. Humphrey W.M.C., Inc. peal to Commun ist and nonurb had, a central fire alarm will make the trip with her husChristens-en
band.
Communist nations of Europe
Foundatlan Inc. . 25
system.
"to intensify their efforts to im2
Susie and Chris . .
Children ^vho survived the A tentative schedule calls for Remembrance Shop
prove reciprocal relations."
3
the
Humphreys
and
two
other
blase said they could not recall members of tie U.S. delegation
Secretary - General U Thant
fire drills being held. At a news who have apt yet been named
Total to Date .. .94 .911.54 hailed the action as "another
conference, members of the by the White House to leave
welcome indication of the procenters' board of governors re- here next Monday aboard a Correction: The 8 Ms Hated gressive ending of what has beshould
have
b»en
and
othTuesday
fused comment on this
come known as the cold war."
presidential jet.
» Ms.
er aspects ot the fire.
U.N. diplomats did n»t conThe
itinerary
has
not
been
Mrs,
Emil
Anderin
Mir.
and
turned
The first alarm was
ceal their disappointment In the
son — clothing
by a woman at 6:08 p.m., ap- firmly announced but it will inassembly to find a
parently some minutes after clude a stopover in Tokyo en Mir. and Mrs, Gary Motion failure of the
formula for financing future
— clothing
Adler ea|d the employe discov- route to Manila where Humpeacekeeping operations.
phrey ia due to arrive on the Anonymous — clothing
ered tho fire.

U S , Russ Clash at
Closing U. N. Session

Serious Delay
In Reporting
Yonkers Fire

U.S. spokesmen reported, while
Air Force planes carried the air
war In the South within 800
yards of Cambodia.
As U.S. fighter-bombers hammered 'round the clock at the

Humphrey Will
Visit Far East

ii

WASHINGTON UP) — Officials
say the Johnson administration
is considering acceptance of a
Communist suggestion for a 12hour Christmas Eve lull in
Viet Nam fighting.
Publicly, they are making no
statements. Only T u e s d a y
night, assistant White House
press secretary Joe Laitin said,
"I don't have anything on
that."
But privately there is talk
that the Communist proposal
might be accepted by simply
refraining from any action during the period if a practical
cease-fire also is observed by
the Communist Viet Cong guerrillas and North Vietnamese
troops.

Sources said that a formal
acceptance would be highly unlikely since the Communist proposal came in a radio broadcast, rather than through diplomatic channels.
The temporary trace was proposed two weeks ago in a Red
radio broadcast in South "Viet
Nam. The Communists offered
to stop attacks from 7 p.m.
Christmas Eve until 7 a.m.
Christmas.
A State Department spokesman said then that the real
Christmas present for the world
would be peace negotiations on
Viet Nam. At the same time,
U.S. officials showed no desire
to foreclose a break in the
fighting.

HOME AGAIN . . . Ten-year-old Joey Taormino is once
again a happy, laughing youngster eagerly awaiting Christmas. But for a while it looked like this might be a sad time
of the year instead of a joyful one. Joey's pet parakeet,
Petey (shown here on one of his favorite landing spots)
accidentally got out the back door. He's home again,
now and all's right with the world — for Joey anyway. (AP
Photofax)

Tax Exemption
Asked for Catholic
Home at Rochester

ST. PAUL (AP) - The State
Tax Department was asked
Wednesday to approve tax exempt status for a unique 12-story
retirement home complex being
built in Rochester by the Catholic Oblate Fathers.
The structures, known as Madonna Towers, will include
apartments, town houses, an infirmary, a Catholic chapel and
worship facilities for other
creeds.
Attorney Thomas Wolf of
Rochester, appearing for Madonna Towers, called it "clearly
tax exempt" on both religious
and charitable grounds.

Secretary of State Dean Busk
said last week that the whole
affair was up to U.S. and South
Vietnamese authorities in Saigon.
However, the matter of advice or instruction to U.S. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge
and Gen. William C. Westmoreland has been under consideration for several days.
Acceptance of the Communist
proposal has been urged both Arthur C. Rocmcr, deputy tax
inside and outside the United commissioner, heard arguments
States.
from the organization and said
a ruling will be issued in a week
Last Christinas Eve, Viet or so.
Cong terrorists blew up the
The complex is about hall finBrink Hotel, a U.S. officers billet in Saigon, killing two Ameri- ished and may open next fall.
However , membership sales are
cans and wounding 68.
Earlier this year, there was being deferred until its tax
a five-day lull as the Vietna- status is determined.
Wolf said Madonna Towers is
mese observed the lunar new
year. The lull ended with a somewhat different from an orCommunist attack on Plelku dinary rest home or nursing
that killed seven Americans and home because it seeks to be n
self-contained retirement comwounded 109.

HELPED REFUGEES ESCAPE

8-Year Terms
For 2 Americans

BERLIN (AP) - Two American men today were reported
sentenced to eight years in an
East German prison for helping
refugees escape to West Berlin.
A Tennessee girl Is being held in
East Berlin apparently on the
same charge.
Moses Reese Herrln, 24 , of
Akron, Ohio, and Frederick
Matthews , 23, of Ellwood City,
Pa., were convicted Tuesday in
a Potsdam district court on nine
counts of helping East Germans
flee to West Berlin , their West
Berlin lawyer , Juergen Stance,
told newsmen.
A U.S, spokesman announced
Tuesday night that Mary Helen
Battle , 25, of Oak Ridge . Tenn.,
was arrested in East Berlin
Nov. 24. Stange said she was
being held on suspicion of "aiding flight from the (East Ger-

man) republic."
Stnngo said that five of the
escape incidents of which the
two men were accused were
successful but tho other four
were not.
The pair was arrested at midnight Sept. 19 by East German
border guards as they tried to
return to West Berlin. They
were reported trying to bring a
13-ycar-old Enst Berlin girl , hidden in their car, to her parents
in West Berlin.
Stange said (lie Hcntorice of
the two men were recorded as
having started o>n Sept. 20>.
Miss Battle had been teaching
in West Berlin nnd studied theology for two years at the
city 's Free University. The U.S
spokesman mild ho had no details concerning: her arrest.
'
i

munity offering complete security to persons 62 and over.

derchiefe, F4C Phantoms and
F100 Super Sabres and 30 carrier planes took part ln tho
night-and-day assaults on North
Viet Nam, hitting 10 bridges,
main routes and storage areas,
U.S. spokesmen reported.
In the Sonth, Air Force Skyraiders slammed into an old
Viet Cong stronghold on the
Cambodian b o r de r in. the
marshy Plain of Reeds 35 miles
northwest of Saigon. Acting on
information from a Viet Cong
defector, the Air Force ordered
a strike on a 3-mile-square area
that spokesmen said had been
used for years as a hideout by
the Communists and a marshalling point for supplies dribbling
in from Cambodia.

Associated Press photographer Richard Merron, who flew
with the mission, said:
"We hit some buildings only
800 yards from the border itself.
You could see the border as
very well defined by some old
Vietnamese fortifications which
still are there. At least 30 or 40
huts and other buildings were
hit hard."
In all the air activity, only ona
plane was reported lost in tha
past 24 hours, and that was announced Tuesday. The pilot was
rescued after bailing out. In the
previous 24-hour air activity,
four U.S. planes were reported
lost
Planes from the carrier Kftry
Hawk used radar delivery systems to zero in on the railroad
bridge near Haiphong, North
Viet Nam's largest port. The
area, part of the Hanoi-Haiphong industrial complex, has
been hit by U.S. planes daily in
the past week.
On the ground, military action
against the Communists seemed
almost at a standstill.
"U.S. spokesmen announced
the number of Americans killed
in combat last week declined to
Iv compared with 91 dead, tha
second highest toil of the. war, in
the previous seven-day period.
The number of Americans
wounded dropped to 126, com(Continued on Page S, Col. 6)
VIET NAM

One of its main provisions Is
that it will accept only persons
in good health who pay a membership fee ranging from $9,900
to $19,900.
This fee entitles a member to
life residence at the Towers,
but residents also will pay a
monthly fee ranging from $175
to $275. The fees cover an efficiency apartment at the low
end to a two-bedroom town
house at the high end.
The Rev. S.C. Sergot of the
Oblate Fathers said the fees are
reasonable since they cover total care, including food and
medical services. Once the life By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dry and fairly mild weather
fee is paid, a resident may stay
for life even if he runs cut of for the season featured the first
full day of winter in many parts
money.
of the nation today.
Woll said the Towers also may
Above - normal temperatures
accept some persons who can- were reported again in most
not pay the full cost, with tho areas from the eastern slopes of
Oblate Fathers paying the rest the Rockies across the Great
through donations.
Plains to the Mississippi Valley.
The attorney said the Towers Readings were mostly in the
should qualify for exemption be- 30s and 40s.
cause it is an arm of the church, The m ercury reached 6(1 Tuesowned by the Roman Catholic day at Oklahoma City , a record
order, even though It la oper- high for Dec. 21. Tuesday's temated by a nonprofit corporation. peratures in the 55 to 65 range
Also, Wolf said, senior citizens prevailed from the Gulf Coast
who have saved their money for and the Southwestern desert retheir old age should not be dis- gion into southeastern Wyoming, South Dakota and westcriminated against.
Court cases have held that ern Iowa.
"charily doesn't mean just the Tho warm air appeared headpoor," Wolf said. He cited a ed eastward to the Atlantic
Minneapolis case in which a Coast.
Junior Achievement building
was exempted as a chari ty.

Dry and Mild
In Many Parts
Of Nation

HoNpitalfl are another example of charity in which both
the rich and poor are aided, he
said.
¦

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY " Increasing cloudiness tonight,
becoming mostly cloudy Thursday with occasional light rain
or HHOW likely. Not much change
in temperature tonight, a little
cooler Thursday. Low tonight In
3s, high Thursday 30-S9.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, .18; minimum, 11;
noon, 33; precipitation, none, I
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NASON ON EDUCATION

Teach ing Machines
Have Limited Use

By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed.D.
University of S. Calif.
Teaching machines have not
replaced teachers. The teaching-learning process has proved
too complex to be reduced to> a
single series of mechanical procedures.
This does not mean that
teaching machines will rot
prove useful in helping students
gain mastery of certain phases
of learning. They will . But we
must stop trying to replace the
teacher by a machine and turn
our inventive genius to supplementing the teacher 's work at
appropriate places.
For example, teacher presentations, where charts and
graphs and verbal pictures can
be developed as fast or as slowly as the class can accept them,
often prove far more efficient
than the less flexible leaching
aid presentations.
As another example, the developing diagram accompany-

ing the teacher 's discussion of a
theorem in geometry can be
far more e-ffective in bringing
a pupil understanding than the
completed diagram presented in
the textbook.
Furthermore , teaching machines are just one of a bewildering array of educational aids
readily available — film , film
loops, slides, television , computers , language laboratories , paperback books and newspapers
— to say nothing of charts ,
modpls and projection equipment .
TECHNICAL development has
gone far ahead of materials development. The gadgets are out
ahead of the information on how
to use them..
Attempts at programmed textbook material quickly followed
the introduction of the machines . Not the least beneficial
effect of all this has been to
make educ ators realize that the

traditions! textbook which so recently dominated the field is
now only one ot the available
aids to learning,
With the increasing knowledge
of how students learn, and with
a wide array of new teaching
aids and devices available, the
time has come for school people to sit down with the gadgeteers and plan out comprehensive programs of instructions for
individual courses.
TO MAKE THE best use of
the equipment we now have will
require a gargantuan cooperative effort among teachers;
school administrators, psychologists, typographers , graphic artists, photographers and the designers and manufacturers of
equipment.
They must determine the best
manner in which each small
segment of work can be accomplished. After a review of the
possible ways to achieve each
development, alternate recommendat ions should be made so
that individual teachers can select the aids that best fit their
manner of presentation .
In some cases , it might turn
out th at a highly successful
teacher already uses a method
which succeeds admirably and
requires no additional gadgetry .
When the problem faced by
the learner is thus considered in
the light of all available equip-

ment and methods, the gadge
teer may be able to invent still
other devices which will .simplify the problem.
Only such cooperation will assure us of progress ratber than
mere change.
¦

State School
Checks Mailed
ST. PAUL (AP ) - Minnesota
Education Commissioner Duane
Mattheis said Tuesday that
checks totaling $57.7 million
have been mailed to state communities for distribution to local school districts.
The money includes $52.7 million from the foundation aid program and some $5 million in
other aid programs.
The foundation aid payments,
which amount to 40 per cent of
the estimated aid for the 1965-66
school year , ranged from $11.6
million for Hennepin County to
$74 ,520 for Cook Count v .
a
HEAVY LOSS
CHATTANOOGA, Term, <fl
A man who stole some groceries caused more damage
in fleeing than in stealing.
The man collected $12
worth of food at a supermarket, then crashed
through a $100 plate glass
window to make his escape,
police said.
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Here s Key to
Being Popular
By ABIGAIL VAN BUBEN
SEAR ABBY: Please answer two questions for me.
<1) Can you, in your own brief but to-the-point style,
give teen-agers the key to being popular with both sexes?
(2) Am I dreaming, or have I somewhere seen a book
by you called "DEAR TEENAGER"? And if so, where may
I get one?
MOTHER OF THREE IN KEENE . N. H..
DEAR MOTHER: (1) The "key" to being popular
wnn ooin sexes is: tse Kino, Be nonest.
Be tactful. If you can't beautiful (or
handsome), be well-groomed, tastefully
attired, trim of figure, and KEEP A
SMILE ON YOUE FACE. Be clean in
body and mind. If you're not a "brain,"
try harder. If you're not a great athlete, you can be a good sport. Try to be
a stand-out in something. If you can't
dance, sing or play an instrument.
Think for yourself, but respect the rules.
Be generous with kind words and affectionate gestures, but save the heavy
artillery for later. You'll be filad you
ABBY
did. If you need help, ask Cod. If you don't need anything,
thank God.
(2) You aren't dreaming. Any wide-awake book store
can get it for you.
DEAR ABBY: Will you . please enlighten me about the
custom some women have in offering their , cheek when
greeting another woman? Do they expect the other woman
to kiss it, or merely to brush it with her own? Why don't
they simply kiss the other woman's cheek rather than put
her in the position of having to do the kissing? Is it a
case of who offers her cheek first? I have a relative who
never kisses me, but always offers ME her cheek. To me
this seems rather presumptuous and having an air of bestowing a privilege. Isn't she in effect saying, "You may kiss
me.'" What is your thinking on this? I'd also like to hear
how other women feel about it.
PUZZLED

GIVE THE GIFT OF
GIVE A KWG GIFT CERTIFICATE
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DEAR DESPERATE: Your husband Is teaching the
children something they will "never forget" — but it's
rot table manners. Unless he, himself, is not mentally
deranged, your husband should be taught something about
patience , kindness and rearing children. Since you are
"desperate," he's obviously bullied you, too. This "good,
sober, church-going" man should take a tip from his
friendly neighborhood clergyman.

Memb*r F«d«ral Deposit Insurance Corporation
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DEAR ABBY: I am desperate for some help. My husband doesn't realize that our children are human beings
with thoughts and feelings. At dinnertime he harps constantly
for them to hurry, hurry — as though mealtime were some
unpleasant chore to get rid of as quickly as possible. If
they aren't finished with every crust of bread by the time
he's shoveled in his dinner, he spanks them and sends
them straight to bed. The children are 3, 5 and 7. They watch
hint out of the corner of their eyes like frightened little
animals, hoping he won't hit them for chewing too loudly.
He says he is teaching them table manners they will never
forget. He is a good, sober, church-going man outside of
this. What can I do?
DESPERATE

*¦• BANK OF WINONA ^±J

Bank Bandits
Recognized on
Second Visit

HYATTSVILLE, Md. (AP) John Bruin, assistant manager
of a bank branch, was looking
out the window when he saw
two
men he recognized. As the
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
men
started in the door, ha
Army beja*firtne neaviest portion
turned
to a teller and said: Oh,
of the $620 million freeze on
here
they come again."
oh,
about 500 military construction
It
happened
that way Tuesday
projects announced by Secretary
as
the
Kentland
Branch of tha
of Defense Robert S. McNamaSouthern
Maryland
Bank &
ra Tuesday.
Trust Co. was robbed for the
A detailed list issued by the second time in little more than
Pentagon disclosedthat the "de- a month. Police said the two
terrence" in army construction bandits, who escaped with $4,totals $206,323,000. Next biggest 472, were the same men who got
with $12,000 Nov. 17.
cut is in A t Force construction away
employes were orThe
plans reduced $132,101,000. The dered same
to go into a back room
Navys share of the cut is $121,and lie on the floor—Bruin and
391,000.
teller Donna Huddleston.
The list did not include suspension of projects for about
Open mess, NCO
8,500 family housing units, which store $150,000.
Open
mess, officer
$230,000;
were announced last October.
$180,000; library $232,000; eduThe list of projects deferred In cation center $177,000;
42 states, the District of Colum- Minot AFD POL quality conbia and 18 overseas locations, trol $45,000.
included:
State total $1,772,000
NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA
Grand Forks AFB: Chapel Ellsworth AFB chapel basebase-annex $496,000. Service annex $426,000.
club $262,000; exchange sales State total $426,000.

DEAR PUZZLED: All sincere greetings are spontaneous. This goes for kissing on the lips, cheeks, brushing the cheek, the hearty handshake and the bear hug.
To analyze a presumably affectionate greeting is to question its sincerity. Most women offer a cheek for tho
other party to press to her own. This leaves the impression of affection without the impression of lipstick.
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Army Bears
Heaviest Cut
In Building

.DEAR ABBY:
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Police Chiefs
Pistol Stolen

LaVern L. Peterson, 21, Whalan, Minn., picked the wrong
eau* to ransack last Friday night
— at least, as he sits today in
county j ail, he must be questioning the choice a little bit.
Peterson pleaded guilty today
In municipal court to a charge
of stealing a .38-caliber, Smith

Whitehall Council
Sends Committee
To School Board
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Willie Johnson and Norman
Friske, members of the school
committee of the common council-, attended the meeting of the
board of education of the Whitehall district schools Monday
night.
Johnson explained functions
of the school committee and
said members felt that cooperation between boards m a k e s
them successful. He pointed out
there are many things in the
district which effect the entire
district, and any assistance that
could be given by the school
committee as a group and any
cooperation which could be given from the city at large would
be in the best interests of the
school.
JOHNSON, Friske and the
school board members discussed the water problem at Sunset ' School. The school board
voted unanimously to petition
the Town of Lincoln to build a
road from the end of the schoolliouse lot directly north to Highway 121. The water problem
is caused by drainage from the
Mis to the south of the school,
the water being trapped in the
achool area,
With a road, the water would
le diverted off as it came down
and directed into a culvert and
open ditch. The land was given
to the Town of Lincoln with the
arrangement that no road would
be built for at least five years
after the purchase of the school
property. That time has expired.
Also discussed was having the
city plow out the parking lot at
the west end of Sunset School
so buses can unload children
there, iand the possibility of
placing a street light on the
city limits line.
John Brown, school administrator, said Dale Rusch, principal of the high school, was is
Madison Monday to submit the
school's application for federal aid to set up a film central
library for the district. The library would contain film strips
for every school department.
The 2,155-gallon septic tank at
the Pigeon Falls school will be
sold, Brown was authorized to
advertise for bids.
Board members will attend
the Wisconsin Association of
School Board convention at Milwaukee Jan. 19-21.
Vouchers for $58,406.85 for November were allowed.

& Wesson pistol from the glove
compartment of Police Chief
James W. McCabe's car while
the vehicle was parked at Linahan's Inn Friday night.
Judge John D. McGill told
the youth that he would serve
30 days in county jail on his
guilty plea. "No fine?" Peterson asked, referring to the fact
that the judge bad not provided
that alternative.
"No," Judge McGill replied.
Police
arrested
Peterson
Tuesday at 4:18 p.m. at East
2nd and Vine streets after the
Whalan youth had incautiously
flourished the stolen weapon in
a bar.
He was charged with petty
larceny in connection with the
theft. The pistol , owned by the
city, is valued at $65.
Chief McCabe had locked all
four doors of his car before
leaving it Friday night. When
he returned, he found that a
rear door had been opened and
the glove compartrnent ransacked. The lock on the door
was found not to be functioning,
but police aren't sure whether
it was defective to begin with
or whether it was broken by
Peterson.

l
Downtown Renewal Plan Presented

Wabasha Co. 30-Block Job
Seen Doubling
Denies Million Taxable
Value
Dollar Claim

WABASHA, Minn. ( Special)—
The Wabasha County Board of
Commissioners has denied a $1
million claim of David Crawford Morgan, 26, for unlawful and improper arrest by Sheriff Ed Lager as a suspect in connection with the robbery of Ben
Drees and his sister Clara of
Reads Landing.
The home of the elderly brother and sister was entered Aug.
19 by two men who took some
$13,750 in cash and bonds from
their home.
Morgan and John B. Morgan,
1411 Summit Ave., St. Paul, by
their attorney, William Essling,
also billed the county in the
claim for unlawful and improper search ot their premises.
The charge against Morgan
was dismissed by the county
Oct. 8. Investigation by the
state crime bureau and neighboring sheriff's officers led to
the arrest of Morgan in St.
Paul. He was released because
the robbery was found to have
been performed by someone assuming Morgan's identity. His
abandoned car was found at
Pine Island.

Area Cities
In Airport 2 Freshmen Are
Program
Accepted for
Several area communities
were included in recommendations for new or improved air- Technical School
port facilities made Tuesday in
Washington by the Federal Aviation Agency.
The FAA issued a five-year
forecast of airport needs, estimated to cost $1.28 billion. It
proposed construction of 887
landing facilities and improvement of 3,219 other facilities.
Construction of new airports
was recommended at WABASHA, CALEDONIA and PRESTON, along with 13 other Minnesota cities.
Airport improvements were
recommended at WINONA and
ROCHESTER; as well as at
several dozen other points in
the state.
Winona city officials expect
to complete a formal project
application shortly calling for a
1,200-foot extension of the main
runway at Max. Conrad Field.
At present the application is
being held up to allow acquisition of flight easements over
adj acent land west of the field.

CROOKSTON, Minn. (AP) The first two freshmen accepted for the new technical institute being established at the
Northwest School of Agriculture
were introduced to Crookston
businessmen Tuesday.
They are Virginia Ricard of
Gentilly, Minn., and Troy Dagen, a senior at Karlstad, Minn,
high school.
Dr. Stanley Sahlstrom. named
director of fee institute, attended a Rotary Club meeting where
the freshmen appeared.
Miss Ricard has enrolled in a
business course and Dagen will
study agriculture.
The 1965 legislature approved
funds for establishment of the
institute. Construction is scheduled to start soon. Two-year
courses wiU be offered with
graduates receiving associate
degrees.

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Renewal of approximately 30
downtown blocks would raise
their taxable value from $8 million at present to $15 million,
according to a plan unveiled
by the Housing and Redevelopment Authority Tuesday evening.
Total land acquisition cost
would be pbout $10.5 million ,
according to William Chapman,
representing Nason, Law, Wehrman & Knight, the planning
firm hired by^the authority.
Under the standard federal assistance ratio, the city's share
of costs would be about $1.6 million. All but $600,000 of the city
share would be in the form of
non-cash credits, according to
the planning report .
Under the plan, development
is spaced out over a 10-year
period.

POINTING OUT that these
costs are for acquisition, clearance and planning only, Chapman said private investment in
rebuilt or rehabilitated facilities
is estimated at $13.5 million.
That the economy will support
such redevelopment has been
shown in marketability surveys ,
Chapman said.
Chapman compared Winona 'si
present situation with that faced by the city many years ago>
when channel charges threatened to divert the flourishing riverboat traffic to Wisconsin
shores. According to the story,
recalled Chapman, the community decided to erect some public buildings.
Rock was quarried in the Wisconsin bluffs but "accidentally"
sunk in the new channel while
being ferried across the Mississippi. Riverbo'at captains prudently continued to use the
Winona channel. It was an example of public action which
left something to be desired,
Chapman said, but was effective.

PROJECT SEQUENCE . . . Chart shows suggested order
of projects by which the housing authority hopes to complete a general downtown renewal. Dotted lines mark the
area limits. Completion of all the projects would take an
estimated 10 years. The general area is approximately 30
blocks, including some half-blocks along northern edges.

Redevelopment would occur both by clearance of substandard
buildings and by upgrading of existing buildings where feas*
ible. Under a federally assisted plan, the city would acquire
the land, clear those portions deemed necessary, then sell it
for privately financed development. Exceptions to such sales
wouldrbe areas for public buildings or facilities.

Primary Land Use Plan

HOPEFULLY, he said, the
plan will stimulate concentrated
development of the core business area, of service facilities
in and around the core and the
development of individual enter
prises within the core. It makes
revision for a four-block superSlock, for fringe off-street parking, for a possible "old town"
section, high density downtown
dwellings, a possible downtown
motor hotel, expansion of present industry in the area and
possible addition of some light
industry.
The plan and accompanying
report envision 244,000 square
feet (ground floor) of redeveloped retail and service uses. Ad.
ditional service, residential ,
public and private redevelopment would total about 11
square blocks of area , spread
over a period of several years,
One minor injury and $500 Chapman said .
damage resulted from two two- Deterioration both of physical
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special ) — car collisions on Winona and economic assets will conTwo trucks were damaged in a streets Tuesday, according to tinue if the city does not adopt
2nd to Srd Street, between Walnut and Market streets, and
LAND USE PLAN . . . Centering the entire neighborhood
a program of improvement , renewal area is a proposed super-block bounded by 2nd, 4th, Winona to Huff Street, between Sth Street and Broadway.
collision on Highway 53 two police reports.
miles north of Ettrick Tuesday Wallace B. Moore , 31, 706 E. Chapman warned.
Lafayette and Main streets. Devoted entirely to retail and al- Third Street is closed between Main and Walnut. Portions of
about 11 a.m., but the drivers 4th St., complained of pain fol- THE FIRST OF six suggested lied business, this block's interior streets would be mostly
Main Street, from 4th to the river, would have landscaped
escaped injury.
lowing a collision on West 3rd projects for neighborhood im- covered and closed to vehicles, except in emergencies. Plan
dividers. Most business, service and public uses would remain
Dean Helstad, driving a milk Street, 150 feet west of Olmstead provement is between Johnson
calls for closer integration of the riverfront with downtown in their present locations.
truck, was proceeding south and Street, Tuesday at 10:55 a.m.,
about to turn right into the Ar- in which he was one of the and Center streets, bounded on areas. Two major crossovers are proposed for through traffic :
the south by Srd Street and on
BROWN SAID a representa- nold Brovold farm. Joseph Lauf- drivers.
enberg, Alma Center, also was Moore was driving his station the north by a line parallel to Chapman told Bernard Wagnild,
tive of Schubert & Associates, proceeding south in a truck.
Recreation Centers
and half a block north of 2nd
wagon south out of a driveway Street. Mainly it would include Jaycee president, could be deLa Crosse architects, would be Laufenberg saw Helstad
To Be Open Daily
veloped along East Srd Street
onto Srd Street when the colhere Tuesday regarding remod- going to turn so he turned was
left lision occurred with a westbound some new retail facilities, new between Lafayette and Walnut
eling the washrooms in the old to pass him. When he got info
transient- housing and off-street
During Vacation
Streets. Renewal funds would
part of the high school approv- the left lane he saw a truck panel truck driven by Terald parking.
E. Voorhees, 25, 411 W. Sanborn Some buildings should be re- not be available to help private
East and West Recreation cen>
ed at the annual meeting.
stopped at the arterial sign on
Compiling the type of job s Trempealeau County C on the St. The truck is owned by North- moved and others upgraded , owners restore their buildings An employe of Warner & Swa- WABASHA, Minn. ( SpeclaD- ters will open daily at 1:30 p.m.
available in the area has been left, leading from Ettrick. He western Bell Telephone Co.
Chapman said. Of the 10.47 but the authority can help se- sey Co., airport industrial park , Bernard Smith, 60,'St. Charles, throughout the Christmas vacacompleted as part of a survey pulled back behind the Helstad Damage was about $200 to the acres involved , 3.9 acres would cure low-interest loans, he said. reported Tuesday that vandals was charged with going over* tion , the park-recreation depart
on the need for a vocational ed- truck , went too far and off onto left front of the station wagon be cleared, according to pre- Renewal funds would cover had shot out his headlights and the center line after being in- ment said today.
ucation department. At present the right shoulder, applied his and $100 to the right front of the liminary surveys. If a project certain public facilities involv- damaged windows in other cars volved ln a collision ln Waba- Beginning Thursday the cenparked near the plant Monday sha County Tuesday at 11:45 ters are open from 1:30 to 3
a study is being made of what brakes, and his car skidded panel truck. Moore told Patrol- plan is adopted , all buildings ed, however.
and fi: 30 to 9 p.m. Regular 3:30
fields graduates since 1960 ha-ve into the right side of the Hel- man Roy J. Nelson that his would be surveyed and ap- CHAPMAN predicted the first night, according to Assistant a.m.
view of Srd Street was obscured
Police Chief Marvin A. Meier. Smith was driving west In a p.m. openings will resume when
gone into.
praised thoroughly, he explain- project would spark other destad vehicle.
by parked cars .
Paul Wagner, Dodge, Wis., re- 1955 car on County Road 2, 4% school starts after the holidays.
The left front fender of
ed.
velopment throughout the down- ported Tuesday afternoon that miles
22,
Gerald
L.
Dallmann
,
east of Millville and was No ice skating rinks are opertruck was damAll residents and business oc- town, both public and private.
430 See Santa at Bla ir Laufenberg's
Minn.,
was
drivDodge
Center,
his
car
was
parked
in
the
Warover the center line , officers ating because of the unseasonaged. The outside mirror and
cupants would be consulted by When complete the process
and
ing
south
on
Kansas
Street,
ner
&
Swasey
lot
at
the
airport
said,
when he hit the car driven ably warm weather, the departpart
of the van on Helstad's Frank M. Schied Aberdeen, the housing authority relative would result in establishment
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) ,
industrial
park
on
Monday
from
by
Henry
Hubley, Kellogg, who ment said.
.
About 430 children greeted San- truck were damaged
S.D., was driving west on 3rd to their needs for relocation , of a four-block central core, 3:30 p.m. until midnight.
was
driving
east. Huhley's car BLAIR PATIENTS
'¦
ta Claus Saturday when he put
Street when the two collided upgrading or redevelopment , supplied with ample parking
When Wagner returned to his careened right .
- Mrs.
Chapman
said.
Several
forms
of
in his appearance at the State Goodview Correction Tuesday at 1:05 p.m.
and fringed by service, residen- vehicle shortly after midnight, Both men were taken to St. BLAIR , Wis . (Special !
Albert Toraason has been atj
aid
,
including
moving
and
relohe
facilities
,
tial
and
industrial
Theater following a free movie.
Dallmann told Patrolman
he told police, he found his Elizabeth's Hospital , Wabasha. Tri-County Memorial Hospital ,
His visit was sponsored by the The salary for Goodview Nelson that he believed Schied cation allowances, are available said.
headlight shot out and windows Smith was treated and released. Whitehall , receiving treatmen t
Blair Chamber of Commerce. village assessor was set at $650, was going to make a right turn to businesses, he said. These are
A key contribution to projects in nearby cars damaged. Po- Hubley received lacerations of for injuries received In a fall.
not
part
of
the
project
costs
but
Each child was given an apple not $6,500, as was reported at the intersection rather than
can be made by setting up a lice have not received com- the left eye and fractures of Linda Sweno, senior nt Blair
and a bar of candy provided Tuesday. The street light to be continuing west on 3rd Street. are in the form of separate fed- small renewal project near Wi- plaints from tho other victims the nose and ribs
High School, received n strain
Damage was $200 to the left eral grants.
by the American Legion and moved is east of Brem 's Sign
nona State College , he said. of the vandals, Meier reported. Both cars were total wrecks , to her back in physical educaAuxiliary, Chamber of Com- & Display Co., not directly in front of the Schied car. There
Police are investigating the according to Deputies Everett tion class and was hospitalized
NET COST of acquisition and Using campus development In
merce, and volunteer fire de- front of the building. The light was no damage to the right necessary clearance would be the years since 1959 as non- incident , Meier said.
Lorenz and Robert Loechler.
at Whitehall two days.
front of the Dallman vehicle.
in front is to be left.
partment.
about $1.69 million , according to cash credits toward the local
plans. Of this, the federal share share, the city could acquire
would be three-fourths, or $1.4.3 and develop an off-street parkmillion . The local government ing area of about half a block
there, without direct cost to loshare would be $259,000.
The city share would be fi- cal taxpayers. A balance of
nanced by outright expenditure non-cash credits totaling; apHARMONY , Minn. (Special)— and through a woven wire fence A 1963 honor graduate of Har- of $12,000 for various street im- proximately $1 million then
the Kenneth Bigalk farm. mony High School, he was em- provements and by dedicating can bo app lied to subsequent
A 20-year-old rural Harmony onJoseph
apparently was thrown ployed by Harmony Enterprises, the increase In tax returns renewal projects elsewhere in
man died of a broken neck and as the car went through the Inc., and was a member of Na- from tho area for 10 years to the city, he explained . These
internal injuries about 11 p.m. fence, officers said. The body tivity Catholic, Church, Har- this debt. The tax gain, project- would bo applied to downtown
Tuesday when his car went ««l was lying face down on the field mony.
ed at a net of $262,(100 in 10 projects, according to plans.
A gift subscription to
m
Ef "
are:
Ills
mother,
of control on the Bristol Cen- side of it , about 18 feet from
Survivors
years, could be used under new MRS. CEORG E Smith , 26«
highway.
the
Mrs. Louise Ileibel, living on state legislation permitting this Center St., asked who deterter road.
Joseph Ileibel died instantly , The car was . etanding on its the home farm; two brothers, sort of financing. Tho present mines which buildings would be
Dr. J. P. Nehring, Fillmore wheels about 15 feet farther Kenneth , Harmony , and John, level of taxes , however, would removed In a project. The auwest, field side of the fence , at home; grandparents , Mr. and continue to go into the general
County coroner , said.
thority and its consultants dea deputy sheriff said.
Mrs. Charles Cleghorn , Cresco,
termine this after close inspecT H E ACCIDENT happened Frost had partially covered Iowa, and step-grandmother , levies.
An estimated city cost of tion of each property, Chapman
JST
about four miles west of Har- the tracks but officers said Mrs. Joh n Ileibel , New Rich5? foTM^r7^^.Jy04*a/.. has been purchased bf*
$129,000 to develop slightly replied. Examinations are to
mony. Joseph , apparently going there were Indications that the mond , Wis .
more than hall a block of park- find buildings which are behome from town , was about two car had rolled. It was a total
Funeral services will be ing area should be secured from yond economical repair nnd
miles from the fnrm where he wreck , they added.
Thursday at 10 a.m. fit Nativity
lives with his widowed mother The sheriff's office received a Catholic Church , the Rev. Ken- parking meter revenue, Chap- those where essential improveright.
man said. This cost Is aside ments can be made, ho said.
veered
Wf in your name.
when his 1957 cur
call from an area farm at 11:10
5g
officiating. Burial
Tho authority wants to set
According to the sheriff' s of- p.m. A passerby had discovered neth Clinton Calvary Cemetery, from the city 's one-fourth share
will be In
of acquisition and clearance ex- up some sort of eastern limit
fice , he wu« proceeding alone the car.
Canton.
pense*. Other redevelopment of for core expansion, observed
on the straight blacktop vvhen
Ihe ear apparently skidded on JOSEPH WAR horn OcL 1,1, Friends may cull at Abraham the area would be privately fi- Martin Itentty, local attorney,
ice. It went right or north of 1945, at Preston to Mr. and Funeral Home after 5 p.m. to- nanced.
**'<m£*il*k>£»mj&m**m£^m^*m&^^
(Continued on Pago 0 Col. 7)
Ihe shoulderless road Into a shal- Mrs. Reinard Helbel. He had liv- day. The Rosary will be said at
THE
OLD
TOWN
section.
DOWNTOWN
8
ed
in
this
area
moat
of
his
life.
bank
p.m.
opposite
low ditch , up the

Damage $500
Trucks Damaged
In 2 Collisions
Near Ettrick

Vandals Shoot
Lights in Cars

Sf. Charles Man
Charged After
Millville Accident

A Suggestion
For That Last Minute Gift!

Harmony Youth Killed
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Burton Boomed
For an Oscar

By EARL WIUSON
NEW YORK — There'* so much good cheer around N.Y .
now, some of it quite solid, and some of it liquid, that I decided
to expand my annual B'way Bests into a double-header so
I could point out that Richard Burton's being boomed for an
Oscar nomination for "The Spy Who Came In From the Cold. "
Barbara Harris, who came from Chicago to steal "On A
Clear Day" and the movie "A Thousand Clowns ," was one of
the New Beautiful Bodies . . .
along with Virna Lisi, Senta tune marryipg an equally rich
Berger, and Elite Sommer. With shipping tycoon are all over
Raquel Welch and Karen Black Europe, but , so we 're assured,
also from Chicago, you had to aren't true." When will I learn
admit there was something to not to believe denials?
that well-fed Midwest beauty.
Biggest Discovery : Teenagers !
Best Mystery Story of '65: Bil- Suddenly all industries and merly Eckstine's January "disap- chants found out that kids rule
pearance" and "mugging" the world and began catering to
which never got truthfully ex- them .
plained.
Best Crack About The BlackNew Husband-And-Wife Team: out: Johnny Carson saying,
Bob tt Barbara (Wagner). They "Where were the draft card
should go On TV. Walter Kicr- burners
when we needed thorn?"
¦
nan's great line : "Wagner was . . . ". . Secretaries' Favorite , acsmart. He quit when he was be- cording to Barbara Bergstrom :
hind. "
Michael Kalne, "The Ipcress
Best Party Planner: Stewart File" . . . Best Religious SubWinter Trout Fishing
I^vin , mng. director of the 4 ject: "The Gospel According to
A break has come in the MinSeasons, for his soiree for Prin- St. Matthew " . . . Biggest
cess Margaret and "237 inti- Draw : Still the Beatles: some- nesota ban against fishing of
mate friends" at which I serv- thing like 60,000 at what one stream trouts in winter. The
ed as pantryman.
chap from France called "She game and fish division has anNew Singing Giants: Wayne Stadium" . . . Friendship of the nounced that one Pine County
Newton, Jack Jones. Bobby Vin- Year: Greta Garbo and Van lake is now open to trout fishing. It is Grindstone Lake.
ton . . . Most Emotional B'way Johnson.
Return: Ginger Rogers' opening YEAR'S FLOP: The Bostella
Authority for the special
in "Dolly!" when the theater dance where everybody was regulations permitting the
everysupposed
to
fall
on
top
of
was awash with tears of nosangling for stream trout
talgic . . . Celeb They Get Most body. (They couldn't seem to get during the winter months
floor).
it
off
of
the
Excited About: Jackie Kennedy
was provided under t h e
. . . New Celeb Spots: Le Mis- Year 's Who Dat? Barry Gold- terms of a bill passed by
tral, Trader Vic's (now at the water . . . Success Stories: the 1965 legislature. This alPlaza ) . . . Domedest sight: Mary Ann Mobley getting her . lows special management
own TV, Allen & Rossi making
Houston 's Astrodome.
it in Hollywood, and Woody Al- measures to be put into efYEAR'S BIGGEST Coward : len going world-wide in "PussyME: On Oct. 7, I had the story cat. "
of the Charlotte Ford-Spyros Drinks: Margarita , with glass
Niarchos romance hut didn't rimmed with salt; Negroni, with
have the guts to name names, burning match held over finishfor Niarchos' lawyer said I was ed drink to give it smokey
nuts. I did publish this : "The taste.
international rumors about an Suprise Hit Show : "The Zulu
heiress to a great American for- and The Zayda." Jack Carter
says Producer Dore Senary and
WINONA DAILY NEWS it isn't a Jewish comedy—and
a friend said, "Yeah, so how
WEDNESDAY, DtCEMEEW », 1HI
many Zulu theater parties you
FAYETTE, Miss. (AP)-Civil
been having?"
VOLUME 1)0. NO. »
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: "I rights forces have stiffened thenPubllthM dally except Saturday and Holiday* by Republican ana Htrald PublliN know a rock 'n' roll singer support of a boycott against
ing CompJny, Mi Franklin St„ Winona. who's having so much trouble white merchants here in hopes
Minn.
with his hair, be has to see his the lack of Christmas shoppers
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
barber twice a year." — Leo will show a need to meet their
Slngta Copy — 10c Dally, lie Sunday
Pinkus.
desegregation demands.
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ner at Chandler's defines a con- officers watched Tuesday while
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take "now" for an answer.
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In Fillmore, Houston, Olmtted, Winona,
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People said he formed patrols to
car home" Eddie Bracken.
Send change of addrtss, notlcas, undillvComedian Jackie Vernon ad- keep Negroes out of town and to
•red copies, subscription orders and other
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O. mits he's overweight: "I got so watch for Ku Klux Klan attacks
Box 70. Winona, Minn., 62987 .
fat I had to let out the shower on pickets.
Evers said picketing would
Second class postage paid at Winona, curtain" . . . That's earl, brothMinn.
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continue until Friday when the
group would stage a demonstration.
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remained open. He declined
comment on a charge by Evers
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SEE IT NOW
that someone had aimed a shot2 • WHACKY COMEDY HITS • L
gun at a picket Monday.
Authorities slapped a holiday
ban on beer sales in this southwest Mississippi town Monday
\^mW<^Amtm%1 to
head off any prospect of racial violence in Jefferson County. The county Is more than
three-fourths Negro.
Evers has called a campaign
of no buying or Christmas decorating until demands are met
in full. Negroes want desegregation of all public facilities, in2:45 - Nites 1:45 Only
cluding public schools, two Negroes on the police force and
use of courtesy titles — Mr. ,
Miss or Mrs.
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A group called Americana for
the Preservation of the White
Race has urged a "buy-in" to
counter the boycott. Rowland
Scott of Natchez, president,
asked shoppers in a six-county
area to patronize white Fayette
merchants.
Evers said the countermovc
1
had produced few results.
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Manslaug hter Charge
In Minneapolis Case

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
first d e g r e e - manslaughter
charge was filed Tuesday in the
beating death Saturday of Fredcrick E. Burrell , 37, Minneapolis. Charged in the case In Thurman, Smith Jr., 35 , also of Minneapolis .

DANCE
This Thurs>d«y-t>ac. 23rd
'Young People* Dane*
Gregory Dee's Avantlei

Gig Gala Christmas) Dane*
Chriitmas Nlta, Dae. 25th
Jolly Polka Band
Sun , Dec. 24—Blut Banner*
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fect on a restricted number
of lakes and streams for experimental purposes.
The regulations which go into
effect Saturday — a sort of
Christmas bonus — also mean
that anglers can take all species of fish in Grindstone Lake
the year around. Grindstone, in
case you're interested, has a
small number of northern pike,
bass and other species in addition to several kinds of trout
and salmon.

Here and There
Albert Marshall, retired
Red Wing newspaperman
who has written a number
of articles for the Daily
News, is a park booster, and
conservationist. He has been
recently appointed chairman of a task force by the
state Republican committee
to report on conservation at
the coming state convention.
His pet project is Frontenac
State Park.

An appeal has gone out from
the sportsmen of the Lutsen
According to the Conserarea on behalf of the deer in
vation Department, fishing
Northeastern Minnesota who,
wijl be permitted 24 hours they fear , will starve because
a day. The limits on all spe- of the deep snow which already
cies will be identical with
has caused the deer to yard up.
those prescribed for inland Snowmobiles, now, make it poswaters of the state for 1966. sible to get around the deer
According to the rules, no area and haul food into them.
fishhouses or spearing will
There are 24 inches of crushed
be permitted.
snow there now. "Save the Deer
The purpose of the han on Committee, " Lutsen, Minn., is
fishhouses and spearing is to collecting funds.
confine the take of the fish
Duck Hungry Eagle
to angling only and eliminate
SPRINGFIELD, IU. U) —
the opportunities for snagging.
An Iowa man who scuffled
with a golden eagle and
Iowa Trout
broke its neck won't have to
Southeastern
Minnesota
face
charges for killing the
trout fishermen have been
federally protected bird.
enjoying winter trout fishing
in Northeastern Iowa for
U.S. Atty. Richard Eagleton
several years. There Is no
said
this week that evidence
closed season on trout in
compiled
by the government inIowa, and limited trout
dicated
Harold
Virgin of Burstocking with fishable - sized
killed the bird in self detrout is carried on there lington
fense.
through the winter months.
Good Winona trout fisherVirgin told officers he
men have been bringing
killed the eagle Nov. IS when
home some nice trout , and
it attacked him as he hunted
limits.
ducks in Illinois. He said he
slammed the bird against
We have been advocating a the floor of the duck blind
similar winter open season for
and stood on it, but not beSoutheastern Minnesota. The fore it slashed him about
Whitewater, in big stretches, re- the head with its talons and
mains open like the Iowa inflicted cuts requiring five
streams because of fast running stitches.
water. There is no natural hatch
of trout in those streams. It is Eagles are protected by fed"put and take" fishing, so why eral law, and under ordinary
not continue it throughout the circumstances, it is illegal to
year?
kill one.

Tom 'n Jerrys
Served Friday,
December 24th

SEASONS
GREETINGS
Uncle Carl & Staff
OAKS
and
BLUE MOON

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Senate Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield aays he hopes to report today to Secretary of . State
Dean Rusk and Secretary of
Defense Robert S. McNamara
on his world fact-finding trip on
Viet Nam.
The briefing was directed by
President Johnson after he conferred with Mansfield at the
White House Sunday.
Mansfield and four Senate
colleagues returned Sunday after visiting 16 European and
Asian capitals.
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Mansfield has declined substantive comment, but some of
his colleagues have indicated
the touring senators found little
disposition in Moscow, Warsaw
and Bucharest to soften opposition to the U.S. course In Viet
Nam.
Mansfield has said his group
will malte a formal report to the
Senate Foreign Relations Com- .
mittee, beaded by Sen. J. W.
Fulbright D-Ark.
This it expected to deal largely in generalities, since the senators had the understanding
with foreign officials that details of the discussions would be
relayed only to the President.
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CLOSED

In order to Ut our employees have Christmas
at home, we> will close at 5 p.m. on tha 24th
of Dae. ond open up on Sunday, the 26th,
at 10 a.m.

Merry Christmas

yfealg^

Happy New Year
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Mansfield said senatorial colleagues who are curious about
the group's findings will have to
await the formal report. He said
he has no intention of discussing
what he learned with any individual senator.
While this obviously included
1558 Service Drive
Phone 3107
Fulbright, it did not reflect the
three-month-old freeze of White
House relations with the Arkansas senator. Fulbright and CflsWBrtsWiS B^9PfcaW I*fcflPPlBrt
Mansfield have maintained intermittent, but friendly communications throughout this period.
Fulbright has not heard from
the White House since he told
the Senate Sept. 15 that Johnson
got bad advice and overacted
last spring in sending troops to
the Dominican Republic. The
Fulbright name also has been
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The effect of the President's *
obvious pique has been to silence a potential defender of his
over-all policies in Viet Nam. V
'• • x
929 East 8th St.
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Although he has criticized some
of the actions taken and once
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because he feels his words will \
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Boykin Given WORLD TODAY
Pardon, Wants News Leaks
Fine Returned Irk Johnson

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) - Former Rep. Frank Boykin, joyful
over his pardon from President
Johnson, says he now hopes to
recover the $40,000 fine he paid
when convicted of conspiracy to
defraud the United States in
violating conflict - of - interest
laws.
"I thought all along that right
would prevail," the 60-year-old
Boykin said Tuesday. "And now
It has. I was not worried, because I knew I had done nothing
wrong. I'm very happy."
Boykin was fined C40.000 and
sentenced to six months probation after he was convicted on
eight counts in the U.S. District
Court in Baltimore. Md., Oct. 7,
1963. He had been accused of
attempting to influence the Justice Department in handling
mail fraud charges in a savings
and loan case.
Boykin, now active in the
lumber and land business in
Mobile after a 28-year career in
Congress, was not given a prison sentence in view of his age
and physical condition. The effect of the pardon, disclosed
Tuesday, is to clear his record
and restore the civil rights he
lost when convicted.

By JAMES MAJtLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP) - At the
White House information is like
a well-supervised reservoir.
When there is a leak President
Johnson wants to know in a hurry where it came from.
He likes to do the revealing
himself, when he has something
to say. This probably explains
what otherwise would be an astonishing situation.
In these closing days of 1965,
just before Johnson in January
begins handing Congress his
programs for 1966, practically
nothing is known about them.
Yet, it can be assumed he and
his aides have long been busy
on them.
There has been speculation
about a tax boost next year to
help pay for the Viet Nam war;

Plans for
Proposed Lab
Are Scrapped

Tlie pardon was signed by DETROIT (AP) — The AtomJohnson last Friday and made ic Energy Commission's proeffective as of Monday. The posed $300 million high energy
Justice Department said the laboratory has been temporariformer Democratic congress- ly scrapped because of the Viet
man has a serious heart condi- Nam war,, the Detroit Free
Press said Tuesday.
tion and high blood pressure.
Boykin said he first heard the The AEC's request to authornews when he received tele- ize the facility — for which 43
phone calls from Sen. Lister states are competing — plus a
Hill, D-Ala., and Reps. Armis- $7 million first appropriation has
tead I. Selden Jr. and Bob Sikes been dropped from, the commisof Alabama Informing him of sion's proposed 1966-67 fiscal
budget, the Free Press said.
the pardon.
He said they read parts of The Free Press said the deletters that had been sent to cision, if allowed to stand, could
them by the government de- delay start of construction for
scribing a "full and uncondition- the 200 billion electron volt particle accelerator by at least a
al pardon."
Three senators and 34 repre- year.
sentatives, comprising most of The AEC announced earlier it
the delegations from Alabama, planned to start design work on
Florida, Mississippi and South the machine in the fiscal year
Carolina, wrote supporting a starting next July. •
pardon for Boykin.
Actual construction had been
Boykin, now board chairman scheduled to start in fiscal 1968.
Among the locations the govof the Tensaw Land & Timber ernment
has
considered
Co., said his four sons now do throughout the country are the
most of the work in running the Duluth area and Rosemount,
business. He said business had south of the Twin Cities.
doubled since he left Congress
and that his plans were to build
Edlin, operator of a savings and
it even bigger.
Also convicted with Boykin loan association, and an assowere former Rep. Thomas F. ciate, William Robertson.
Johnson, D-Md., who was sen- The government charged
tenced to six months in jail and Edlin and Robertson with mail
a $5,000 fine but whose convic- fraud and accused Johnson of
tion was reversed by an appel- having accepted money to make
late court. The government is speeches on their behalf in the
now appealing that reversal be- House. Boykin and Johnson also
were accused of attempting to
fore the Supreme Court.
use their influence on behalf of
The two congressmen were the two men with Justice Detried along with J. Kenneth partment officials.

Oklahoma Car
Plates Bad

but there yas also speculation
that there wouldn't be. This is
hardly a leak. It sounds more
like noise in the pipes.
Because Republicans have
been calling for less spending,
and Johnson people have been
talking of ways to reduce expenses, he may be waiting to
see how the books balance before he comes up "with new programs that need more money.
But he has turned this into a
rather dry period on news all
around.
In the past nine days he bas
had two-day meetings each with
three important foreign leaders:
Pakistan's President Mohammed Ayub Khan, B r i t a i n' s
Prime Minister Harold Wilson,
and West Germany's chancellor, Ludwig Erhard.

All three meetings seem to
have been pleasant, and showed
Johnson was taking a very direct part in foreign affairs, but
if they settled anything it wasn't
clear from the communiques
they issued.
This very vagueness, although
that may not have been its purpose, left Johnson free to make
any disclosures he wants later.
There were no leaks.
First, he met with Pakistan's
president and the two men later
called their discussions "frank,
wide-ranging, and productive."
They didn't explain what "productive meant.
They did agree . on the need
for peace between India and
Pakistan but everyone except
Red China would probably
agree on that. It was the kind of
agreement that could have been
reached by long-distance telephone.
Then Johnson huddled with
Wilson who described their talks
as "fruitful" and "brisk." But
what that meant wasn't explained. "Fruitful" probably
meant more an exchange of
views than definite agreements.
Johnson's talks with Erhard
ended Tuesday, after which
they agreed, they said, that
Germany "and ether interested
partners in the CNATO) alliance
should have an appropriate part
of the nuclear defense."
But nobody explained what
"appropriate" meant. This apparently meant that maybe
something could be worked out
later.
At a dinner Johnson proposed
the United States and West Germany join in an "exploration of
space," perhaps a "probe to the
sun, and another, a probe to
Jupiter." How was also left to
the future.
Nobody is going to land on the
sun and Jupiter is believed incapable of supporting a manned
landing. But one of its 13 moons
might turn out to be a good
stopping-off place some day.

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP ) The state offered apologies today to motorists'who purchased
Oklahoma's 1966 half-baked car
license plates that lose their
paint when washed.
Tax Commission Chairman
Joe Dunn offered to repaint
without charge plates that are
returned.
Complaints bombarded state
authorities after it had been discovered water would remove
the black numbers from the
white background. It was explained that the plates were
baked half as long as necessary.

Police Upheld
In Slaying of
Milwaukee Man

MILWAUKEE W>-Dist. Atty.
Hugh R. O'Connell has termed
the fatal shooting of a gunman
by one of two patrolmen he
wounded as "justifiable homicide."
Gary M. Lee, a 25-year-old
construction worker, was shot
to death Tuesday by one of two
police officers he wounded after narrowly missing his mother
and grandmother with shotgun
blasts.
O'Connell said, "I want to
commend the officers for entering the room, knowing there
was a man in the/e with a shotgun."
O'Connell added that he saw
no reason to ask for an inquest
into the death of Lee, who was
fatally wounded by Patrolman
Edward L. Wegner.
Wegner was in satisfactory
condition Tuesday with wounds
in the chest and left shoulder.
The other officer, Thomas P.
Sbonik, 29, remained in critical
condition with wounds in the
right arm and shoulder.
The two patrolmen responded
to a call for help from Lee's
mother, Mrs. Ethel Lee, 60, and
his grandmother, Mrs. Sarah
Miller, 80, with whom Lee lived.
Lee had returned home early
Tuesday from a neighborhood
tavern and, after an argument,
fired a 12-gauge shotgun twice
at the women, missing both
times, investigators said. The
women ran outside and called
police.
Sbonik and Wegner entered
the darkened house seeking
the gunman. Wegner shined his
flashlight into a bedroom. Police said Lee jumped up from
behind a bed and fired the shotgun, hitting Wegner, who staggered back into the kitchen.
SbonlK rushed into the living
room and was hit as Lee fired
again. As Lee leveled his gun
once more, Wegner fired six
times at the construction worker Tvith a .38 caliber revolver.
Sbonik staggered outside to
Ms squad car and radioed for
help. Lee died a few minutes
after other officers arrived.
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VIET NAM

LBJ, Erhard
Seek to Woo
NATO Allies

burnings and other demonstra- i starting 7 p.m. Christmas Eve.
tions against the war.
They said there would not necpared with 316 in the Dec. 12-13 In Washington, official* laid essarily be a formal acceptperiod, and 6 were listed as the Johnson administration was ance, but that U.S. and South
missing in action, one less than considering accepting a Viet Vietnamese forces might simply
the previous week.
Cong offer of a 12-hour truce halt operations for the period.
South Vietnamese losses for
the week were 239 killed In action, 425 wounded and 77 missing , the spokesmen said. ComBy JOHN M. HIGHTOWEH
munist losses were given as 920
A.P Special Correspondent killed and 89 wounded. This
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- gave the Allies a 3.6-to-l kill radent Johnson and German tio over the Viet Cong.
$3
\ M A*.
.j^lflflLV^^^^^k
Chancellor Ludwig Erhard, hav- An American spokesman said
the lower U.S. casualties were
ing agreed between themselves, the result of a decision by the
face a difficult task in trying to Viet Cong "not to become decipersuade other key allies that sively engaged."
West Germany be given an "ap- A guerrilla band attacked the
"new
hamlet of Tan Thuan
propriate part" in the nuclear Dong, life"
less than two miles south
defense of Western Europe.
of Saigon, and murdered the
Other nations which might hamlet chief , his son and anothparticipate with West Germany er youth.
and the United States in a North Other terrorists threw a grenade and planted a mine at
Atlantic Treaty Organization a U.S. military transportation
nuclear force, notably Britain, compound three miles north of
Italy and tha Netherlands, have Saigon's Tan Son Nhut airport.
displayed either reluctance ir There were no injuries.
Two Viet Cong platoons hit a
¦
uncertainty in the past. There is government militia
i
company h
no assurance now that they are south of Saigon Tuesday night
prepared to do anything more and inflicted some casualties.
than to continue to talk anxious- The Communist toll was unknown,
ly about the problem as they
The deputy chief and another
have for the past five years.
villager were wounded in the
The nuclear issne dominated attack on Tan Thuan Dong, esthe communique with which tablished by the government to
Johnson and Erhard concluded provide new homes for villagers I t~ *\
&V Wm\
from Viet Cong areas. The
their two-day conference here let lies between Saigon andhamNha
Tuesday. But just below the sur- Be, outh Viet Nam's biggest
face lay another problem which fuel and munitions dump.
threatens crisis in the alliance The incidents at the U.S.
next year — the NATO reorgan- transportation center caused
ization demanded by French light damage, a U.S. spokesman
said. A terrorist pitched a grePresident Charles de Gaulle.
From the Johnson - Erhard nade at the camp's northeast
statement it appears that the corner. A few minutes later, a
battle lines are being drawn for shrapnel-splattering claymore
a showdown with De Gaulle if mine went off along the fence.
he moves, as expected, to force Bombings and grenade-throwhngs have been occurring daily
the issue.
The result of such a De Gaulle since Dec. 14 in the Saigon area,
move could. be either a radical apparently as part of the Viet
overhaul of NATO or French Cong celebration of the fifth
withdrawal from it. De Gaulle anniversary of their National
said last December that he was Liberation Front last Mondayk
determined to end French sub- Communist forces also atordination to the United States tacked scattered government
in the integrated NATO military outposts Tuesday night and earsystem which is commanded by ly today near the big U.S. base
at Da Nang, 380 miles northeast
a U.S. general.
of Saigon.
The Johnson-Erhard commuVietnamese propeller-driven
nique made no direct reference
to De Gaulle but said that Ihe Skyraiders bombed and strafed
two leaders affirmed "the de- one Communist force as it fired
Warm,versatile gloves of 100% wool. J
termination of both govern- with mortars, recoilless rifles I
and
smaller
weapons
on
an
outments to maintain and to
IThe leather palm style makes them per- |
strengthen the alliance and its post in Death Valley , 20 miles Ifeet for driving and all around winter
south of Da Nang, where U.S.
f
political and military institu- Marines
and government troops
wear. Choice of Black, Brown,Beige,Oxtions."
just spent 12 days hunting a 1
This is precisely what De hard-core Viet Cong regiment. Iford Gray. Sizes : S-M-L
Gaulle does not wish to do. He
A Viet
Cong battalion
has not yet spelled out his pro- mounted four assaults on an
posals for changing the Allied outpost 70 miles northwest of Da
defense system in Europe. But Nang, near the Laotian frontier,
he has convinced other Allied and partially overran it. The
leaders thaf he favors a much Communists also hit two nearby
looser system and has made militia units guarding two
clear his opposition to political bridges.
and military proposals for in- The attacks in the Da Nang
creasing integration within the area came shortly before the
Atlantic Alliance. Specifically, arrival at the base of Gen.
he has opposed any arrange- Earle G. Wheeler, chairman of
ment which would give West the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff , on
Germany a voice in nuclear a pre-Christmas inspection of
the U.S. installation. Wheeler
weapons control.
told newsmen he had found widIf Johnson and Erhard agreed er understanding in the United
on any specific plan to meet States of the "stakes on the taGermany's desire for nuclear ble" involved in tho defense on
partnership, they covered the South Viet Nam against the
fact with secrecy and silence in Communists. Ee said he was
their communique.
getting an increasing number of
^
All it said was : "They agreed letters denouncing draft card 5?
that the Federal Republic of
Germany and other interested
partners in the alliance should
have an appropriate part in nuclear defense."
It was . understood that this
was about all Erhard wanted
said publicly on this subject at
this time. It keeps the United
States committed to a nuclear
role for Germany, but lt leaves
open questions of form and timing.
In this respect, the results of
the conference are reported to
reflect a desire on the part of
Johnson and Erhard — as was
true last week when Johnson
met with British Prime Minister
Harold Wilson — to avoid any
appearance of trying to gang up
on other allied governments to
tell them what they were expected to do.
(Continued From Page One)
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After all,how wrong can you go
with the millionaire,
the whiskeythat sells
26 million bottles a year!
Fleischmann's Preferred,
no betterwhiskey at any price.
•Woll provide ttMgift wrap et no extra cost
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Lake Citian Notes
90th Birthday

Deep-Heat Massager
New ^^^^ H
I
¦

LAKE CITY, Minn. ("Special) 2
— Henry Moechnig, resident of
the convalescent ward at Lake
City Munici pal Hospital , was
honored at a birthday party
Sunday on his 90th birthday. Be- |
cause of ill health , open house
couldn't be held at the Methodist church ns planned,
A birthday cake baked by
Mrs. Fritz Dammann centered
the serving table. Guests were
limited to a few close relatives
and fellow residents and employes of the ward, who assisted
with serving coffee and cake
to patients unable to leave their
rooms.
Ho was born Dec. 19, 1875, on
a 240-acre farm in West Albany
Township, Wabasha County .
Following his father 's death in
1918 he operated the farm with
his mother one year. In 101 9
¦
they moved to Lake City.
Boatman
of
Ella
He married
Lake City in 1922. She died in I
1951. He has resided at the hos- \{
pital two years. Nieces and ne- '<
phews called on him during the ',\
week . Mrs. Albert Star/., a I
niece, made arrangements for
the party.
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Arthritis
Sinusitis

Rheumatism
Backache

to over-exertion

Traum t - p ,

New Pollcnex Deep Heat Massager provldei
Infra red heat plus massiiRo through ellcctlva
4-way
turn the dial
1. Mauati only
Jr. Meat plut maiaaga
3. HI heat only
4. Lo h«at only

Plus special "off" switch. No neid tt unplug
unit whan not ust.
115 volt* A.C, Shipping wtilifhli 16 nr.. sij -oi
Dlal-Dlamater 3ft" , Heliirit .1". Len«tli of unit
BVt ". Ivory wMh atalnleia steal trim, haiidsomo
decorator (Win . Easily carrlml, c-an ba plugged
In any A.C. outlot.
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Andersen Out,
Randall Looks Good
ALTHOUGH THERE hav* bean rumblings for some months inside the party,
particularly among the more conservative
Big Wigs, against the candidacy of former Gov. Elmer L. Andersen for the same
job in 1966, his sharp withdrawal from the
race or for that of U.S. senator came as a
surprise.
The most likely looking candidate «t
this time, in our opinion, is William Randall . Ramsey Counly attorney, -who already has tossed his; hat in the ring along
with Harold LeVander , an old crony of
Harold Stassen.
"We thought Elmer Andersen made a
good governor and his long record in the
state Senate prior to that was most creditable. And we certainly must agree with
the Minneapolis Tribune which says that If
Elmer Andersen is indeed determined to
bow off the political stage, it should be said
that he gra ced it, both as governor and in
the state legislature, with honesty and
competence .
Elmer Andersen is a highly successful
businessman (H.B . Tuller Co. of St. Paul
and elsewhere) and is a wealthy man. Obviously he is going 1o have no part of any
intra-party tug-of-war over his nomination
because of his more or less liberal views.
THE OTHER likely candidates for governor in addition lo Bill Randall and Le
Vander are Rep. LJoyd Duxbury of Caledonia, apeaker of the House of Representatives — one of the best the state has ever
had — and Wheelock Whitney of Wayzata ,
the unsuccessful nominee for U.S. senator
last year.
Recently, however, there has been some
mention of State Sen. Robert R. D.unlap,
formerly of Plainview and now of Rochester, one of the most competent men ever
to serve In the state Senate and a good
friend of ours. Many think he should not
ent er the governor's race but would make
a formidable candidate for the U.S. Senate
against Walter "Fritz" Mondale.
With th* unimpressive record of the
present administration and the aura of
scandal hanging as a cloud over the state 's
insurance department, there is every indication that the prospects of electing a Republican governor axe excellent. This adds
further to tht surprise about Andersen'f
abrupt withdrawal.
THE DFL PARTY appears to be about
as much in doubt as to who will carry its
banner in the gubernatorial race as the Republicans. Gov. Rolvaag evidently wants a
second term but is keeping his plans under
wraps. Lt. Gov. Sandy Keith, who has long
had his eye on the governor 's chair, has
remained silent but his actions Indicate he
it running and running hard for the job.
Holvaag, who most party leaders would
like to drop because they believe he can't
win, evidently wants more time to sound
out opinion before deciding definitely. He>
Is banking on the reapportionment issue to
help him. Taking amounts and types of
news media coverage as a yardstick, the
governor may be having some success in
bringing this off. Whenever the governor
speaks, it's news. The opposition Conservatives — and their still to be named standard bearer — do not enjoy a similar advantage.
Unless the Conservatives get their viewpoint a better public airing, the governor
may manage to make them look like the
villains. In truth, of course, he is cynically attempting to th wart the true spirit of:
representative legislative processes by insisting that legislators commit themselves
ln advance of any special session. This isn't
the way government is supposed to operate
and Karl knows it.
After ten years of service in the state
Senate, Elmer Andersen got interested In
the governorship in 1959 following tours
around the state. On Jan. 5 , 1960, he announced his candidacy.
From there, he <went on to defeat P. K.
Peterson for the GOP endorsement and to
win over Orville Freeman in the November I960 , general el cclion.
HIS VICTORY proved again the independent attitude of Minnesota voters, who
two years earlier had re-elected DFL'er
Freeman by a margin of 165,000 votes.
Republican Andersen defeated Democrat Freeman by 2$ ,000 votes. At the same
election , Democrat John F. Kennedy carried Minnesota by 22,000 votes over Republican Richa rd M. Nixon.
Two years later Andersen lost to (!ov.
Karl F. Rolvaag by 91 votes, chiefly because of the phony Highway 3o Issue which
long since has beesi proved a great political hoax.
One of the best speeches we ever heard
Elmer Andersen make was at the dinner
at the Oaka Supper Club In August 1981,
«n the night Winona Municipal Airport waj
renamed Wax Conrad Field.
The Rovernor had spent most of the afternoon at his motel room making notes for
his speech but when the dinner program
became prolonged and his turn came , he
scrapped all his notes, talked "off the cuff"
and did a masterful job. Those who were
present will vividly recall (he sincerity of
his remarks and his great tribute lo our
Flying Grandfather Max.
a
The loot hath iaf<l in hi* heart. "Thrrt h
un God. Tkey are corrupt, they have dunr
nl) omlnable mtotki, ibtre la non« (hat dnrth
lt(K)d .~-I'Mlm M:l.
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FLY IN THE SOUP

Adlai's Record
On Peace Cited

How to Save
On Public Debt

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - What might be done with
$12 billion if the United States government
could save what it pays out now in annual interest on the public debt?
This expenditure Is next to the highest item
in the entire budget , ranking second only to
national defense. The annual interest obligation
in the five-year period from June 30, 1961 , to
.June 30, 1968, will have risen by $3 billion
because the federal debt itself will show an increase of approximately $36 billion. During this
same five years, too, the federal government
has had a cumulative deficit of $32 billion in
the budget.
"Deficit spending" is popular nowadays , and
the country has been urged by administration officials, as well as by many leading economists , to accept the doctrine that deficits are
constructive and a boon to the national economy. The prevailing idea today is that deficits
and the public debt do not matter, respective
of how high they continue to go. Much of the
so-called "Great Society" program has been
undertaken in the belief that the country isn't
going to worry about deficits any longer.
If frugality and a balanced budget had been
a national policy under this and preceding administrations , the interest cost would be far
lower today. But the spending of from $12 billion to $13 billion annually for interest charges
alone appears to be the prospect now, and this
might even be substantially increased in the
next fi ve years, because so many citizens have
been "brainwashed " into thinking that "deficit spending" is the key to economic progress.
IT IS PERHAPS pertinent to not* ^hat $12
billion could provide if the federal government
had balanced its budgets, held down or reduced
the national debt, and cut off the interest
charges so as to retain $12 billion annually.
Here are some of the different uses to which
the $12 billion could then be put :
J. Pay for most, if not all , of the increase
in military spending arising out of the war in
Viet Nam from July 1, 1964, to June 30, 1967.
2. Pay for the present anti-poverty program
for a period of more than nine years.
3. Provide enough money to meet the federal government's share of public-assistance
programs for almost three and a half years.
4. Pay the federal government's share of the
federal-aid highway program for three years.
5. Make an average payment of more than
$1,000 to each of the 11.9 million families which,
according to the government definition , were
"poor" in 1964.
6. Pay for almost all the estimated benefit
payments under the new hospital-insurance plan
— "medicare" for the aged — for the next five
fiscal years beginning July 1, 1966.
. 7. Pay the full costs of veterans ' compensation and pensions for three years.
8. Pay for almost half the cost of putting
a man on the moon by providing for more than
two years' outlays by the federal space agency.
9. Pay for almost a full year the entire
payroll of the military forces, including allowances.
10. Change the estimated 1966 budget deficit from $8 billion to a surplus of $4 billion

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

The YMCA board of directors appointed Sam
Edgar as general secretary to succeed Herbert O. Johnson.
Peter F. Loughrey has been elected commander of Clarence Miller Camp 2, United
Spanish War Veterans. Other officers elected
are: Anton Guenther, senior vice commander; Harry Rackow, junior vice commander and
trustee for three years , and Anton Blagik , chaplain.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

Letters of commendation for heroic and mer
ltorious service in an emergency have been
sent by the War Department to 13 employes
of the St . Paul engineer's district office stationed at the Fountain City boatyard for rescue
work they did in connection with the Armistice
Day storm .
All officers were re-elected at the annual
Winon a county convention of the Farmer-Labor
party as follows: Harold R. Atwood Winona ,
chairman ; John Evcnson , Stockton, vice chairman , and Leonard Knopp, Winona , secretary treasurer.

Fifty Years A go . . . 1915

L. J. Brown of Dakota Villape was elected
county commissioner from the Sth District on
the fifth formal ballot of the chairman of town
boards from the district.
There has been little eordwood on the local
market of late.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1890
The Winona saloonkeepers have perfected an
organization with August Ruhnke ns president.
J. H. Johnson has arrived home from Ih-e
frontier and gives interesting accounts of engagements between the soldiers and redskins
which resulted in heavy Indian losses nt Rapid
City , S.D.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
In the
and W.75
Wood is
per cord

market pork is taken at $B.25 for light
per hundred for heavy dressed hogs.
plenty and commands $5 to $5.SO
for seasoned oak .
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By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — From beyond the grave Adlai E. Stevenson has given the lie to busily fostered innuendoes that
he was privately opposed to the American policy of honest
military resistance to the Communist invasion of South
Viet Nana.
Adlai Stevenson 3rd, son of the late American ambassador to the United Nations, who also was twice Democratic Presidential candidate, has now published documentary proof that such suggestions are as without foundation
in fact as they are irresponsible in effect.
It is proof so decisive as
to be quite beyond further
challenge from the two very
different groups which have
acted, knowingly and un( Editor's Note : Letknowingly, to discredit the
ten
mint be temperate ,
position of the United States
of reasonable length and
in Viet Nam. One of these
signed by the writer.
sets has moved in simple
Bono jide names of all
malice, on the notion that
letter-writer* will ba
any stick is good enough to
published. No religious,
beat a dog with — in this
medical or personal concase the dog of an Ameritroversies
arm acceptcan policy they detest. The
able.)
other set involves a few earnest and genuine friends of
Fitting Tune To
the late ambassador who
Re-examine Omr Uvea
honestly supposed that he
To the Editor:
wta preparing to run out in
private on the very policy
As we enter the Christhe had long defended in pubmas season, a time supposlic.
edly of religious inspiration
As Is usual in such
and devotion, it seems fitwretched episodes, howting that we re-examine our
ever, the record is being
lives and our world in reput right too late. It is too
lation to reality and expeclate to save the legitimate
tations.
interests of the United
In our swift-moving socieStates from wholly unjustity, complex ln its customs
fied damage. It is too late
and habits, man has attainto save the memory of Aded a high degree of solai Stevenson, himself, from
phistication and detachimplications — well meant
ment. Armed with the might
and unintended in some
of his military and the procases, harshly uncaring in
duction of his plants, he
other cases— that he was
has made bold strides tonot really loyal to public poward realization of his wonsitions lie himself had rederful dream: The creation
peatedly taken.
of an all-powerful, omniscient Man-God. Look thee
PERHAPS, however, it Is
then upon "Wonderous Man "
not too late to draw a lesat present, with, his materson from this experience.
ial wealth and sensuality,
It points a gauntly warning
existing in a climate of
finger to the danger and
baseness and mediocrity, in
the dreadful wrongness of
awe of greed, superstition ,
attempting to quote dead
and egoism. Prepossessed
men in* the service, conwith
vice, preoccupied with
scious or not, of designs to
luxury, lustful of things,
discredit, in so petty and
but obsessed with himself.
subterranean a way, any
Tortured by his own wretchnational policy whatever.
in this mean state
edness,
^
All this is starkly so in the
he continues to live.
case of a policy, such as
This, then, is the state
that toward Viet Nam,
of
mankind. Has it always
which is , demonstrably not
been
so? No, there was
partisan and which is suremany years ago, a
once,
ly entitled to be seen as
man who preached of life 's
big in purpose if nothing
essence and rewards not
else.
in terms of material affluMany of those who opence, hut rather in spiritpose our actions in Viet
ual solace; peace earned not
Nam, indeed, are making it
purely by the sweat of one's
more difficult to conduct an
brow, but by the love of
adult and civilized debate.
one's heart, as well. He
Endlessly, they clamor for
taught humility, chastity,
"the right to dissenf '-as
and love and
forgiveness,
though they were not al's fellow man.
respect
of
one
ready exercising that right
of simplicHe
led
the
life
howling
to its screeching,
with
appreciaendowed
ity,
full. Endlessly , they sugunderstanding of
tion
and
the
dissigest that they,
the nature of man. He dedents, are being oppressed,
voted
himself and his life
by
repressed,
suppressed,
task of spreading
to
the
some crushing conspiracy
p e a c e ' and brotherhood
of "conformism."
amongst humanity. His vehicle was the parable ; his
ENDLESSLY , too, they
passengers were love and
imply that those who supbenevolence ; his coachman
port the war are insensiwas God. His message was
tive to human suffering and
loud and clear. The people
crude apologists for the
heard and responded. For
mailed fist, at home and
his heresy his penance was
abroad.
The plain truth is that
death.
The effect was immediate.
never in the history of this
"He had martyred himself
or any other country whose
for his hallowed, faith,"
men were being killed by a
people said, and his oblabrutal enemy have the opponents of a war of resisttion was praised and blessance been given such lied. He was glorified and
cense as they are being
exalted ; his namesake was
a great and p o w e r f u l
given today. The plain
Church. But somehow, in
truth, moreover, is that the
all the uproar, his meaning
language being used by
was at first clouded, and
many of these protesters,
who so proclaim their tenthen lost. In the ensuing
der monopoly of concern
labyrinth called religion,
for human feelings, la Infinhis Creed was replaced with
itely harsher than is any
a Crown. His message was
hardliner's language against
lost in the translatiom. He
them.
must have been disappointFor one small example,
ed, for he had wanted not
this columnist's mail brings
so much to he worshipped
letters declaring him to be
as to be understood.
"an animal," or sometimes
So on we march toward
some more specifically dethe "Great Society". Ironic,
fined beast of prey, for
isn't it , that though almost
backing the war in Viet
stifled by our bigotry,
Nam . Now, no- one is asking
swallowed by our greed,
ln consequence for a Purand mastered by our haple Heart, or crying out for
tred, we pursue such valthe instant services of the
iant aims? Bnt blame not
medic and the chaplain.
our rniserableness on religBut those who believe In
ion's failure to cure al! our
the policy in Viet Nam no
social ills, any more than
ounce less than in the great
you would condemn a doctradition of free speech are
tor for the death of a
entitled to ask who Is it who
smoker who contracted lung
Is really outraging that tracancer. Place the fault indition. Is it those who openstead with Wan, who has
ly state their views in supinterpreted the Peace of
port of the war? Or is it
God to be comfort and
to those who will stoop to
ease. Shout thee no* "My
any dodge to ambush that
God, My God, why hast
policy?
thou forsaken me," for He
has not forsaken you; you
By Parker and Hart
have forsaken Him.
Jim Henry
Ht. 1, Winona
¦
FENCING EXPENSIVE
LOUISVILL E <fl — The
whit« fences which surround
central Kentucky 's horse
forms are as costly as they
are <lecorativ«.
To- install such a fence and
paint it costs about $1 a running foot.
Coldstream Stud , for instance, spent $130 ,000i for tho
25 miles of fence around its
properly .

Letters to The
Editor
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Arthur Goldberg Calle d
Top Peacemaker of 1965
By DREW PEARSON
WASHING-TON — As the
Christian world prepares
to celebrate the birthday of
the man who strove to bring
peace on each, this column
pays tribute to the man who
did the most to bring peace
on earth during 1965.
Significantly, be too is a
Jew — Arthur Goldberg, thefirst Jew ever to represent
the United States at the
United Nations, an assemblage where approximately
one-fourth of the countries
practice the Moslem religion and where at least ten
Arab countries are vigorously, at times vitriolically opposed to Israel.
It is a tribute to Ambassador Goldberg that, though
his support of Isr ael is a
well-known fact, the representatives of the Arab nations treat him with dignity
and respect.
THE FACT, one of the
moat important, though unpublicized, incidents of the
New York social season was
when the ambassador of the
United Arab Republic, Mohammad El-Kony, an Egyptian, invited Ambassador
Goldberg to dinner. This
was an unusual invitation ,
since the Egyptians have
been bitter critics of Israel.
Twice in the last 13 years
there has been war between Israel and Egypt,
It never leaked out , but
Ambassador Goldberg almost missed this crucial dinner. His staff had failed tc
note on his calendar th«
fact that he had already accepted a dinner given bv
Italian Ambassador Vinci in
honor of Ex-Premier Amintore Fanfani of Italy , president of the General Assembly. The Italian ambassador
had invited Goldberg early,
and he had accepted, then
later found he had two dinners on his bands. Since h«
had accepted the Italian dinner first, he telephoned
Ambassador El-Kony , explained that his office had
slipped up on bis engagements.
"But ," reminded Ambassador El-Kony, "this dinner
ii given In your honor."
SINCE A dinner given by
the United Arab Republic in
honor of a Jewish ambassador was history - making,
Goldberg telephoned Ambassador Vinci , explained
the situation , and the Italian
THE WIZARD OF ID

ambassador gallantly yielded.
"You let us have Mrs.
Goldberg," he said, "and
we will let the United Arab
Republic have you."
Ambassador
Goldberg's
greatest triumph was in arranging a truce between
Pakistan and India. The two
countries were at each other's throats when Goldberg
maneuvered a unanimous
vote of the Security Council
demanding a truce. What
surprised the world was the
fact that the Soviet Union
supported the United States.
This was not easy to
achieve. At one point in the
discussions a young diplomat remarked: "We won't
budge an inch. We'll make
the Russians accept our
position."
"You never win in a negotiation that way, " cautioned Goldberg. "Long ago
in labor disputes, I learned
that if you take an unalterable position and demand
that the other side accept
it , you end up with a strike. "
AFTER THE Kashmir
truce was concluded, both
Premier Shastri of India and
Foreign Minister Bhutto of
Pakistan paid tribute to
Goldberg for his great diplomatic achievement.
Probably the greatest contribution Ambassador Goldberg has made to the United
Nations is his long experience as a labor negotiator.
Before he became secretary
of labor and a justice of the
Supreme Court, he had
spent most of his life representing the United Steelworkers, the United Auto
Workers, the Transit Workers, and various other unions ln tough bargaining
bouts with management. He
knew when to stand firm,
when to compromise. Few
of Arthur's negotiations ever
ended in a strike. He haa
applied the aame tactics to
negotiating at tha U.N.
One of the first things he
did when he arrived In New
York was to ask to meet
with all the African ambassadors. Some were hesitant. They thought he wanted to propagandize them.
Finally they agreed. At the
meeting, Goldberg explained
that what he wanted was to
know their problems; not
try to give them the American viewpoint. The conference was a great success.

Walking down Fifth Avenue with Arthur Goldberg,
Lord Caradon, the British
Ambassador, was astonished
when a bus driver stopped
his bus, got out and yelled,
"Hi, Art!" he came over to
the curb to shake hands with
the man who had once represented him and other
bus drivers in Mike Quill's
Transit "Worker negotiations.
Further down Fifth Avenue a taxi driver yelled, "Hi
Art!" He came over to
shake hands.
LORD Caradon was flabbergasted. "It's a good thing
for Lindsay you're not running for mayor of New
York," he said.
It was not easy for Arthur Goldberg to give up a
life job on the most influential court in the world,
and he left with considerable
reluctance, He received nice
letters at the time from all
the members of the court
wishing him well, except tht
chief justice.
The chief and Goldberg
had been unusually close.
They had worked together
on some of the toughest decisions. But the chief justice did not write.
Several weeks passed, and
Arthur began to wonder
why he had not heard from
his old friend. Finally a letter came. It was written in
Warren's own hand, obviously after c o n s i d e r a b l e
thought. He told Arthur how
sorry he was to lose him.
The chief justice said he
felt toward Goldberg as his
mother felt when he enlisted
In World War I. "She told
me how sorry she was to
see me go, " wrote the chief
justice, "but added that she
knew I had enlisted in a
cause in which I believed.
"And I know," the chief
justice told hie friend, "that
you have enlisted in the
cause of peace. "
It was to try to bring
peace to this weary, warthreatened world that Arthur Goldberg give up a
lifetime job on the Supreme
Court.
AUDIT ANYPLACE
TOLEDO m - City Auditor Arthur S, Johnson noticed a sprout ln a planter
in his office. He decided to
let it grow to see what it
was springing from a seed,
apparently blown in through
• window.
It turned out to be crabgrais.

YMCA Sr. High
Sock Hop Set;
Policies Told

Presbyterians
Have Yule Party,
Install Office rs

"Christmas is Candlelight"
was the theme for the Winona
Toastmistress Club party Tues- Special Christmas music by
day at Hotel Winona.
School Belles opened the Christ'
Organ music was provided mas program of the Women's
throughout the dinner hour by Association of Grace PresbyteriCharles Knutson, music instruc- an Church. A social time foltor and director of programs at lowed. "Holy Night," a filmstrip
of the Nativity story, concluded
Jefferson School.
Mrs. Ralph Kohner and Miss the program. Mrs. Louis Jappe
Margaret McCready, co-chair- was in charge of the program.
men, were responsible for table Mrs. Cletus Moore installed
arrangements and Christmas .the new officers : President,
programs. Each member con- Mrs. Louis Jappe; vice presitributed a story or reading in dent, Mrs. Walter Gilbertson;
line with the Christmas theme. secretary, Mrs. Gordon Fay and
There was an exchange of gifts. treasurer, Mrs. Paul Griesel
Guests in attendance were Sr.
Mrs. Ray Ct'Laughlin, Winona, A package of gifts and candy
and Mrs. Rose McGrath, Chi- brought by Sunday school chilcago, mother of Mrs. James dren has been sent to the Bev.
Herbert Peters, a Sunday school
Mullen.
¦
missionary in Northern Minnesota. Members of the associaEttrick Auxiliary
tion are invited to a meeting of
the- church women at St. Paul's
Holds Initiation
Episcopal Church Jan. 5 at 1:30
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - p.m.
The Jan. 26 meeting will
Initiated into the American Le- be a 1 p.m. luncheon.
gion Auxiliary at a Christmas Hostesses were the Mmes.
tarty Monday evening in Fel- Robert King, William Mayer,
1owship Hall of Living Hope Lu- Leon Knopp and Minnie Scbelltheran Church were Mrs. Gene has.
WULgrubs, Cataract, and Mrs.
needy children. Five Christmas
Arland Hegland, Beach.
Mrs. Irene Briggs was pre- baskets of food will be distributsented a Past President's pin ed to needy families in the
It was reported that 3,885 coffee area. Mrs. Melvin Gunderson,
coupons were collected. They membership chairman, reported
will he 'redeemed for toys for an enrollment of 82.
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Step out this Winter in beautifully
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Winona

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE *

Mufflers ft Pipes
Complete Motor Overhaul
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Washing & Polishing
Motor Tuneups
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The second YMCA senior high
sock hop of the season will be
Monday in the YMCA gym from
8 to> 11 p.m. Live music will be
provided by the Ferraris, a local
rock-and-roll group. Chaperanes
are being arranged by the
YMCA's Hi-Y clubs.
YMCA officials have expressed their pleasure at the behavior of the young people of Winona at YMCA - sponsored
dances. In order to continue a
high level of behavior, the
YMCA announces continuation
of the following policies:
High school is considered as
grades 10-12 for Winona High
and grades 9-12 for Cotter High.
Young people are asked to carry their school identification.
As the dance is on the YMCA
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Rufll
gym floor, it is a sock hop;
however, tennis shoes or soft
soles are acceptable.
Girls are asked to wear skirts.
Smoking is not permitted at
the YMCA.
Doors will close at 9:30 p.m.
No one will be admitted after
LEWISTON, Minn. ( Special)
that time. Persons leaving the
building will not be re-admitted. — Janica Dora, daughter of
Mrs. Alton Smith, rural Utica,
St. Ma ry's Students former Lewiston residents, and
Barry Ruff, son of Mr. and
Enact Coming of
Mrs. Ben Buff , Chicago, were
The Christ Child
married in the ballroom of the
All of the children in St. Sovereign Hotel, Chicago, Dec .
Mary 's Catholic Grade School 12.
participated in an unusual Mrs, Harry Larson, RochesChristmas program when the ter, was matron of honor. Mrs.
Home School Association met Kenneth Petting, Buffalo City,
Tuesday evening.
Wis., Miss Virginia King, RoDr. James Tester, president, chester, and Miss Baylra Ruff ,
conducted the meeting and re- Chicago, were bridesmaids.
ports were read by Mrs. James Michelle Johnson, Rochester,
THE ENGAGEMENT of
Rowan. Ronald Dreas was pro- was flo-wer girl, Gerry Ruff , Miss Jonya Colleen Erickgram chairman.
brother of the groom, and Kev- «on to Gene Edmundson, son
Robert Carr narrated the in Larson, Rochester, were ring of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
story of the coming of the Christ bearers.
Edmundson, W h i t e h a l l ,
Child. Sister M. Conletb direct- David and Sheldon Ruff and
ed a chorus, consisting of grades Barry Schoenerraan, all of Chi- Wis., is announced by her
5, 6, 7 and 8, which sang back- cago, attended the groom. Ar- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
ground chorals. Grade 1 sang nold Hirsch and Gerald Shap- Erickson, rural Osseo* Wis"The Promises of Abraham"; iro, both of Chicago, ushered. A spring wedding Is planned.
Miss Erickson was graduatgrade 4, 'The Psalm of OfferTHE BRIDE'S gown was fashing"; Grade 8, "The Call of ioned of silk peau de sole and ed from the Rochester
Moses," and Grade 1 narrated lace in a floor - length, long- (Minn.) School of Practical
and sang "Ale Pun" and "The sleeved style with a lace-trim- Nursing and has been emGood News in the Kingdom."
med train. She carried a cas- ployed at St. Mary's HosThroughout the program, var- cade bouquet of white roses and pital there. Mr. Edmundson
ious students took the parts of orchids and wore a sculptured is employed by the Trempvarious Biblical characters. Noe crown with a bouffant veil.
ealeau County Highway Dewas played by Larry Doelle;
The flower girl was dressed partment. The Erickson
Abraham, John Daugherty ; Mel- like the bride. The bridesmaids
cnisedeck, Steven N e 11 o n; wore blue velvet gowns with family is formerly of EtMoses, Michael Cochenour; trains and carried matching trick.
David, James Jaques; Isaias, muffs adorned -with white mums
Kelly Kieffer; John the Baptist, and orchids dyed to match their
Steven Viczek, and Mary, gowns. They wore small pillQueen Mother, Kathleen Cun- box hats with veils.
ningham.
Tha bride's mother wore a
Special lights, ramps and fuchia dress and the groom's
staging were contributed by St. mother, a pink dress.
Mary's College, College of Saint Mrs. Alvin Fischer, aunt of RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
Teresa, Mr. and Mrs. Martin the bride, served as her per- Mrs. L. J. Wilson, Rushford,
Kujak, and Thomas Lichten- sonal attendant, assisted by chairman of the Red Cross
Miss Judy Crawford, Rochester. blood project, reported that 120
berg.
A wedding rehearsal luncheon pints were collected at Spring
H.
The Most Rev. George
Speltz thanked all of the chil- was hosted by the groom's par- Valley elementary school Tuesdren for their participation. He ents in the Rose Room of the day. That makes a total of 221
said that he was pleased with Sovereign Hotel A reception for pints in Fillmore County In two
the faculty for giving the chil- 176 guests was followed by a days.
dren the opportunity to again dance. The newlyweds left for The unit started at Harmony
be creative and enabling the a wedding trip to Miami Fla. Monday. Today it ia at LanesMr. Ruff is employed in one boro Community Hall until 7
children to participate in such a
of his father's grocery stores, p.m. Thursday It will be at
highly unusual production.
Chicago. The bride attended Silo Chatfield
Lutheran Church
Immaaual Lutheran School, ru- from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ral Lewiston, and is a graduate At Spring Valley there were
of Byron (Minn.) High School. nine rejects and 37 walkins.
She is employed by the Illinois Roger S. Temanson and WalTelephone Co., Chicago.
ter Wendorf, Spring Valley,
earned two-gallon .pins. OneA $55 cash Christmas gift was ETTRICK OPEN HOUSE
presented today to St. Joseph's
ETTRICK, Wis. ( Special) - gallon pins went to James FltzOrphanage by Phi Sigma Epsi- When open house was held Mon- thum, Paul Vonhos and Otto
lon, Winona State College fra- day night at Ettrick elementary Meyer, Wykoff; Mrs. John Mcternity.
school, visitors had opportunity Collum, Dr. Ervin Jorgenson,
Tom Smith, Rochester, pres- to view the Christmas art work Mrs. Eva Liverance, Enoch
ident, and Bruce Peterson, Wi- done by pupils under the direc- Bennett, Walter Blakesle, Mynona, i treasurer, presented the tion of Gale-Ettrick School Dis- ron Kloos and Harold Viel,
trict's art teacher, Mrs, Ray Spring Valley, a»d Norbert
gift to Sister Victoria.
Students contributed the mon- Anderson, Galesville. Exhibited Skaran, Ostrander,
ey in the campaign conducted were such items as mobiles Mrs. Kenneth Brlggs was
made of gilded or silvered chairman.
by the fraternity.
toothpicks; a ballet dancer Names of donors will be placINDEPENDENCE CONCERT
made of a pipe cleaner with ed on replicas of blood containINDEPENDENCE , Wis . (Spe- cellophane ; trees, reindeer, ers on a Chlrstmas tree in the
cial) — Fourteen members of wreaths, nativity scenes, etc., local bank.
the newly organized band of made with paper, and tree trim- Mrs. Wilson said, "I think the
the SS. Peter and Paul School mings made from ordinary ma- tremendous display of compresented their Christmas con- terials found at home. Record- munity endeavor in tho part of
cert Friday in the school audi- ings of pupils singing carols the people In giving blood at
torium. Chlrstmas favorites were played. Lunch was served this busy time of the year has
at decorated tables by the PTA. been wonderful."
were played.

Tub Stouts Chapter at the school
MINNESOTA CITY , Minn. — here.
Mrs. Lewis Gasink, Winona, Installed were : Mrs. Winfred
area TOPS captain, Installed of- Scnn, leader ; Mrs. R o R e r
ficers of the newly-formed TOPS Church, assistant leader; Mrs.
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So that our employees may spend Christmas
Eve and New Year 's Eve at home with
family and friends, we will close for the
day at 3 p.m. on Friday, December 24 and
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Off»r Explret Jan. 1, IM*

M e l v i n Hohensee, treasurer;
Mrs. Russell Church, secretary;
Mrs. Donald Ellefscn, weight recorder, and Mrs, Raymond
Bartz, publicity chairman.

NOTICE . . . .

J anice Dorn,
Barry Ruff
Wed in Chicago

MISS SUZANNE LOFQUIST'S engagement to
George Gaitas is announced by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Gordon Lofquist , 1711 Gilmore Ave. Mr. Gaitas
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Gaitas , Athens,
Greece. The wedding will be Aug. 13. Miss Lofquist
and Mr. Gaitas both attend Winona State College.
(Alf Photography)

Toastmistresses
Hold Yule Party

TOPS Tub Stouts
Chapter Formed
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BUSINESS MIRROR

Hard Financial
Decisions Near

By SAM DAWSON
AP Business News Analyst
NEW YORK (AP ) -The prospect for Christmas is all merry
—the most prosperity ever for
most people. But the outlook
for New Year'* Day la that the
nation may have to make some
Irksome resolutions.
Problems and uncertainties
are piling up almost as fast as
all the good news about how
well most things are going right
now.
The federal budget, due short-

Milwaukee
Lieutenant
Viet Hero

MILWAUKEE Wl - First Lt.
George Steinberg became a
Viet Nam war hero Tuesday In
fighting the Communists, who
forced him to flee his native
Latvia 21 years ago.
The 24-year-old Steinberg, who
was in charge of a platoon of
infantrymen, ambushed the Viet
Cong unit and rescued two
American and a Vietnamese
whom the Communists: had kidnaped from an international
construction firm.
The Milwaukee lieutenant,
who is the son of Mr. and Mrs,
Krists Steinbergs, became an
American citizen in 1362.
The lieutenant dropped the
"s" from his last name at that
time because "it was more convenient," explained his brother
Carl , 20.
George Steinberg graduated
from Riverside High School in
1959 and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee in L963.
The family moved to Milwaukee in 1957 from Germany.
"We fled to Germany In 1M4
when the Communists moved
into Latvia, " Carl said. Latvia,
once an independent
country on
the Baltic Sea in northern Eur^ by Russia in
ope, was seized
World War II and made a communist State.
While enrolled in the university's army reserve officers
training corps (ROTO program,
Steinberg became an American
citizen. The rest of the family
became citizens a year ago.
Lt. Steinberg volunteered to
go to Viet Nam, his brother
said.

turning completely over and Amputee Wants
landing on Its top with the
wheels in the air.
To Become a
In the impact the car doors
-were sprung, giving the nuns U.S. Astronaut
an exit When they got out on
DODGE, Wis. (Special)—Sis- the highway, two Arcadia men MONTEEEY, Calif. (AP) ter M. Clarltta and Sister M. picked them up and gave them Navy pilot Lt Cmdr. Frank K,
Raymond, teachers at Sacred a ride to Sacred Heart convent. Ellis, despite the loss of the
Heart Catholic School, Pine Aside from being frightened
his legs, wants U
Creek, escaped serious Injury and shaken up, the nuns receiv- lower part of
The Navj
astronaut.
when their car went out of ed no injuries. There was minor become an
and ii
ambition
his
control on a slippery stretch of damage to the car, including approves of
County Trunk G about four dents on the top and one bump- backing his candidacy.
miles south of Dodge Monday er. One front window was brok- "If Ellis were fully qualified
rated fiftl
afternoon.
en. A Trempealeau County sher- he would have been
The nuns were en route to iff's deputy investigated the ac- in the list of 70 candidates,
La Crosse to attend a meeting. cident, which occurred at 3:13 Adm. David MacDonald, chiel
Sister Raymond, driving a 1960 p.m.
of naval operations, wrote the
car belonging to the motherNational Aeronautics and Space
house at St. Joseph, Stevens ETTRICK MAN ILL
Administration.
Point, lost control on the ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — Ellis, 32, lost his ankles anc
blacktop which was packed with Lars Underheim, 87, Hegg, was feet in 1962 when he bailed oul
snow and Ice from Sunday's taken to a La Crosse hospital of a jet moments before 1'
snowfall. The vehicle spun Mondav after he collapsed while crashed near Point Mugu, Calif
around and then slid into the attending a funeral at West Sal- He has continued as a pilot witl
artificial limbs.
small ditch on the left side. em/^

Mental Health Talks Catholic Sisters
Dodge Crash
Slated at St. Teresa In

"Search for Identity" is the
theme of the second mental
health conference at the College
of Saint Teresa Jan. 4 through
6.
Dr. Francis J. Braceland, senior consultant at the Hartford
Institute of Living and editor
of "The American Journal of
Psychiatry" again will be chief
of the 20-member psychiatric
staff.
BEGUN last January at the
college, this educational experiment was without precedent in
educational circles. This year's
conference, planned by students,
faculty and administration will
follow through on the foundations of last year's experiment.
The 20-member staff will take
residence on the campus and
lead discussions, give lectures
and meet with students and faculty in the study and discussion
of "Identity," described as today's most perplexing problem
for youth.
The 1966 conference will have
four general lectures open to
senior and junior students and
to faculty. Lectures will be given by Dr. Braceland, Dr. Dana
L. Farnsworth, the Henry K.
Oliver Professor of Hygiene at
Harvard University and director of Harvard University Health
services and Dr. Howard P.
Rome, senior consultant, psychiatry, Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
and president of the American
Psychiatric Association.
Each lecture will be followed
by a seminar of 25 members
which will be conducted by a
member of the psychiatric staff.
Fourteen seminars are planned
for students; two for sister students and four for faculty. Students and faculty have the
choice of choosing their seminar leaders and seminar leadership and membership remain
constant during the Conference.
"SEARCH for Identity" Is the
outgrowth of discussions by faculty, students, and administration as how best to educate students for their role as women
in today's complex society. Sister M. Camille, president of the

college, said, We believe that
self-knowledge is an indispensable aid toward understanding
and working effectively with
others. Since such self-knowledge is generally not achieved
through normal channels of instruction we felt that some specifically designed experiences
need to be provided to attain
this mental health objective. A
conference, such as we lad last
year, and as this 1966 conference has been planned, invaluable."
Co-chairmen of the conference
are Sister M. Romana, Ph.D.,
chairman of department of education and psychology and Oscar Horner, chairman of the
biology department. They are
assisted by eight committees of
faculty and students.
Sister Romana observed, "As
I see it, faculty and administration today in every college
and university are faced with
soaring enrollments and larger
classes. I have no doubt that
these two factors can and often
tend to depersonalize educational programs. For these reasons
the College of Saint Teresa recognizes the need for designing
ways ol keeping the personal
human dimension in the education of each student."
HORNER pointed oat that the
college administration holds
that faculty members are key
figures in the total development
of the student as a person. Horner observed, "Our better understanding of ourselves and
our students can make us more
adequate in using more effectively our student-faculty relationships as a means of helping
students mature emotionally as
well as intellectually."
The co-chairmen agreed that
faculty members need to be
made aware of their mental
health roles in dealing with students. This awareness on the
part of faculty members prepares them for the assumption
of greater responsibility for the
emotional development of the
students.

ly, is a big one—with most attention in the business world
right now centered on the
chance of new or higher taxes.
A rising U.S. Treasury deficit
may call for some new fiscal
resolutions.
The stock market Ii enjoying
huge volume of trading—but
worrying about the rise in speculative buying , and trying to
digest the meaning of the record
number of shares being sold
short by those who presumably
think prices will drop.
Profits were never higher—
but the talk of a squeeze on
profit margins is making many
company heads wonder if they
can find new ways next year to
Wish Yov o
cut costs.
Business spending plans foi
next year have swelled fast in
recent weeks — but higher interest rates, maybe higher taxone
es, and the very age of the economic upswing itself is causing
NEW YORK (AP) .- Eight many to worry. Business execuarrests have now been made in tives want to swing along with
the smuggling of millions of dol- the boom, but they don't want to
lars worth of heroin into the repeat the big expansion spree
of the late 1950s that left them
United States.
with idle capacity.
In the latest arrest , French
police seized a retired ^5. Companies with oversea^ enArmy major Tuesday at Ms terprises, or planning to set up
borne at St. Jean le Bl&c/io some, are hoping to spend more
next year—but are wondering
miles from Paris.
how to live with the new governThii coupon it worth 50 EXTRA Gold fp|«nu|£SE
' 3§»
i|o3
The major was identified as ment
guidelines on investing
Bond Stamps with purchai* of $2.00 or |ulnHM agl|
lg<:
Samuel Desist, 42, a native of fewer dollars
3§|
abroad.
Virginia and the former information officer at the U.S. The deficit In the U.S. balance
Installation at Orleans, France. of payments has been cut this
year below last year's $3 billion
Police said they found no in the red—but the pressures
at
drugs in Desist's home but dis- are rising again. And the new
Offer Good Only
Raino's Clark Suptr 100 Through Jan. 4, 1966
|<^C
_^>fj
covered correspondence with year could bring new resolu¦
tions
for
turning
the
tide
of
dolseveral members of the gang
they said smuggled the 209 lars back to U.S. shores.
ATTAC K
Personal income is at a
pounds of uncut heroin.
CWO Herman Conder, 35, was record high with Americans get- (COTtinned from Page One)
arrested Monday at Columbus, ting more, spending more, sav- civilian militia
he laid down a
Ga. He was recently transferred ing more than ever—but the fly cardinal
rule
of
war — never
RAINE'S
V f cl# % IH
V
4th & Johnson
in
that
ointment
Is
called
inflato FL Bennlng, near Columbus,
commit
an
army
to
fight on the
tion.
A
big
jump
in
the
cost
of
from Orleans. Federal agents
¦aid they found the heroin in a living is far from a sure thing- mainland of China.
freezer shipped with Grader's hut a continuing rise in many The civilian militia has since
prices and fees is considered been greatly extended.
household goods.
But, I asked one military streets, or strolling through the
Next, federal men arrested likely.
Frankie Dio, brother of under- Personal debt also Is rising, commander in the country, parks, were more at ease and
world figure Johnny Dio, ln Mi- with more Americans confident what use is all this defense certainly less suspicious of a
ami, Fla.
their future incomes can cover manpower against bombing at- foreigner like myself, than I
have ever seen them.
repayment of loans on a month- tacks on the cities?
In New York. U.S. Atty. Rob- ly basis—but the problem
some His reply ran something like Part of the reason is that aftert Morgenthau said four see is that the cost of borrowing
er years of difficulties, things
French nationals and a Brazili- is going up. And a further threat this :
,
an had been arrested in the is thai if serious Inflation really "Bombing cities cannot alone are improving greatly in China.
tame case.
did come the monetary author- win a war. It is, of course, hu- Tw» years ago they were jnst
Morgenthau said the shipment ities might move to make credit manly destructive and damag- pulling out of the lean years —
was worth $100 million on the scarce instead of fairly abun- ing, but it cannot seriously di- the food shortages and industriminish our resistance capac- al setbacks of 1960-62.
underworld market but Com- dant as now.
ities.
missioner Henry L. Giordano of
Today there were no signs of
"In Korea, The U.S. bombing food shortages. Food stores
the U.S. Narcotics Bureau put
had virtually no effect on the have ample supplies. Meat is no
New Trial Asked
the value at $18.5 million.
They said it was the largest For Youth Sentenced capacity of North Korea to con- longer rationed and seemed to
tinue the fight."
cache of heroin ever seized in
be plentiful. Rice and wheat still
To Death at 15
the United States.
(Looking this up afterward I are rationcj, but the rations are
found that the official history of generous and are not normally
MACON, Ga. (AP) — A plea the U.S. Air Force appears to fully used.
/
'
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It Isn t Going
a new trial has been reset corroborate this. "In little more
If
we
in
the
West
still have an
for Jan. 31 in the case of Pres- than a month," says this histoTo Happen Again
image
of
China
as
a "hungry
ton Cobb Jr. , the youngest per- ry, "U.S. bombers had neutralnation" we must abandon that
son
ever
sentenced
to
death
in
TURIN, Italy (AP)-Giovanni
ized all but one strategic bomb- idea. China is hungry no more.
Gentile, 29, was given a 10- Georgia,
ing objective contributing sup- (Peking has imported several
month suspended sentence Tues- The latest postponement was port to the North Korean peo; hundred million dollars worth of
day for shearing his wife's hair granted Tuesday in Superior pie's army"—but the war went wheat. )
with an electric razor. He told Court as Cobb's attorneys on for another three years.
-,by Realtone,^flAX i 'm/ J ^^^
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the court he did it because his sought to nullify a second murcrowded
and
in
the
larger
cities
c
wufe, Beatrice, 22, spent part of der trial which resulted in a life Yet with all thin drilling the
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his $32 monthly unemployment sentence for the young Negro Chinese are not in what would special
children's clothes and toys.
allowance at the hairdresser. accused of slaying a white be called a "militaristic" mood. for
I have seem militarism in pre- For a year or more "quality"
farmer.
ETTRICK PATIENT HOME
war Germany—the parades, the has been stressed in factories.
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Ingvald Jorgenson has returned courts since Cobb, now 20, was the strutting officers , the arro- standards and have come down
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patient since Nov. 23. Jorgen- The Supreme Court over- There is none of this in China
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
VUltlng hwm Mtdlcil ant mralcal
patlmtai ] to 4 ind 7 to l:X p.m. (No
children undir 12.)
Mattrnlty patients: a -to l:X and ; ta
1:30 p.m. (Adulti only.3

TUESDAY
ADMISSIONS
Bryan Sullivan, 668 W. Lake
St.
Theresa Stolpa; 451 E. King
St.
Scott Johnson, 1608 W. King
St.
Rebecca Czaplewski, 613 E.
Wabasha St.
Otto Wild, 315 E. 3rd St.
DISCHARGES
Miss Carolyn Shlpstead , Hushford, Minn.
Mrs. Clarence McNabb and
baby, Minnesota City, Minn:
Mrs. Mildred Feltes, Arcadia,
Wis.
William Boentges, 1126 W.
Broadway.
Mrs. Martha Kledrowsld , 571
E. 2nd St.
Mrs. Ralph Olson and baby,
Lamoille, Minn.
* Mrs. Ella Antonson,
Rushford,
Minn.
David Baker, Cochrane, Wis.
Mrs. Merrill Clow, Minneapolis.
Thomas Bell, 707 E. Broadway.
Mrs. Winnie Beeman, 576 Wacouta St.
Mrs. Alvin Dahl , 521 Sioux
St.
BIRTH
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Luhmann,
656 Washington St., a daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
NORTH ST. PAUL, Minn. Mr. and Mrs. James Swearingen
a daughter Sunday. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Swearingen, 558 W. King St.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Walz,
225 E. Broadway, Winona.
CALEDONIA , Minn. (Special )
—At Caledonia Community Hospital:
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Nichols,
Mabel, a son Dec. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Merzenich, Caledonia, a son Dec. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Burroughs, Caledonia, a daughter
Dec. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne Schroeder, Spring Grove, a daughter
Dec. 14.
PETERSON, Minn . - Mr.
and Mrs. Hakon Torjesen, Washington, D.C, a son Tuesday.
Mrs. Torjesen is the former
Karen OLness of Peterson.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore M. Egan a
daughter Dec. 15. Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Hoff , rural Lanesboro,
Minn.

WEATHER
EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Near aormal
temperatures Thursday through
Monday in the west to about 5
degrees above normal east;
cooling trend early in period and
little change thereafter; normal
highs are 17-24 north , 24-29
south; normal lows 4 below to
4 above north, 4-11 above south.
Precipitation will average .2 to
.5 inch melted ia occasionalrain
or snow beginning of period and
more snow early nest week.
WISCONSIN: Mostly cloudy
tonight. Thursday partly cloudy
in south, cloudy north, chance
of rain or snow north. Low tonight in 20s north, 25-32 south.
High Thursday in 30s extreme
north to around 50 extreme
south.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low P
32 18
Albany, cloudy
Albuquerque, ra in .. 41 24 T
52 33 . ..
Atlanta, clear
Bismarck, cloudy .. 50 21 ..
26 20 T
Boise, snow '. .
34 26 .,
Boston, clear
31 21 ..
Buffalo , clear
35 31 ..
Chicago, clear
Cincinnati, clear ... 34 28 ..
Cleveland, clear ... 34 23 ..
58 29
Denver, cloudy
Des Moines, cle ar . . 5 2 27 ,..
35 30 ..
Detroit, cloudy
Fairbanks, clear .. -14 -42 ..
Fort Worth, clear .. 67 46 ..
40 26 ..
Helena, cloudy
80 67 ..
Honolulu, clear
Indianapolis, clear . 35 27 ..
Jacksonville, clear , 63 36 ..
Kansas City, clear . 60 37
Los Angeles, cloudy 63 50 ..
Louisville, clear . . . . 41 30
Memphis, clear — 58 33
72 57 ..
Miami, cloudy
Milwaukee, clear ... 34 23 ..
Mpls.-St, P., cle ar . , 38 22 ..
Now Orleans, clear 63 34 ..
37 25 ..
New York, clear
Okla. City, clear .... 68 34 ..
52 29 . .
Omaha , cloudy
63 50 .18
Phoenix ,, rain
Pittsburgh, clear ... 35 27
Ptlnd , Me., cloudy , 30 17 . .
Rapid City, cloudy , 58 28
54 29
St. Louis, clear
Salt Lie, City, cloudy 25 20 ..
San Fran., cloudy .. 47 43 . .
42 31 .28
Seattle, cloudy
Washington, clear .. 3<l 24 . .
Winnipeg, cloudy ... 41 28 . .
(T—Trace)
AIRPORT WEATHER
(North Central Observations)
Max. temp, 35 Tuesday at 2
p.m.; min. temp. 18 today at
ft a.m. ; 33 today at noon ; sky
overcast at 12,000 feet; v isibility 2 miles: wind is calm ; barometer 30.01 and steady; humidity 73 percent.
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Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

John J. Covering
John J . Oevering, 66, 503 E.
Mark St., died at 6:10 a.m. today at Community Memorial
Hospital after an illness of several months.
He was a retired employe of
the city street department.
Mr. Oevering was born Feb.
22, 1899, in Trempealeau County, Wis., to Mr. and Mrs. John
Oevering and moved to Stockton Hill, Winona County, with
his parents when he was 6. He
had been a resident of the dry
33 years.
He married Elsie Groth here
Nov. 2, 1926.
Survivors are: His wife; two
sons, LaVerne and Roger,
Ridgeway; two daughters , Mrs.
Raymond (Elizabeth) Benedett,
St. Charles, and Mrs. Thomas
S. (Bertha) Pampuch, Winona;
seven grandchildren, and five
sisters, Mrs. Barbara Todd and
Mrs. Katie Stanek, Winona;
Mrs. Gertrude Heyd, La Crescent, Minn.; Mrs. John (Minnie ) Thesing, Nodine, Minn.,
and Mrs. Bertha Vanderzee, Dakota.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at the Church of
the Nazarene, the Rev. Charles
P. Williams officiating. Burial
will be in Bush Cemetery,
Ridgeway.
Friends may call at WatkowsM Funeral Home Thursday
from 7 to 9 p.m. and at the
church Friday after 1 p.m.

Mrt. Minnie Bertelson
NORTHFIELD, Wis. (Special)
— Mrs. Minnie Bertelson, 74,
Williams Bay, died Sunday at
the home of her daughter at
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The former Minnie Tweed,
she was born in the Town of
NorthfieldApril 27, 1891, to Sam
and Gro Tweed. She taught
school many years in the Northfield and Black River Falls
area. She was married to Carl
Bertelson. The couple resided
at Eau Claire before moving to
Williams Bay.
Survivors are: Her husband,
a patient at Veterans Administration Hospital, Milwaukee;
one daughter, Mrs. Fred Kohl,
Fort Lauderdale; two brothers,
Victor, Minneapolis, and Arthur,
Northfield, and four - sisters ,
Mrs. Mary Mickelson, Osseo;
Mrs. Herman Semingson, Eleva; Miss Anna Tweed, Winona,
Minn., and Mrs. Ralph Lyon,
Hixton.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Upper Pigeon
Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Franklin Schroeder officiating.
Burial will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Hagen
Funeral Home, Pigeon Falls,
Thursday evening and at the
church Friday after 10 a.m.

Winona Funerals
Mrs. Helen Wilson

Funeral services for Mrs. Helen Wilson, former Winona resident, were held today at Fawcett Funeral Home, the Rev. A.
L. Mennicke, St. Matthew's Lutheran Church, officiating. Burial was in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Edwin J.
Wenk, Warren and Garnett Deters, Lorin Reetz, George Schumacher and Fred Bauer.

Arnold Koeller

Funeral services for Arnold
Koeller, Winona resident who
had lived at Hillside Rest Home,
Eushfond, will be Thursday at
1:30 p.m. at Fawcett Funeral
Home and at 2 p.m. at St. Martin's Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Annin Deye officiating. Burial
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Survivors, in addition to those
listed Tuesday, are: Three
brothers, Alvin and William, Winona, and Herbert, Nodine,
Minn., and two sisters, Mrs.
Emil (Lillie) Matzke, Winona,
and Mrs. Paul (Esther) Keller,
Witoka.
Friends may call at the funeral home today from 7 to 9
p.m.

Mrs. Martin L. Wnuk

Funeral services for Mrs;
Martin L. Wnuk, 821 E. Sth St.,
were held this morning at St.
Stanislaus Church, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski officiating, Burial was in St. Mary's
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Ralph Czaplewski, Ralph Donahue, Edward Koscianski, Kenneth Mrachek, Peter Smith and Anthony
Thesing.

Bank Bandit
Eludes Capture
At Maple Plain

MAPLE PLAIN, Minn , (AP)A lone bandit who robbed the
Maple Plain State Bank of $3,676 shortly before noon Tuesday
eluded a police dragnet Tuesday
night.
Police were seeking a man
described as about 45 years old.
5-foot-7, weighing about 170
pounds and of light complexion.
He wore a blue cap with a visor
and a car coat when he fled the
bank with his loot.
He sped away from the bank
in a brown 1959 Chevrolet station
wagon.
Employes of the bank said the
man entered the building with
a briefcase and asked to see the
president. He told President
Paul F. Lindholm he was interested in buying some real estate,
then pulled out a pistol from the
brief case and demanded that
it be filled with money.
Lindholm took the man back
to Mrs. Florence Brcen 's teller
window and told her to give him
the contents of the cash drawer.
The robber put the money In
the brief case and fled, after ordering the employes into a bookkeeping room and telling them
to stay put. The bank personnel
telephoned police from the room.

Here's Another
Christmas Gift

ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesota
individual income tax forms will
go in the mail two days after
Christmas, Tax Commissioner
Holland Hatfield said today.
He said the approximately 1,300,009 taxpayers all should
have the forms by Jan. 4. As
usual, returns must be filed by
April 15.

Mrs. Grace Stoll

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) Mrs. Grace Stoll, 82, Janesville,
formerly orMondovi, died at a
Janesville hospital Tuesday at 2
p.m. She was a patient there
for two weeks.
The former Grace Hardy, she
was born Aug. 16, 1883, at Fergus Falls, Minn., to Mr. and
Mrs. George Hardy. She moved here as a child and lived in
Mondovi until two years ago
when she moved to Janesville.
She was married to Robert
Stoll in 1906. He died in 1962.
She was a member of Mondovi
Congregational Church, its Ladies Aid and the Royal Neighbors df America.
Survivors are: Two sons,
Marvin, Janesville, and Robert,
Columbia, Miss.; four grandchildren, and one brother, Fred
Hardy, Mondovi.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Congregational Church, the Rev.
John Morrison, Osseo, officiating. Burialwill be in Oak Park
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Colby
Funeral Home this evening and
Thursday until 11 a.m., then at
the church.
Pallbearers will be: Ed Bloss,
Alton Johnson, Rex Claflin, Dutee Seyforth, George Hardy and
Knowlton (Bud ) Hardy.

Mark O. Glanzman

MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) Mark O. Glanzman, 3 months,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hilmer
Glanzman, Mondovi Rt. 2, died
Tuesday morning following surgery at Children's Hospital,
Madison.
He. was born here Sept. 15,
1965.
Survivors are: His parents;
four brothers, Dean, Camp LeJeune, N.C, and Sammy, James
and Ricky, at home; six sisters, Gail, Sandra, Kristi, Joy,
Heidi and Beth, at home, and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Glanzman, Mondovi Rt. 2,
and Mrs. Clara Sather, Eleva.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at Zion
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Victor Blttner officiating. Burial
will be in Oak Park Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
church Thursday from noon to
time of services.
Kjentvet & Son Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
Amos Tenneson
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-Amos
Tenneson, 51, former Blair area
resident died of a heart attack
Tuesday at 1:15 p.m. He was
stricken Monday at 8 p.m.
Funeral services will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Zion Lutheran Church, -Blair, the Rev.
L. H. Jacobson officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.

Irvin Fawcett

MABEL, Minn. (Special) Irvin Fawcett, 51, Mabel area
farmer, died suddenly Tuesday
forenoon at Lutheran Hospital,
La Crosse, where he had been
admitted earlier in the day. He
had played the part of Santa
Claus at the Hesper, Iowa,
school program Monday night.
He was born Feb. 26, 1914, on
a farm near Hesper to Ralph
and Otilla Ramlo Fawcett. He
attended the Hesper public
school and graduated from Mabel-Lutheran Church.
He married Bertha Anfinson,
Hesper teacher June 18 1940,
and lived on the Fawcett farm
east of Hesper . He was a lifelong member of Hesper Lutheran Church, serving in various
offices 'In church and Sunday
school. He was Sunday school
superintendent at the time of
his death.
He was a member of the Luren Singing Society of Decorah,
Iowa, and an adult leader of
the Hesper Helping Hand 4-H
Club.
Survivors are: His wife; one
son, Stanley, at home; his parents, Mabel, and one sister, Mrs.
Reno (Zola) Vantoggi. Byron.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Hesper Lutheran Church, tlie Rep. Allen Hermeier officiating. The L>uren
Singing Society will sing. Bur-

ial wffl be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Mengis
Funeral Home this afternoon
and evening, all day Thursday
and Friday morning, and at
the church after 1 p.m.

Raymond C. McCabe

ARCADIA, Wis. - Raymond
C. McCabe, 47, native of Arcadia, died Monday at Veterans
Hospital, Columbia, S.C., after
an illness of three weeks. He
was a salesman.
He was born here Jan. 28,
1918, to the late Charles and
Louise Breyer McCabe and also
had lived at Nodine and Homer, Winona County. The family
moved to Hamlet, N.C , 18
years ago and recently to Andrews Et. 2, S.C.
He married Helen Eisham
Dec. 15, 1945, at Hamlet, N.C.
Survivors are: His wife; two
children, Barbara and James, at
home; four sisters, Mrs. Anton
Thesing, Lewiston, Minn.; Mrs.
Louise Schoenberger, Independence; Mrs. Harold Schultz, La
Crosse, and Mrs. Arthur Gunderson, Watford City, N.D., and
two brothers, John, La Crosse
and Charles, Watford City.
Funeral services were held today at St. Henry's Catholic
Church. A military service was
conducted at graveside.

Mrt. James L. Scoff

ALMA, Wis. (Special)-Mrs .
James L. Scott, 69, Alma,
died of pneumonia today at 2
a.m. at St. Benedict's Community Hospital, Durand.
The former Celia Hopkins,
she was born July 12, 1896, in
Michigan to James and Marie
Hopkins.
Survivors are : Her husband;
four sons, James and George,
Minneapolis, and William and
Fred, Alma; two daughters,
Mrs. Wallace (Kathleen ) Ellenberger, Alma, and Alma,
Minneapolis; 28 grandchildren;
two stepbrothers, William Leadig, Duluth, and Rudolph, state
of Washington, and one stepsister, Ruth Leadig, Duluth.
The funeral service will be
Friday at 2 p.m. at Stohr Funeral Home, the Rev. Gene
Krueger of St Paul's and St.
Luke's Church of Christ officiating. Burial will be in Nelson
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home Thursday afternoon
and evening.

Daniel C. Paulson

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
—Graveside services were held
Monday at 1:30 p.m. at Highland Prairie Lutheran cemetery
for Daniel Craig Paulson, wlio
died Sunday in St. Marys Hospital, Rochester.
He was bom Dec. 10 at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona. He was taken to St.
Mary's Hospital Dec. 11.
Survivors are: His parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Paulson, rural Rushford ; one sister, Marsha, 3, and the grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Paulson,
Rushford, and Mr. and Mrs. Elnor Danielson, Chatfield.

Two-State Funerals
John C. Denzer

MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. —
Funeral services for John C.
Denzer were held today at Fawcett Funeral Home, the Rev.
Russell Dacken, First Baptist
Church, officiating. Burial was
in Minnesota City Cemetery.
Pallbearers were John E.,
Raymond, Drell, Gordon, Delton
and Daniel Denzer and David
Lueck.

Eitzen Area Man
Dies of Wound

Roy H. Jackson,
Lumberman. Dies

Party Leaders
Clash, Hint
Election's Near

DOWNTOWN
( Continued from Page 3)

Munic ipal Court

WINONA
Forfeitures :
Wayne W. Prigge, 18, Byron,
Minn., $15 on a charge of driving with Illegal mufflers at West
Srd and Washington street* today at 12:31 a.m.
Bruce L. Carpenter, Homer,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minn.,
$15 on a charge of drivElection year - type sniping
ing over the center Line on Man*
broke out between Republicans
kato Avenua in front of Com*
and Democrats in Minnesota
munity Memorial Hospital TuesTuesday, involving the reapporday at 3:58 a.m.
tionment issue and the matter of
Elizabeth A. Scott, 22, TremGOP candidates.
pealeau, Wis., $10 on a charge
State Republican Chairman
of going through a stop sign at
George Thiss accused Gov. Karl
West Sth and Winona streets toRolvaag of not acting responsiday at 6:30 a.m.
bly in refusing to call a special
A
PLANNED
crossover
from
James P. Bambenek, 21, 713
session of the legislature to conWinona to Huff Street, between Main St., $10 on a charge of
sider redistricting the state.
Sth Street and Broadway, might leaving the keys in the ignition
Minnesota D e m o c r a t i c - not come in the early future, of his car parked at West Sth
Farmer -, Labor Chairman Chapman told Mrs, Smith. The and Washington streets Monday
George Farr tweaked the Re- idea has been reviewed with at 2:05 p.m.
publicans over the recent with- state highway engineers who
drawal of several top potential have shown interest, he said. Dismissal: Dennis C. Kochta,
Boy H. Jackson
Winona Street from Broadway 19, 714 W. Sth St., a charge of
GOP candidates.
south
would presumably stay driving with; no driver's license
Roy Horton Jackson, 69, 428 ThLss said he would not apin possession at 4th and Huff
as it is, he added.
W. Broadway, former president point a Republican member to
streets Monday at 12:45 p.m.
The
crossover
also
la
in
the
'
the Governor s Bipartisan ReapThe Mowing convictions from
and chairman of the board of portionment Commission be- city's master plan.
Standard Lumber Co., died cause:
Asked by Dr. W. O. Finkeln- Winona" County justice of the
Tuesday evening at Memorial "Your telephone call of Mon- burg, authority board president, peace courts were filed recently
with the clerk of District Court
Hospital, Sheboygan, Wis., after day afternoon indicates to me to define steps from here on, All arrests were made on the
Chapman
said
the
general plan
that you do not intend to call a
a brief illness.
except
must first have authority ap- dates given on U.S. 61-14,
He had suffered a light, stroke special session, and thus act re- proval. Then it is submitted to where noted. The amounts listsponsibly, once the committee
of fines in
here Nov. 17 and was hospital- has prepared
federal agencies for review. ed are the amounts
a report."
court
Goodview
the
case
of
the
ized here briefly before being
After this it is forwarded to the of Lewis E. Albert and the
After
Minneapolis
attorney
City Planning Commission and amounts of fines and $4 or $5
transferred to Sheboygan.
Mr. Jackson bad been honor- John C. McNulty withdrew as a City Council for their approval. costs in the case of Donald
possible GOP candidate for the
ary chairman of the board since U.S. Senate, Farr commented: No local funds are committed Cummings' Homer court and
by such approval, he said, AnnM. Lafky 's Stockton court.
Jan. 1, 1964.
"Whereas most political organ- since this would not occur until
GOODVIEW
He started with Standard izations point with pride to their a specific project were authorizSpeeding:
Lumber Aug. 30, 1897, and was list of distinguished candidates, ed.
Lyle E. Thill, 1751 W. Wabaelected president in 1942. He the Minnesota GOP has unveiled In order to get federal funds , sha St., SS m.p.h. in a 65 zone
served in that capacity until his an impressive parade of undis- ho pointed out, the city must one U.S. 61, Sept. 1, $20.
tinguished non-candidates."
demonstrate the plan cannot be Paul J. Buscovick, Winona,
resignation in December 1954
carried out by other means. In 75-55, Sept. 4, $20.
when he .retired. He served as
the opinion of planners, he said, Donald M. Repinski, Minnesochairman of the board from
it is "financially out of the ta City, 50-30, in Goodview-Sept.
1955 until Jan. 1, 1964, when he
question to do all this without 26, $10.
using federal funds. "
was elected honorarychairman,
Walter Anderson, 81 Lenox
4,
Mr. Jackson was born June
NET COST of all contem- St., 45-30 in Goodview, Sept.
$10.
5, 1876, at Eyota, Minn., and
(
plated projects including work
L. Halverson, Arcadwas married to May Clark, who VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope at WSC campus ) is about $12 Eugene
Wis., 75-65, Sept 14, $10.
ia,
died in 1955.
million,
he told Beatty. DownPaul VI wished a Merry ChristHe was a member of First mas to all today at his weekly town net cost is about $10% Richard L. Smith, Winona, 65Congregational Church, Arling- general audience, the last be- million, according to estimates 55, Sept. 5, $10.
Frank J. Warner, Minneapoton Club, Winona Country Club, fore the forthcoming holiday. in the planning report.
lis,
65-55, Sept. 24, $10.
Winona Lodge 18, AF&AM, and Receiving a large number of There are no figures at presWinona Scottish Rite Bodies. He pilgrims and tourists in the Hall ent to show the effects on local Henry J. Gerth, 1023 W. tod
received his 50-year Masonic of Benediction, the pontiff said payrolls of the estimated $13.5 St., 65-55, Sept. 26, $10.
pin in 1956 and was a former his wishes for a Merry Christ- million of private redevelop- Other of fenses:
Fred S. Lewis, 513 Dacota St.,
director of First National Bank.
ment investment, Chapman told
Survivors are: Two daughters, mas "come spontaneously to J . A. Krier, authority board truck more than registered gross
weight on U.S. 14, Aug. 27, $25;
Mrs. Roland A. (Arloine) Wer- our lips."
member. These would be inter- wrong gross weight stencilled on
necke, Cedarhurg, Wis., and
esting, he conceded, and might truck, $10.
Mrs. James M. (Harriet) Morbe estimated later.
Bjarne S. Ratwick, Minneaporison, Sheboygan; five grandRelocation aids are substan- lis, careless driving on U.S. 14,
children; 11 great-grandchiltial, he said, in answer to a Aug. 16, $25.
dren, and a sister, Mrs. A. W.
query by Br. Finkelnburg. A Jerry V. Brass Jr., address
(Kate) Woodville, Portland,
business displaced for renewal not given, minor consuming beer
Ore.
purposes can be paid for mov- in Homer Township, June 4, $25.
Funeral services will be held
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — En- ing costs in full, up to a $25,000 John Keiper, Winona, minor
Thursday at 11 a.m. at the
residence, the Rev. Harold Rek- trance was made to Herb's Ra- limit. The property also would consuming beer in RoUingstone
stad, F i r s t Congregational dio-TV*shop through a rear win- be acquired either by negotia- Township, Sept. 18, $10.
tion and direct sale or by con- Robert L. Angst, Minnesota
Church, officiating. Burial will dow Friday night.
be in Woodlawn Cemetery. Missing were four portable demnation, he said. A smaller City, angling in a trout stream
There will be no visitation. Faw- television sets, five hi-fi sets, business, netting less than in Elba Township during the
$10,000 a year, would get an adcett Funeral Home is in charge.
one tape recorder, at least four ditional $2,500 resettlement pay- closed season, Oct. 3, $10.
radios and some unpacked mer- ment to help pay for costs of Fay L. Friese, Minnesota City,
improper stopping on Highway
chandise.
adjusting to a new location.
248 ( detour) , Aug. 5, $10.
Herbert A l l e n , proprietor,
HOMER
whose shop is on the western CONTINUOUS contact with
Speeding:
all
affected
individuals
is
mainoutskirts of town, believes local
people are involved in the bur- tained by the authority, Chap- Norvin A. Roverud, address
glary. The sheriff is investigat- man explained, and its services not ,given, 80 m.p.h. in a €5 zone,
in obtaining Small Business Ad- Oct 12, $20.
CHATFIELD, Minn. (Special) ing.
¦
ministration loans and the like Wayne E. Larson, address not
—The death of Terry L. Cragiven, 65-55, Oct. 1, $14.
are made available.
vath , 19, rural Chatfield, about
John T. Burt, address not
Seven
La
Crescent
A
business
might
find
its
5 a.m. today, has been ruled a
given,
65-55, Sept. 23, $14.
taxes higher as a result of movsuicide by Dr. Theodore 0. Well- Juveniles Held in
Other offense : Aloysius J.
ing
from
its
established
location
ner, Olmsted County coroner.
a new one, Mrs. Fayette O. Vafter, address not given, careThe coroner said death was Pine Creek Vandalism to
Ehle, 220 Franklin St., pointed less driving on 44th Avenue in
by carbon monoxide. He was LA CRESCENT, Minn. — Se- out. In some cases such a Goodview(causing an accident),
found in his car five miles south- ven La Crescent juveniles will squeeze could be disastrous, she Oct. 6, $35.
east of Eyota on a township be referred to Houston County added.
road by a man who was going juvenile court for vandalism On the other hand, Chapman vote at its next meeting on
to the area to cut down a tree at the cottage of Eugene Zenk- replied, taxes may go down be- whether to formally approve it
that had partially blown down. er, Onalaska, in Pine Creek cause of renewal. If deteriora- Copies and explanatory literaThe officer said Terry's car was near La Crescent Thanksgiving tion continues unchecked, he ture will be available for study
about two miles from his home. night.
said, declining values in busi- by the public when the authority
An autopsy was performed in The vandalism was traced to ness areas will shift a growing gives its approval, according
Rochester this morning.
the youths Tuesday by the she- tax load to homeowners, he to James Kleinschmidt, urban
He was born May 1, 1946, to riff's oilice. Damage totals an contended.
renewal director.
Mr . and Mrs. Russell Cravath. estimated $300 to $400. Among THE AUTHORITY moved to The authority's next regular
Funeral services tentatively other things, furniture was bro- study the plan and report and meeting will be Jan. 18.
have been set for Friday. Ar- ken, an oil stove damaged,
rangements are in charge of doors were damaged, and the
Sellner Funeral Home, St. Char- light meter was torn off the
les.
outside wall.
but plans do not seem to suggest similar limits on westward
expansion.
Chapman said the plan includes further development of
service business and public
buildings between Johnson and
Winona streets. This use extends beyond the interstate
bridge now, he said, and thus
acts as a deterrent to any significant buildup of core retail
businesses. The service area,
he said, does not compete with
the retail sector for traffic or
business.

Pope Paul VI
Extends Greeting

TVs, Radios
Taken at Blair

Chatfield Youth
Commits Suicide

EITZEN, Minn. (Special ) —
Milton W. Ashbacher, 55, shot
himself in the forehead with a
.22 rifle at his home three miles
southeast of Eitzen in Allamakee County, Iowa , Tuesday
about 7 a.m. in a probable suicide attempt, according to authorities.
He was taken to Lutheran
Hospital, La Crosse, by ambulance and died at 11:30 a.m.
Homt-Mad*
without regaining conscious119 Eatt Third Str*t
Phon* 3450
Samaga
ness.
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
^
¦
¦
¦
¦
Ashbacher was reported to¦
have been in ill health the last
FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK
five years and under treatment
for depression. His wife and
son, who had been in the barn,
found him on the kitchen floor.
FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK
He was bom Nov. 27, 101O, in
French Creek Township, Iowa,
to John and Hannah Munz Ashbacher.
GRADE "A" OVBN READY 11-LB. and 14 LB. AVG.
He married Irrna Beneke
March 4, 1035, at St. John's
United Church of Chlrst at
Wheatland south of Eitzen. He
farmed in Union City Township,
WORRELL'S READY.TO-EAT «- to 8-LB. AVG.
Iowa, and was a member of St.
Luke's United Church of Christ,
Eitzeti.
Survivors are : His wife; two
FRESH HOMEMADE
sons, Garland, Manchester,
Iowa, and Gary, at home; one
daughter, Airs. Richard (Shirley ) Meyer , Waukon, Iowa; five
grandchildren; his mother, of
SWIFT'S PREMIUM
Waukon, and two brothers, Harold, Lansing, Iowa, and Nathan,
West Hempstead, NL Y. His father, one sister and two brothFRESH HOMEMADE
ers have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p,m. at St.
Luke's United Church of Christ ,
the Rev. Wei Graupmann, ofSWIFT'S PREMIUM
ficiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at PotterHaugen Funeral Home, Caledonia , Wednesday atfernoon and
evening and at the church
Thursday until time of services.

^/(A/tjeA&MARKET ^7
29c
STEWING HENS - - - ,,.
BOASTING CHICKENS
HEN TURKEYS

PICNICS

Don't wait for Christmas
to have fun with
i

dcdsL
Sp tdnq

Eggnog
0

u 35c

- - - u 45c
^ 43c

LIVER SAUSAGE - - ¦ a. 55c

SIRLOIN STEAK - - - v,99c
PORK LINKS - - - - u 69c
SLAB BACON - - - - it. 69c
CUBED STEAK - - - - u,. 79c

Our delicious creamy eggnog is a great
treat for kids and grown-upa anytime .
Better get some right away and enjoy
it all throug h the holidays.

Sp Mit ^dah. (DOJUU^

WINONA'S
HOME-OWNED DAIRY

PHON E 3626
FOR HOME DELIVERY

AFTER BOWING TO MARSH FIELD 71-60

Bubas Claims
Duke's Rally
'
'Greatest
The

Cotter Eyes Marian Tonight
CHUCK KULAS
Hlti 22 Point*

By GARY EVANS
Dally Newt Sports Editor
Cotter High School's basketball Ramblers — without time
to worry over a 71-60 setback
at the hands of Marshfield
Columbus—today packed for a
trip to Owatonna and a battle
with Marian.
The game, it is hoped , will
s«nd the Ramblers into their
holiday tournament wit h a
fresh scent of victory. The
loss to Columbus at the high
a c h o o l auditorium Tuesday

night, pushed the Cotter mark
back to 2-4.
It was not a pleasant night
for Rambler coach John Nett
or the small partisan crowd of
Cotter crusadere on hand for
the contest.
In fact , so displeased with
the result was the coach that
he turned his thoughts to possible lineup changes for tonight 's game.
"Right now I' m disgusted . ",
he said in post-game conversation. "I' m sure there will be

some changes, but right now
I don't know what they will
be. I'll have to give it gome
thought. "
Though Tuesday's game was
far from a masterpiece of
sound execution, it was hard
to overlook the individual
play of MarshfieWs Bob
Koch.
Koch, one of the most prolific football scorers the Dons
have been blessed with , also
scores well on a basketball
court, playing with much the

Looks Like Y.A.,
But His Passes?

BALTIMORE. Md. I* - From the ears
up, Bobby Boyd of the Baltimore Coits bears
a resemblance to The Bald Eagle , though he
Is 10 years younger than Y. A. Tittle, the
former New York Giant quarterback who
retired l ast season.
So the cry on the field was "all the way
with Y. A. "' as the Baltimore team began
workouts for its National Football League
Western Conference playoff game Sunday
against tho Packers in Green Bay.
Boyd, 28, All-League defensive back ,
will be back-up quarterback for Tom Matte
when the Colts make their final try to win
the western Conference championship and
the right to play Cleveland for the NFL title.
Boyd hasn 't thrown a game pass since his
quarterback days at Oklahoma, but he has
company. Matte himself hadn't played quarterback since his college days at Ohio State
until Dec. 12, when he called seven plays
in the crippled Colts' 42-27 loss to the Packers.
Last weekend he started, and with help
from Ed Brown led the Colts to a 20-17 vic-

tory over the Lo.s Angeles Rams. Brown ,
picked up by the Colts when the Pittsburgh
Steelcrs put him on waivers , is ineligible to
play Sunday because of an NFL rule against
playoff use of players who weren't on a team 's
roster for the last two regular season games.
Watching Tuesday 's workout, Coach Don
Shula grinned and said, "Bobby at least
knows our numbering system. " This was a
reference to the fact that Brown had to be
told every play before he went into the game.
Turning serious, Shula said :
"We 'll have to be just as good or better
for this game than we were for the Los
Angeles Rams , We can 't afford to make any
mistakes. "
Johnny Unitas and reserve Gary Cuozzo,
Baltimore 's No. 1 and 2 quarterbacks, were
lost for the season when injured in earlier
games. This brought the Colts to using Matte ,
who taped a -play guide to his wrist for the
Los Angeles game.
The team flies to Green Bay at 8:30
p.m., Friday from Friendship International
Airport.

^_ ^_ ^^

COTTER
(Continued on Page 11)

JOHN NETT
Maybe Some Changes

Pa S« in Wednesday, December 22. 1965

VINCE LOMBARDI
Ko Worries Now

Vince Expects No Problem
"this does not mean that he can't pass. He can throw, probably a lot better than many people expect."
Matte didn't complete either of two passes thrown in
the game against the Rams. Nor did he complete any in
his brief appearance against the Packers in Baltimore.
Matte attempted three passes, missed two, and lost one in an
interception.
The Packers had a light drill Tuesday on their practice
field. Injured halfback Paul Hornung and injured linebacker
Ray Nitschke participated, but Lombardi would not say if
either will play Sunday.
Lombardi wasn't predicting the outcome of Sunday's
showdown at Green Bay.
"No predictions," Vince said, "We 're just happy to be
where we are ."
VINCENT TO A's
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
The Kansas City Athletics announced today the signing of Al
Vincent , a veteran of 38 years in
baseball, to the coaching staff.

MILWAUKEE LB — Businessmen seeking a new major
league franchise say they have
$4.5 million available or pledged toward keeping baseball in
Milwaukee.
The Milwaukee Brewers Baseball Club, which was refused a
franchise earlier this month by
both the National and American
leagues, presented the previously unpublicized financial report
in a court affidavit Tuesday.
The report by the organization
was submitted to Circuit Judge
Elmer W, Roller in connection
with the state's antitrust suit
against the Atlanta — bound
Milwaukee Braves. It stated
that the organization has a "satisfactory committment" for radio and television rights from
the Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.,
whose president is a member of
the group.
The suit seeks to keep the
Braves in Milwaukee unless another franchise is granted to
Milwaukee through m a j or
league expansion. Bill Veeck,
former major league baseball
owner, testified Tuesday before
Judge Boiler that expansion of
the National League in 1966 is
"feasible and possible."
Veeck, called as a witness for
the state, said that although expansion might reduce the quality of play it would provide better balance and improve competition generally. He also
added that it would offer more
entertainment for the spectators."

SPORTS SCORES
NBA

TUESDAY'S RESULTS
No stmts tctiadulad.
TODAY'S OAMIS
Haw Y M* at Boiton
Cincinnati at Baltimore.
r>«trel| va. San Francltco at tacramtnto.
THURDAY'S OAMIS
Datrslt at Lot Angilai.

Mil .

game with the Green Bay Packers. Both
were named Tuesday to the All-NFL team ,
but Unitas i.s out of action for the season with
a knee injury . (AP Photofax)

MORRIS-CARTKR INK
PITTSBURGH (AP ) - Mid, dleweights Rubin (Hurricane )
Carter and Johnny Morris have
signed for a 10-round fiRht nt
the Civic Arena Jan. 18.
¦

Sudden-Death OT
Rules to Apply
To Packers-Colts
the

John W. llclsmnn was
NKW YORK (AIM - Champifirst head football conch at
'
onship
rules , Including siuldenGeorgia
Tech
,
serving
from
1004
j
denlh overtime if necessary ,
' to 191!i .
will prevail when Green Bay
meets Baltimore Sunday for tho
title in the National Foot bull
l.euKue 'H Western Conference .
A league spokesman also said
Tuesday each team will receive
$100,000 from television nnd a
M-.'iO split of game receipts after
COCHRANE, WIS.
expenses. The players will receive l-14th of their salaries , an
Specializing in:
extra
game 's pay.
• Motor Tune-U p* and General Repair
If the game i.s tied nt the end
All acceuoriei for all kinds of cart.
nf regulation time , the team
Slop in and pet acquainted .
that scores first in the extra
period will win ,

TUESDAY'S RBSULTS
No iimti tchadultd
TODAY'S OAMI
Haw York at Chicago
THURSDAY"* OAMI
Haw Yor k at Ditroll .

NOW OPEN
Benny Baker's Garage

Duke, behind by 14 points early in the second half , pulled up
to 80-70 before starting its winning late surge. The Blue Devils
took the lead at 84-83 on Bob

NEW YORK (AP) - Gale
Sayers , the Chicago Bears ' exciting halfback , has been voted
Rookie of the Year in a season
that has been called the Year of
the Rookie in the National Football League.
Sayers won by a landslide in
the voting of a panel of 42 sports
writers and sportscasters , three
from each of the 14 league
cities, in an Associated Press

poll.
The former Kansas §tar received 35 votes, fullback Ken
Willard of the San Francisco
49ers and North Carolina drew
four and linebacker Dick Butkus
of the Bears and Illinois, got
three.
Although several members of
the panel suggested The AP
name a rookie on both offense
and defense, because of the

Lakeland to
Meet Oshkosh
In Tourney

Michigan Tech
Stops Boston 'IT
In Hockey Play

OSHKOSH im ~ Oshkosh and
Lakeland, both impressed in
first-round victories, collide tonight for the championship in
the Oshkosh Invitational basketball tourney,
Oshkosh ripped Ripon 104-57
and Lakeland clipped Wisconsin-M ilwaukee 95-84 in the first
round Tuesday night. The losers
will meet in tonight's consolation game.
Oshkosh (5-3 ) controlled t h e
boards nnd riddled Ripon with
a racehorse fast break for its
47-point victory, Gene England
hit 21 and Jim Lallensack 16
for the Titans.
(5-3 ) , deicndinf!
Lakeland
Gateway Conference- champions,
opened up a 49-:HI halftime command and protected its 1 1-point
lend the rest of the way against
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Five-foot10 Bob Guy, hitting 15 of 17
free throws , took scoring honors for (he night with 31 points
for Lakeland while teammate
Gary Hovey added 25.

DETROIT (AP) - Favored
Michigan Tech dashed out to a
3-0 lead but needed a mid-third
period goal by Wayne Weller to
ease the pressure and give the
unbeaten NCAA champions a
4-2 victory over Boston University Tuesday night.
The victory put Tech, 8-0 this
season, into the finals of the
first Great Lakes Invitational
Hockey Tournament at Olyxnpia
Stadium tonight against the University of Toronto.
Toronto whipped Colorado College 6-2 in the opening game.
Gary Milroy scored the first
two goals ofr Michigan Tech
and Steve Yoshino upped the
score to 3-0 with a breakaway
goal at 15:33 of the second
period.
¦
BOXER OF YKAR
MEXICO CITY (AP) - World
featherweight champion Vicente
Saldlvnr of Mexico was selected
Box^r o.' tho Year by the federal District Boxing Commission
Tuesday.

greater opportunity for an offensive man to attract attention, it was decided to select
only one winner as in the past.
Butkus probably would have
won easily if there had been a
separate poll for defense.
Sayers simply was sensational. There was no other word for
it. The six touchdowns he scored
against San Francisco, ty ing the
mark set by Ernie Nevers in
1929, and the record-breaking
total of 22 touchdowns in his
first season made him a standout in a year of good rookies.
"Gale Sayers has everything," said Jim Brown, Cleveland's great runner, when both
appeared at the same luncheon
recently. "He has the acceleration, speed, power, hands and
the mental ability and supreme
confidence to do the job for 10
or 12 more years. "
Just to review some of the
testimonials to Sayers during
the season :
"Sayers could be the greatest
of them all," —Owner-coach
George Halas of the Bears.
"He's the greatest runner I've
ever seen and that includes Jim
Brown," —defensive back Elbert Kimbrough of San Francisco.
"The most brilliant exhibition
I've ever seen, " —assistant
coach Y, A. Tittle of the 49ers.
In addition to setting the TD
record with 22, Sayers led the
league in scoring with 132 points
and finished second to Jim
Brown in rushing with 867 yards
and a 5.2-yard average.
Butkus, the big bruiser from
Illinois, roamed the league
knocking down people, intercepting passes and making life
miserable for fullbacks and assorted offeasive players, lie had
such a fine year that he was
voted middle linebacker on The
AF'B . first team.

Verga 's basket with 25 seconds
left. Steve Vacendak made It 85*
83 with a free throw at the ninesecond mark.
The crowd of 11,S50 at Cobo
Hall in Detroit roared as John
Clawson temporarily staved off
defeat for Michigan with a basket at the buzzer to force the
game into overtime. It was all
Duke in the extra period with
Verga showing the way with
nine of his 27 points.
Duke's comeback overshadowed Brigham Young's 103-83
victory over the second-ranked
St. Joseph's Hawks of Philadelphia. A crowd of 11,158 at Prove, Utah, saw the unbeaten, but
unranked Cougars hand the
Hawks their first defeat.

Fourth-ranked Vandcrbilt and
fifth-ranked Bradley remained
unbeaten, however. Vanderbilt
crushed U. Calif., Santa Barbara, 91-64 at Nashville for the
Commodores' seventh straight.
Bradley made it nine in a row
by defeating Montana 87-77 at
Peoria. The other five teams in
the Associated Press Top Ten
were idle.
All-America Carafe Russell's
30 points, many of which came
in bunches, made the going difficult for Duke. "Russell is a
great player," Bubas said. "His
scoring flurries can demolish
you. We played him man-to-man
with the idea of having a man
ready to help out when needed."
"We just missed too many
easy shots once we got ahead
and they hurt," said Dave
Strack, Michigan coach.
Jack Marin's 30 points for
Duke equaled Russell's output
for Michigan, but it was Verga
who got the key points for the
Blue Devils.
A 27-10 spurt early in the second half broke the game open
for BYU against St. Joseph's.
Dick Nemelka and Jeff Congdon
each tallied 22 points for the
Cougars as did Billy Oakes and
Matt Guokas for the Hawks.
Big 6-foot-9 Clyde Lee paced
"Vanderbilt over Santa Barbara
¦with 24 points. Joe Allen's 25
points led Bradley over Montana.
Auburn won the Gasparilla
Classic at Tampa by defeating
Florida State 59-58 on Jimmy
Montgomery's two free throws
in the last 18 seconds. North-western took the title in the
Memphis State classic by edging Texas: 73-71 on Jimmy Pitts'
¦winning basket.
Seattle toppled Colorado State
U. from the unbeaten ranks 8378 at Seattle.
Knocked out of the Top Ten
by their loss last Saturday to
Cincinnati, UCLA's defending
national
champions
overwhelmed Southern California 86'
67.

MICHIGAN SCORES . . . Universtiy of Michigan's Graig
Dill (40 ) gets up between two Duke U. players to score in
this action in their game at Detroit Tuesday night. Defending
the net are Duke's Warren Chapman (54) and Bob Verga
(11). In background is Duke's Ron Wendelin (22) , and Detroit's John Clawson (34), Duke won in an overtime period
100-93. (AP Photofax )

NFL Rookie of the Year?
Now Who Do You Think?

ALIv-NFL BACKS . . . Quarterback John
Unitas ( left ) and flanker back Jimmy Orr
of the Baltimore Colts check a play diagram
on the blackboard as the Colts prepare for
Sunday 's National Football League playoff

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"It was the greatest comeback any Duke team has ever
staged."
Vic Bubas, the Duke coach,
was a happy man when he
spoke those words after his No.
1-ranked Blue Devils had wiped
out a 10-point deficit in the last
four minutes to defeat the thirdranked Michigan Wolverines
100-93 in overtime in Tuesday
night's top college basketball
game.

Milwaukee
Group Has
Money Set

FROM COLTS' ROLLOUT QUARTERBACK

GREEN BAY, Wis. laVr "We haven't seen it too often,"
commented Green Bay Packer coach Vince Lombardi, "but it
shouldn't be a particular problem if we play our game."
Lombardi was discussing the problem his team will face
next Sunday when they face Tom Matte, a rollout type quarterback who passes very little and has yet to complete a pass
in the National Football League.
Matte will quarterback the Baltimore Colts Sunday in
the playoff with the Packers for the Western Conference
championship.
Matte, who replaced Johnny Unitas and Gary Cuozzo
when they were injured, used his running talents Saturday in
defeating the Rams 20-17 at Los Angeles.
"Although Matte has not passed much," Lombardi said,

same determination he uses
on the gridiron.
He dashed Cotter hopes with
31 of his team's 71 points despite a frigid night at the free
throw line where he dropped
just nine of 17.
And, although the Dons were
hesitant of taking command,
when they did, Koch was the
ringleader.
The two teams fought slug-

Oshkosh Lad Wins
Over Seeded Player

Santa Specials

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. un Only one seeded player, No. 13,
Alex Kurucz of West Germany,
was upset Tuesday in the opening round of the 19th Orange
Bowl Junior Tennis Tournament.
Kurucz was beaten by Daniel
Bleckinger of Oshkosh, Wis., 63, 6-1.
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Lincoln, Alma Choices in AP Poll
MILWAUKEE If) - For
the second successive week
Milwaukee Lincoln. (7-0) is
tlie choice for the top spot
today among Wisconsin high
school basketball teams ia
the Associated Press "Big
Ten" poll.
Lincoln, a runaway choice
In the first poll, had its lead
trimmed, however, to the
narrow margin of seven
point* over Madison East
C8-0).
Lincoln held on to first
plica by virtue of 14 first
glace ballots out of 17 cast
y state sports writers.

Alma (5-0) remained the
favorite in the "Little Ten"
and picked up added support to give it a firm hold
on first place.
Lincoln received 160 points
while East collected 143.
Green Bay West (6-0) remained in the running with
134 points as the Wildcats
held on to third,
Three teams dropped from
the ranking this week. The
victimswere Eaa Claire Memorial, Platteville and Hacine Horlick. They were replaced by Sheboygan South
(6-0), Wisconsin Lutheran

(8-0) and Barron (6-0).
Points awarded on the
basis of 10 for each first
place vote, nine for each
second place, etc.
Memorial lost its fourth
place spot to Milwaukee Pius
( 6-0) which moved up a
notch from fifth. Monona
Grove (7-1) jumped from
seventh up to fifth.
Appleton Xavier (8-1) advanced from eighth to sixth
and Portage (7-0) jumped
three places from tenth to
seventh.
The newcomers occupied
the last three places. They

ROUT STEWARTVILLE 34-11
"
"
—
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WHS Matmen
Cop 1st Meet
:

Wmona High s wrestling team
finally got that victory on paper
and it caught coach Dave Moraceo a little bit by surprise.
Tha Winhawks trounced Stewartville 34-11 Tuesday night at
Stewartville, and Said Moracco,
"I thought we were really going
to be down after losing those
first three. But I think the boys
faulted that we lost to three
tough teams. Now we stand an
even chance to win a few the
rest of the wny."

THE VICTORY, which boosted Winona's record to 1-3 for
the year, was more pleasing
than would be expected, chiefly
because the Winhawks swept
the top four weights, a feat
they hadn't been able to do in
previous matches. In fact, it
was the first pergonal victory
fo>r 165-pounder Chuck Lueck
(7-0) decision, 175-pound sophomore Don Bergler (42-second
pin) and heavyweight Tom
Becker (4:31 pin).
"This was the pleasing thing
about last night," said Moracco

tliis morning. "Stewartville was
weak in the upper weights like
we are, but we've come a -ways.
The kids know they can beat
someone now. it's going to make
a big difference."

Jam. 7, Red Wing invades for
another Big Nine meet, and then
Saturday, Jan. 8, Kasson-Mantorvilleis in town in a nonconference dual.
The Winhawk B squad lost
MORACCO had special praise to Stewartville's Bees 33-18,
for Lueck and 109-pounder Don against forfeiting two weights.
iMichalowski. Michalowski came
WINONA 34, trOWAKTVlUB 11
up with a pin in 2:20 in bus first W-Ken Booty (S) dec. Rick Perteroy
4-4i ill—Don MldMlewkkl (W) p.
l\V|
varsity match. Regular 103*
Teattij (S) 1:10; 1f2-Dv.ne Htdee
pounder Doug Brett was lost MIR*
til dec. Wa* Straahr (Wl 4-1; iMthrough scholastic ineligibility. lte>ve Millar (W) a. tarn MtflltMnttn
t:»; 117—Jim Malar (W) «ie. Jtff
"Michalowski got the- fall T(S)
MIUI ») ?*> li*w«try Mil. (W 111*
when we needed it," said the Darn StMbtrar (I) (raw 2ir tit—Tarn
-HaM (W Met. thj Darmaiy <t> tli
Winhawk coach, "things look- Haa
145-Rusi Pah* (I) du, Hon Meover { W )
ed pretty shaky In the early a-Jj 154-Johri OeOalller (%V> die Bab
fMirt tti i-tt lii-Cbvt* UMta (W)
going." Wrtflona led only 18-11 d*c
t bekeat {$) 74;
fctrgftr
going into the final four (In/) p.. tlm Schtilh IS) U!*-t»»
«; Hwt.—Totn
Sacktr
(W)
p.
Bob
(S»
4i3t.
Pels*
matches.
There was one sour spot in i-TEWAMtVlLLB 6 «, WINONA S I
Mdnta (W) and Have Oahma
the Winhawk triumph. Rick ft)is—kin
draw t-Oi Ill-Ore* Volkart (W)
Pomeroy lost his first match iat
. Mark Satire (S) *Ai IH^John
p. Ren Oulaa fS)i 1tt~MH»MM
et 95 by a M decision to Ken (tend (W)
Kliw (S| d*c. Mike Larun (W) Hi
Eddy.
m-Bruce Marshall (»> f. R*» Wflu
iJJ-caii Nitniar

tf) ««. DM

MORACCO plant workouts SI;
ovir (W) «-»; m-Mawarfvliia ami w
Wlh ltt-aiewarrtlila (ran by ferfttl;
through the entire Christmas 154-Larry
Tarrat (W) att. Tarn KWHl
(S)
4-2; 1(5—Lei Uwten (S) p. Dala
vacation in preparing Winona
(W); 175-Paul Fay (W) p. Mlckay
Cook
for a two-da? stand at home Ooltian (S); Hwrt.-Mlka Ltwton (I) p.
following the holidays. Friday, Ed Babler nvi.

!
Small-Time 5 ? Man,
Not Southern Illinois

CAJu30Nr)ALfc
, IU. (AP) Southern Illinois University is
officially a small-college basketbail school hut not by choice or
p^ffofmahce\1
The Salukis, third-ranked ih
(He Associated Press small-college poll, showed why thfiy don't
Ubmk they're stnall college Monday night. They troudCed WlchlU, eighth ranked among the
Major schools, 8946, to eXteld
their record to 6*1. The lone loss
Was to ninth-ranked IoWa, 69-58.

recent seasons A t h l e t i c
*
Director fJonald N. Boydston
says flatly the Salukis aire "a
basketball power right now" by
any standards,
"This may not sound realistic," Sflys Bdydstdn, "But I
think we could hold our own
With half: of the 10 ranked big
SChOOlS;"
The Salukis do hot play
enough major colleges to qualify as a major team under National Collegiate AtBletic AssoOn the strength of this and ciation standards. B&VdsfctSl said
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"We htrte offered lftJrgft gnir.
afltees trying to aehedule ftajor
college teams, but: We keep getting the same answer," Boydston said. ^They've gilt aiff lm
to gain aflfl everything to lose."

The Salukis will play only six

major teams this season,
Soydston claims some major
colleges CIU played — and defeated — last year refused to
schedule the Salukis again because "tliey didn't want any
part of us."
Boydston traces the emergence of SIU as a power to
Coach Jack Hartman, who . kit
Coffevyille, Kan., Junior College1
in 1S62 after winning 32 straight
games.

COTTER

( Contlnned from Pafe lO)
gishly through a quarter that
ended 14-12 f OK.the Dons and
then Mr. Koch got his team
going.
He counted 11 points in the
second frame. But the Ramblers battled, John Leaf's rebound juniper near the end
of the half scissoring the gap
to 33-32 at intermission.
But a cold third quarter was
more than Cotter could overcome.
With Da-ve Weber and Don
Pueschner hitting field goals
and Walter Sexton converting
a three-point play, the Dons
grasped a 40-32 lead before
Chuck Kulas dropped a free
throw for the Ramblers and
Marty Werhz a field goal.
Then Bill Rhyner fired down
a jumper for the Dons and
Koch live consecutive points
for a 47-35 Marshfield lead.
Cotter field goals by Kulas
and Tom WetiM cut it to 5144 with eight minutes to play.
Cotter closed it . further, to
52-48 on Wenzel's drive with
7:10 left in the game.
One minute later, Kulas hit
a short one-hander to slice it
to 55-52. But Columbus reeled
off 11 consecutive points on
field goals by John Connaughty, Koch and Weber three
times plus a free throw by
Koch to niake it 64-52.
Cotter did make another
comeback attempt, bringing
the score to 66-58 oh a drive
by Steve Erdmanczfyk with
three minutes left, but a
Marshfield control game wiped
out the remaining seconds.
With the victory, Columbui,
a tfl-tt loser to Eau Claire
Regie a week ago, pusheki its
recbrd to 14.
Cotter meets that same Rfe8is team lfl the first round tit
s tournament Tuesday.
For Cotter Tuesday, Chuck
Kulas hit M points, Mike Twomey and Totn Wehzel 10 edch.
Connatighty got 16 for Columbus.
Partot the tale Was written
ln statistics. MflffiWieia hit %
of ol shots' f^r 61 percent, Cotter 27 of 78 for 34.fl percent.
V§t, the Ramblers lost it at
the free throw line where
they were dtitec&fed 19 to 6.
Marshfield also led 50 to 39
In rebounds captured.

to fourth . The move dropped
Eagle River (6-0) down one
place to fifth .
Bangor (6-0) held steady at
sixth. Eleva-Strum (6-0) and
Greenwood (7-0) received 87
points each to tie for seventh place. Eleva-Strum was
ninth-ranked in the first poll,
whiie Greenwood and tenth.
Stockbridge (84)) e d g e d
Manitowoc Lutheran a n d
dropped out of tlie rankings.
It was replaced by Superior
Cathedral (6-0) ln ninth.
Washburn (6-1) slid from
fifth to tenth.

Cotter Ml) '
la gt pl tp
Kulai
> 1 Jit
Holmay 1 0 1 4
Twomey 4 a 110
Allaire
ll l l
Waniil
l
1 I 411
T.Leal
l
» l 1 7
Brdctyk 1 O J 1
Totals 11 II 15 71 Warm
1 a l l
Waltier 1 1 0 2
J. Leal
0 1 1 1

MaraftntU (71)
lg Ht pl tp
Koch
11 • 4 31
Sexton
4 l l a
Cotinghry J 4 4 II
Weber
4 1 1 1
Pueechnr l l l
Rhyner
l l l

MARSHFIELD
COTTER

Totals IT |Hal
14 1» 11 10—71
13 50 1J lt-tc

Aerial Duel
Scheduled in
Blue-Gray?

BRAIN AM) BRAIVN . . . A couple of
Chicago Bears raise a carol as best they
can in Chicago headquarters office. And well

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP
— Coaches for both tha North
and the South — if_tbeir practice sessions thus far this week
are any indication — are ex- NEW YORK (AP) - The final
pecting Saturday'a Blue-Gray team statistics for tho National
game to be an aerial duel.
Football League season provide
Both teams have concentrated a confusing preview of Sunday's
heavily on both the Conducting Baltimore-Green Bay playoff
ahd the thwarting of passing game because of the difference
attacks.
between the Colts' season-long
Illinois quarterback Fred Cus- passing attack and their current
tardo for the North and Texas desperate straits.
A&I signal-caller Randy John- With Johnny Unitas and, to a
son for the South have been lesser extent, Gary Cuozzo,
hard at work on their passing
game — almost to the exclusion
of running work on the part of
the North.
Dummy scrimmages were the
order of the day for the Blue;
squad Tuesday.
The Southerners also devoted
a part of their practice to the
running game.
High Schools

Cotter Sophs
WhipFreshmen
By 73-17 Count

Basketball
Scores

Dobbs Lauds
Talent of
South Squad

MIAMI, Jlfi. (AP) — Riva.1
coaches, looking over their
stniads for the North-South College AU-Star game ih the Orange Bowl SafurdaV affefhoon.,
figure they hav* the best material ever assembled for thld
affair.
''I'm just plain eicited over
the wonderful material we have
here," said South Coach Glenn
Dobbs of Tulsa. "Our only trouble might be ih containing those
big North linemen long enough
to get passes off, but that's jus t
what we will be trying to do."

LOCAL SCHOOLS MlrtMlaJd Cofuitibut M, <0»ar tt.
COlfer Senlii n, cutlet Frith 17.
NbNCOMFeRENCEMlrrtienT V, Mabel 71.
Slliwtrth 71, Meitdovl t(.
Iloorti tt, Slanliy^eyd 41 .
Stewartville 74, Qrind Meatlrt* 4f
Mlnnrtpell* CMitr*l U, AMHn MMIIf
60.
Minnaapolli SMittiwiit n, Ifcetlietter 47.
Albert Lie lo, Weill 55.
Worthington 57, Cboper 41.
Marikalo 19, BreckeHrldge si.
F4rlbault 53; Foratt Like 47;
L«H0» 54, JElktoM^-

/

Colleges

V
¦
EAST—
Boston College 87, Georgetown U.
Ferdliam 72. Connecticut «j.
MIDWEST.
,
^
Duke 100, Michigan ii (Ot),
Bradley 17, Monfane 77,
f/idfarta (9, Notra Dame M.
SBUTH—
Diyldion . M, OHb Unlyerilly il.
Vifldelbllt tl, Santa Barbatt 44.
Wesl V«. 74, Miryland 74.
phll lpl t), Otorglt 11.
JOUTHWESTKU 103, oMahoM* city is.
L <»ht»ti»ry 17, »MU tl.
F«l WSST—
UCLA Ai, Southern Calif. Al .
Brigham YoUhfl 101, ii. Joseph's (Pa.)

Tulsa tr, Utah State 41.
Florida 41, WasWhOton 40.
Washington Stare ftl, Idalw tt,
Arizona Stat* U. 47, San Joje Ii,
Sah Francisco are, Oontaga 47.
Seattle; u. u, Colorado stale u, 71.

U R N A M EN T S
Dobbs will have hi* Tulfia M EMPHIST O
STATU CLASSIC—
combination of Billy Anderson NorthwestarA 73, T»*ll 71 (chahlplonMemphU Slat* H, MHseurt It
and Howard Twillfey. It th« shlpli
(coniolatlon).
TAMPA INVITATIONALNorth
defensive
backs
gang
up
Under Hartman, the SaloklS Cotter High School's sopho- on Twilley, Anderson can throw Auburn 5», Florida Slat St (championColumbia M, VMI 71 (unaolahaVe had seasons of 20-10, 16-10 more basketball team complete- to Bob Dunlevy of West Virgin- ship!»
tlon).
ly
overwhelmed
the
Rambler
defeatand 204. Last year they
ia, Rodger Bird of Kentucky or
Wisconsin t'ollegen
ed OklaBftma State, the Big freshmen in a preliminary to George Pearce from willlahn
IMVITATlO NAL—
Eight cteathpidh, by 28 points the Cotter - Marshfield game and Mdry. Dick Leftridge o»f OSHKOSH
LaktUnd ft, WltconilnMllwiulia l ll.
Tuesday
night.
Othkoih 104, Ripon 17.
ind Ohio University, the MidWest Virginia is fullback.
¦
America Conference Champion, John KosidoWsld'S "B" squad Quarterbacks for Ata Parwhipped
the
frosh
19-H,
buildBy 20.
seghlan's Nbrth team will b«
They lost three games to ing quarter leads of 22-fl, 38-7 Ddh Unvertorth of Ohio State Entry Blanks Set
NCAA small-College chafnjttta &nd 84-14.
and Kenny Lucas of Pittsburgh, For State Meet
Evansville - two ft. the rtgulai1 Pet Wiltgen led (he sobhs with with Sam Price, Illinois; John
season by one point and another 19 points. Bob GrerJen hit 13 Kuznlewskl, Purdue, and Dave Entry blanks are new availlri overtime in the NCAA cham- atld Bob Potneroy 10. Bob rlil- McNaughton , Penn State as able for the Minnesota State
debratidt had el* for thet frosh.
Bowling Association tournament
pionship game, 83-82.
bbeks.
caitir lop.N (FJ)
caller Proati (i/i ,
to be held at Skyline Lanes, DuBoydston says Sill, an unal- v
ta ll Pl t»
fa rt pj lp
Receivers will include Jame-8 luth, from March S to April 17.
igned school of about 17,000 stu- erMlh f j i It CeMiy f j j i
Todd, Ball State; Bah Mctililn, The Winona Bowling Associadents, puts no more emphasis iSTith' J j » I R*|l«
«
tin basketball than fifty other WlihjM l l l *l Ricnttlan i l l ]Notre Dame; Randy Winniear, tion has reservations for 12
Purdlie, and Steve Smith, Mich- teams on the 6:30 p.m. shift
Sport.
igan.
March 12. Any team interested
Hartman, "as good a coach as
"We're really beginning to in competing should contact Wiyou cflfl Jfnd , '* sihtiply has meld1 1 1) look; good now," Parseghiw nona Bowling Association secreJ I » 7 ttll«k
ed a winning combination from Meier
BambnR l l l l , ,,
;
tary Clarence Bell. Reservations
Tolali « I 11 17 said after Tuesday's practice.
unheralded playets fecfhlt&d
B
11
Totala
»
J.
Kickoff time is 4:30 p.m ., mufit be complete by Jan. 30,
fibrydstori
largely from the area,
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Stop and Go Men (Butkus, Sayers) Named

Pre*, M

cliides holdovers Johnny Uhitaa
ot Baltimore and Jim BrOwn ol
Cieveiatid While f liclH Btitkiis
in the middle of a defensive Array dominated by Veteran
itafldouta.
Baltimore find Green day,
heading for a W-«»terh DlViflioii
title showdown Sunday , each
landed four players 6« the AllNFL team ^hlle the BeSra, v-hd
captured third place in tht

West after netUo-m
rVllNFL tugm
finish ll* l»4, placed three men

oh the first Unit.
A 4Mi\Art pahe^l of «A6rta«rltBeiildes Unitas , who retained
iH and bfpadcastfirg from the his quarterback berth desplW
14 NFL dm nmM Sayefs to bcirifi basset by injuries most c|
«h all l«a|ue backfield that ln^ tha season, the Colli plated

swift flanker Jimmy Ofr and
mammoth fiusrd Jim Patkdb oil
the offensive team and interception king Bob Boyd at defensive
confer back.

turing the rushing crown for the
eighth time ih nine years,
The 240-pound IJutkiis edged
anothfer Illinois altimnxis, Green
Bay'a Ray Nitschke, for the
middle linebacker posltlbn while
Hie Packcri named were of- ChlcaRO teammate Joa KortunnWolk«r
fensive jjuard Forrest Gregg* to and Detroit's Wayno
took tha corner Ilnebtiekaar
defensive end Willie Davis and spots.
defensive back* Herb Atklfrley
Cleveland * Eastern I>lvl«l«n
aHd Willie Wood.
Sayerfi. Who set a loague ch«mt)lans also landed tlkk
reebfd ol tt touehdova-na and Scliafrflth at one of thfe offensive
won the scoHriK title HVltti 182 ta<ikle pdflltlofls. Hla runtilftlg
mnbt lobfleu Fhlladieipni a 'a mate is oe^Ohd-Veftr mii h ll«b
Tim Brrrwnfor the ntnHlnH back Brbwn df Philadelphia,
epbt aioriaslde J Inn Brown. The 'fhe EiiRldK * Pete Retelaff
Cleveland fuilbauk was the duly cafittlr-dd (he li«ht end pftst flatd
unanimous selection after cap- Sah Frahtlsco'a Davb farkg.

they might, for owner-coach George Halas
has produced back Gale Sayers, right, tho
National Football League's rookie of the year.

Stats Confusing Home Five
Ties 6th
When Observing With 970
Baltimore-Packers
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By THE! A SSOCIATED PRESS
Dick Butkus and Gale* aayers,
Who put the Stop and 60 Intd
Chlc4§6 < 8 N&tlotial Football
League ddhtobilck this season,
have made the jump to Buper<afar filling ln (Heir first profling.
Sayfits , the breakaway flash
from Kansas, and Butkus,
bruising linebacker mm. 1111ndla, were Ihe only flrat-year
pros nasned TUWd«y to THi AH-
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North FVty Stable 's Seddalr
was a supplementary entry ln
tho Iftft4 Plnlllco Futurity. It
cost $7,500 to make hitti eligibleand it was a wise investment.
Hadair won the race and earfied
a purse of f U0 .Q12.
0tmm mmmm
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SIU had hoped to enter the major class this year but had difficulty scheduling games with
Large schools.

included Sheboygan South,
eighth and Wisconsin Lutheran and Barron tied for
tenth.
Alma received ten first
Elace votes out of 16 ballots
i the "Little Ten." The
Rivermen c o l l e c t e d 140
points.
Oxfordville (5-0) remained
in second place with 113
points, with Deerfield (8-0)
holding on to third place
with 103 points.
Altoona (7-0 made the biggest advancement of any
team, climbing from eighth

the league's No. 1 retelVer, OUtpolled Gary Collins of the
Browns and Los Angeles' Tommy McDonald for split end honors.
Mick Titlglchoff of Minnesota
won the cohter berth ln a wideopen race over Cleveland's Jnlin
Mttrrow, Phlladelbhiia"* Jim
KI IIRO atld Bob be M arco of St,
Louis,
.loiliitiri Oreeh Bay '* Davis in
the defensive front four nre
three potent paM-rushers ~ end
Dav« Jbbes of Los Anp>te*end
taekles Bob Lilly of Dallas and
Alex: Kah'fls flf DetHlt. WashInHtoiro Paul Krause, one ot ll
repeittiTfl oft tlie aojued, (olnplutei the dtf^ ebSlVe secondary.

Homt) Furniture of the HalRod Ladles City League Tuesday night tied league - mate
Pool's for sixth place in t h t
's team game division.
women
doing the pitching, Baltimore
ranked third in passing and fifth The quintet authored a $70
ih total offense. However, the game, btlt couldn't take series
Colts threw only seven passes honors as Toga 'N' Toys parlaylast week at LoS Angeles and ed games of 023-868-907 into a
must depend now on Tom
Matte's rollout efforts. Balti- 2,699 that missed the top ten by
more's running attack ranked three j)ins.
Doing the firing for the Home
ninth in the NFL.
Furniture group were: Ramona
Green Bay's sputtering offense was 12th in total ratings, Hlldebrandt 202 — 512, Lois
10th in running and 11 in pass- Schacht 198-502, Audrey Goreckl 178—519, Audrey flieracki 166
ing.
Both clubs are comparatively and Joan Wiczek 165—502.
sound on defense where they Grace Tatnbbrnino combed
are closely matched. The Pack- 214-528 for togs •»• Tdy« and
ets were third Jh total defense, Leflore Klagge 213—567 for Sam13th against the rush and led ih
pass defense. Baltimore was my's. Mary J& Grulkowski shot
fifth in total, fourth against the 537, Leona Lubinski 529, Betty
run and seventh against the thrune 518, Buth Hopf Sofl and
Evelyii P*fie 603. floresOce Loedpass.
ing's
616 was overlooked a week
The league leader in both total offense and passing was Sati ageFrancisco, fhe 49ers piled up £ r Ruth Hopf converted the 3-7
270 yards total and 3,487 pass- ahd AlVina Meier 6-7-10.
Coed-Cola d the Westgata Pin
ing. Cleveland led In runniiig Topplers League Monday night
offense with 2,331.
bd 948 instead of 846. Not reDetroit was the over-all lead- potted In the Westgate Ladies
er in defense, permitting 3,557 League Monday was a 512 by
yards. Lbs Ahgeles was tough- Elahte Bambenek.
est to run against, allowing l ,*M UA1-B0t> LANES: Fmit-City
yards and Green Bay 's pass —Bell's Bar took team honors
of 1,033—2,88^. Jim Ahrens shot
defense was best with 1,981.
In the vital matte* of touch- S91 for Lang's and Earl' Wanek
downs the 4sefs and Chicago 227 for Central Motdrs.
Bears scored the most, 52 each, WINONA AC: Classlp-frahk
ahd the Packers allowed the Mehcel's 586 helped Sufi's to l,019 and Bob Stein piloted fish
fewest, 22.
'
In the Individual statistics, Shop to 2,667 with his 250.
Elk!
Ches
Pdianc
tipped
Gale Sayers , Chicago's rookie 221-827 to lead Malh f averif
to
sensation, set a record with 29 2,704.
touchdowns, bettering Lehnle WESTGATE: Nattcnat-^BtMoore's mark by two, and led round champion Horn* PUrhithe scorers with 132 poults.
tufe ripped 9*38-2,823 hehiild |74
Cleveland'! Jimmy Brawn frbhi Bill Rlchter. Frank Jewon his eighth rushing title in reciek hit 212 for Louise's.
nine years with 1,844 yards; American — Hatiser's Buick
fttidy Bukich of the Bears took Crows got 871 from Ed 2altfsiewthe passing title, hitting on 178 ski add finished with 1,1)25.
ot 312 for 2,641 ya.rds and 20 Earl's Tree Service slamflled
touchdowns ; Dave Parks of San 2,911 and Fred Huff 215 for
Francisco topped the pass re- Grain Belt. Walt Williams of
Graham & McGuire posted 525
ceivers with flb for 1,344 yards errorless.
and 12 touchdowns; Baltimore's Hlawath» —
BUI AJiferis hit
Bob Boyd was first in Intercep- 588 for Pepsi-Cola,
which pdsted
tions with nine.
969. Midland laced 2,769 and
Rich House 213 for KAGE.
Working Girls — ftosanne Kubicek slapped 198-444, sparking
Miss Fits to 1,634. K.I.S Gala
tbtaled 420.
¦

Big 9 Teams Cop
3-4 Non-Loop Tilts Le Hoy Wrestlers Top
Big Nino basketball squads
posted three victories ln fotir
noncoriferetice conteetfl Tuesday
night with only Rochester finishing on the short end of the
score.
The Rockets bow ed to oncebeaten Minneapolis Southwest
B747 deflplU Rick Bowrotl's 17polnt effort .
Mankato ran up ita 10th
straight victory or! the home
court with a 70-8$ triumph over
Bre/ckenrldfiB. Bob Nelson hit 21
and Bob Hoffrhan j t b for the
Scarlets, who hoW boast a 5-1
record.
Faribault won its- first of the
season by turning back Forest
Lako 6&4t ns AT Ostberg and
Gary drawer «RCJI netted if)
for the Falcons.
Albert Lee brok e a losing
string In downing Wells 60 55
behind Dan Doty's 19-nc.lM performance.

Spring Valley 24-21

SPUING VALLEY, Minn. LeRoy 's Undefeated wrestling
team nipped Spring Valley 26-21
Tuesday night in n dual meet.
It was LeRoy 's fifth consecutive triumph. Spring Valley is
now 1-3-1.

Electric
LEFSE GRILL

$17.95
Coy ar AvallnWt
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LET'S GET AOqUAINTED -

TOWN ft OOUNTRY FURNITURE
Highway! H a) »» tht) North 6nfriin<« fo Uttlmen ,Wis.

ir LOW OVERHEAD
ir BIO DISCOUNTS

OUANTItY BUY ING
* 3ft MONTHS TO PAY
*

GRAND OPENING HOURS:
Open Daily Until Ohrlstmas 0 a.m. • 9p.m.

DENN|S THE MENACE

GRIN AND BEAR IT
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Claims Officials Were
Right in Ending Game
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

BIG GEORGE

SAN FRANCISCO till The officials acted correctly
last Sunday, in ending the
Green Bay - San Francisco
game with two seconds
showing on the scoreboard
clock, according to Mark
Duncan, chief of National
Football League officials.
The 49ers had taken over
the ball with seven seconds
showing on the clock after
a punt return went out of
bounds on the Green Bay
Packer 46-yard line.
The 49ers tried a pass
that sailed out of bounds
incomplete. The gun vent
off as the San Francisco
field goal team shuffled onto
the field. The game ended
in a 24-24 tie that forced
a playoff this Sunday be-

Harmony
Rips Mabel
BV- - 97-71Harmony rolled to its biggest
offensive display of the season
Tuesday night in walloping Mabel 97-71 to highlight a light
round of area high school nonconference basketball action.
Stewartville upped its season
mark to 5-2 with a 74-49 rout
of Grand Meadow, while Mondovi traveled outside the area
and got bounced by Ellsworth
73-56.

'I hope it doesn't make any difference, sir, that it was I
who threw the banana peel at the office party." '
APARTMENT 3-G
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

NANCY
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"Y»Mh? That 'Intelligent glMin' In WHICH eye?"
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«*Y Dal Curtis

By Ernie Bushmiller

By SauncU-r» and Ernst

By Ed Podd

HARMONY n
MABEL 71
Harmony warmed up for its
next big clash -with North St.
Paul, Tuesday, Dec. 28, by
pounding Mabel 97-71 Tuesday
night in a nonconference encounter involving teams from
the Root River and Maple
Leaf Conferences.
The Cardinal victory gave
Maple Leaf teams an 11-0 edge
in inter-league play this season.
Tuesday night the Cardinals
came up with a balanced attack and a big fourth quarter to
sew it up. Harmony led all the
way, but Mabel still was within
striking distance going into the
final period at 67-55. But a 30point Harmony splurge ended
any comeback hopes.
Bill Barrett and Bruce Johnson both fired in 24 points,
while - Dennis Lind added 17,
Jerry Schrock 11 and Doug
Hulcher 10. For Mabel John
Tengesdahl meshed 21, followed
hy Kim Loftsgaarden with 18
and Derrick Dahlen with 15.
Mabel's B squad won 42-39.

"The scoreboard clock Is
not official in the . NFL.
Time is kept at a table
near the sidelines. The
fourth quarter had ended
with the pass in the air.
"You can see what would
happen if there was a rule
infraction," Duncan said.
"There's no telling what
would happen if we tried to
clear the field for one more
play. "
If the 49ers had made a
field goal, Baltimore would
have won the Western Conference title outright. But
49er Tommy Davis would
have had to put it through
from about 51 yards away
with a strong wind blowing
against him.

tween the Baltimore Colts
and Green Bay for the right
to meet the Eastern Conference champion Cleveland
Browns for the NFL championship.
"The reason the gun blast
was delayed," explained
Duncan, who was at the
game, ''was that our rules
provide for no firing until
the play is dead and it is
determined that no foul has
been committed."
The delay was caused because line judge Charles
Heberling, who fired the
gun, had to find referee Art
McNally to make sure there
was no penalty on the pass
play, Duncan said. Players
and fans were milling
around and on the field.

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

Wisconsin's
Top Squads
MILWAUKEE av-Wisconsin's
top-ranked high school basketball teams, with records and
points received in balloting by
sports writers:

BIG TEN
Milwaukee Lincoln (7-0)
150
143
Madison East (8-0)
Oreen say West (4-0) ....
IM
Milwaukee Pius (6-0) .,
101
Monona Orove (71)
71
Appleton Xaxler (8-1)
al
Portage (7-0)
4t
Sheboygan South ((-0)
it
(tie) Barron (S-o)
25
Wisconsin Lutheran (*-«>.. 25
Other teams receiving votes; Barabpo,
Beaver Dam, Burlington. Cedarburg,
EAU CLAIRE NORTH, EAU CLAIRE
REOIS, EAU CLAIRE MEMORIAL, LA
CROSSE CENTRAL, Mauslon, Monroe,
Milwaukee North, Mew Holstein, Plattevilla, Racine Horllck, Rhlnelander, River
Falls, Shawano, Steven's Point, Superior,
Wausau, Wauwatesa West.
1
1.
1.
4.
5.
t.
7.
I.
».

1.
1.
1.
4.

LITTLE TEN
Alma (4-0)
Orfordville (5-0)
Deerfleld (84)
Altoona (7-0)

1*0
11)
101
n

I. Eagle River ((-0)
el
37
4. Bangor ((-0)
7. (tie) Eleva-Strum (4-0) ........ 37

Greenwood (7-0)

37

31
t. Superior Cathedral (4-0)
25
It. Washburn «-1)
Other teams receiving votes: Clinton,
¦alrchlM, Lomlra J.F
PAIRCHILD, Lomlra, Lodt, Martcesen,
Marathon* Moslnto, Milton Union, OSSEO, St. Croix Falls, Stockbridge, Wausaukeo. WesHleM.

Mackenzie Is
New Boss of
Oklahoma '11'

NORMAN, Okla, (AP ) - Arkansas assistant Jim Mackenzie, pledging to revitalize Oklahoma's sagging football fortunes, was named today to be
the Sooners new head coach.
The 35-year-old Arkansas
aide, named after a 16-day
search for a new coach, said
from Brownsville, Tex:
"I hope to incorporate the
same type of offense that Frank
Broyles has used so successfully
at Arkansas."
Dr. George L. Cross, university of Oklahoma president, said
the Athletic Council had recomthat
unanimously
mended
Mackenzie be given the post.
Cross said Gomer Jones, who
Mackenzie replaces, "had previously spoken of Mackenzie as
being his choice."

STEWARTVILLE 74
GRAND MEADOW 49
Stewartville wrapped its stingy defense tightly around the
Grand Meadow offense Tuesday night and romped to a
74-49 nonconference victory. <
There was little doubt about
the outcome of the contest after
the fist period -when the Stewies built an 18-6 margin, and
even less by halftime the scoreboard read 38-18.
Bob Fisher pumped In 16 to
pace Stewartville, while Don
Beach chipped in with 12 and
PRODUCE
Lance Nickel with 11. So tough
was the Stewartville defensive
CHICAGO (AP) - ( TJSDA)effort that no Grand Meadow Potatoes arrivals 44; on track
eager could hit in double fi- 209; total U.S. shipments 293;
supplies liberal; demand modgures.
erate ; market about steady ;
ELI^WORTII 73
carlot track sales: Idaho russets
MONDOVI 56
4.00; Minnesota North Dakota
Mondovi couldn't cope with Red River Valley round reds
6-7 junior Chuck Dodge and 2.50-2.60; Wisconsin russets 2.60;
fell to once-beaten Ellsworth Wisconsin utilities 2.25.
73-56 Tuesday night.
Dodge poured in 25 points NEW YORK (AP) - <USDA)
and captured the biggest share — Butter offerings In balance
of the rebounds to spearhead with current needs; demand
the Ellsworth attack. Ellsworth good; prices unchanged.
held a 46-29 advantage ln re- Cheese offerings adequate ; demand light; prices unchanged.
bounds over the Buffaloes.
Wholesale cgR offerings amMonnovi, now 2-4 for the
year, was led by Bill Hehll with ple on large; adequate on me19 points. Gene Bump hit 13 diums and smalls; demand fair.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
and Steve Kent 12.
based on exchange and other
TONIGHT'S ICHBDUUB
LOCAL ICHOOLS —
volume sales.)
Cotter at Owatoeina Marian,
New "York spot quotations:
NONCONPIRINCB —
Rushlwd at CeleMlonla Loratlo
Standards 37>/i-39; checks 35Cochrane-Potintalei City at Alma,
36.
Wabasha St. Peak al Papla.
Minneapolis Waal at Austin.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 43U-46 ;
fancy medium (41 lbs average )
41#-43; fancy heavy weight (47
lbs min) 40-42%; medium (40
lbs average) 39V4-41; smalls (36
lbs average ) 36V4-38.
CHICAGO <AP ) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
easy; wholesale buying prices,
Vt lower; 93 score AA 61%; 92
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. A 61V4; 90 B 60%; 89 C 59; cars
(AP) — Walter Hagen, great 90 B 61Mi; 89 C 60.
golf champion of another era, Eggs about steady; wholesale
observed his 73rd birthday buying prices unchanged; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
Tuesday.
The once famed "Halg, " who 39H ; mixed 39%; mediums 38;
won almost every major nation- standards 37; dirties unquoted ;
al and international links title in checks 31.
the early 20th Century, spent NEW YORK (AP) - ( USDA )
the day quietly at his beloved — Dressed turkeys: Sales of
cottage retreat and horn* in frozen: young; hens 8-1 6 lbs 41
northern Michigan.
cents. Offerings reported: Young
Friends said Hagen regarded hens 8-16 lbs 41-41% cents ;
the birthday as a special on.e young toms 142-2 lbs 36%-37% ,
however. It was his first since 22-30 lbs Sfi-36%, 30 lbs. and up
what he has called his "victory 36V4-38; fryer-roasters 4-8 lbs
over cancer."
38U39.

Hagen Observes
73rd Birthday
In Quiet Style

Allied Ch 49% I B Mach 511
Allis Chal 33% Intl Harv 46%
Amerada 71% Intl Paper 30%
72%
Am Can 57% Jas & L
18%
Am Mtr
9% Jostens
AT&T
62% Kencott 125%
Am Tb
39% Lorillard 44y4
Anconda 84% Minn MM 66%
Arch Dn 36% Minn P&L 30%
ArmcoStI 71% Mn Chm 83%
Armour 42% Mont Dak 40%
Avco Corp 25% Mont Wd 34V4
Beth Stl 41% Nt Dairy 86%
Boeing 131% N Am Av 63
Boise Cas 55% N N Gas 59%
Brunswk
9% Nor Pac 59%
Catpillar 51% No St Pw 35V4
Ch MSPP 46% Nw Air, 136
C&NW
124% Nw Ban« 46
Chrysler 54 Penney
64%
Cities Svc 41% Pepsi
75
Com Ed 53% Pips Dge 74'/8
ComSat 40% Phillips
56%
Con Coal 65% Pillsby
42%
Cont Can 62% Polaroid 119%
Cont Oil 68 RCA
457/8
Cntl Data 40% Red Owl 20%
Deere
49% Rep Stl
44%
Douglas 77% Rexall
49%
Dow Cm
77% Rey Tt> 43%
du Pont 237% Sears Roe 64%
East Kod 111 Shell Oil 63%
Ford Mtr 66% Sinclair
61%
Gen Elec 114% Socony
90%
Gen Food 83 Sp Rand 21%
Gen Mills 61% St Brands 74%
Gen Mtr 102% St Oil Cal 79%
Gen Tel 47% St Oil Ind 46%
Gillett
38% St Oil NJ 80%
Goodrich 55% Swift
54%
Goodyear 48% Texaco
80%
Gould
30% Texas Im 181%
Gt No Ry 59% Union Oil 52%
Greyhnd 21% Un Pac
41%
Gulf Oil 58% ITS Steel 54%
Homestk 44 Wesg El 63
Honeywell 71V« Wlwth
29%

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Wheat receipts Tues. 437; year
ago 123; trading basis unchanged to 1 lower; prices %
to 1% lower; cash spring wheat
basis, No. 1 dark northern 11 to
17 protein 1.71%-2.01%; No. 1
hard Montana winter 1.58%1.86%.
Minn - S.D. No. 1 hard winter
1.57%-1.85%.
BML 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.75-1.83; discounts, amber 2-3; durum 4-7.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.22%1.24V4.
Oats No. 2 white 61%-«4%;
No. 3 white 60%-«2%; No. 2
heavy white 65%-66%; No. 3
heavy white 62%-64%.
Barley, cars 176, year ago 115;
good to choice 1.16-1.42; low to
intermediate 1.14-1.34; feed 1.051.14.
Rye No. 2 1.11%-1.16%.
Flax No. 1 2.88.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.50%.

Steel Advance
Paces Market
Toward Record

NEW YORK (AP)-Steels advanced, pacing the stock market
to another attempt at a record
high early this afternoon. Tha
pace of trading picked up.
Gains of fractions to a point
or more were made liy key
stocks.
Steels continued their strength
of recent sessions. Most auto
stocks also advanced.

A rising trend wai displayed
by nonferrous metals, rails, utilities and electrical equipments.
Although Lockheed w a s
strong, most aerospace) issues
were lower or unchanged, aoma
of these recent big gainers taking sharp losses.
Airlines also were laggard al*
though revenue passenger milea
in November were reported 19.4
per cent higher than November
1964.
The Associated Press averaga
of 60 stocks at noon was up 2.0
at 357.9 with industrials up 8.2,
rails up .8 and utilities up 1.0.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 7.68 at
967.14.
Bethlehem was op about 1,
Lukens 2. U.S. Steel and Jones
& Laughlin were fractional gainers.
Chrysler advanced well over a
point. Ford erased an early gala
and eased.
Lockheed advanced about a
point on news it has been
awarded a $1.4-billion contract
to develop and build giant cargo planes for the Air Force.
McDonnell Aircraft si u ra p e d
about 3, Boeing and Douglas 2
each, General Dynamics and
United Aircraft about a point
each.
IBM sported half a dozen
points while U.S. Smelting
dropped a couple and losses of
a point or so were taken by Xerox and Polaroid.
Prices advanced in active
trading on the American Stock
Exchange.
Corporate and U.S. Treasury
bonds were mostly unchanged.

¦

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W-CUSDA )
—Cattle 4,0001 calves UOOj fairly ectlvej
.laughter steers and heifers steady)
slaughter cows strong; all other classes
steady; Mgh choice 1,240 lb slaughter
steers 26.75; most choice 1,000-1,250 lb*
25.25-26.50; good 23.50-24.50; h igh cholca
and prima 1,000 lb heifers 26.25; most
choice 850-1,050 lbs 24.50-24.00; good
21.50-24.00; utility and commercial cows
14.50-16.00; canner and cutter 12.00-14501
utility and commercial bulls 19.00-20.0Ot
cutter 16.00-19.00; choice vealers 27,0032.00; good 23.00-27.00; choice slaughter
calve* 18.00-22.00; good KOO-ie.OO; good
550-900 lb feeder ateers 21.50-24.00.
Hogs 4,500, slow; barrows and gilts
iteady to 25 cents lower; sows, feeder
pigs and boars steady; 1-2 190-230 lb
barrowa and gilts 28.50-28.75; mixed 1-1
190-240 lbs 28.25-28.50; 240-260 lbs 27.7528.25; 2-3 270-30 lbs 24.00-27.50; 270-330
lb SOWS 25.0025.50; 330-400 lbs 24.0025.00; 400-500 lbs 23.0O-24.50r choice 120160 lb feeder pigs 25.00-26.00.
Sheep 1,500; slaughter lambs fairly
active, strong to extremes SO cents high,
er; other classes steady; choice and
prime 05-110 lb wooled slaughter lambs
26.50-27.50; mostly prime 92-100 Iba 28.00;
good and choice 70-90 lbs 25.5026.50; utility and good wooled slaughter ewes e.507.50; choice and fancy 60-80 lb leader
lambs 26.00-27.00; good and choice 50-64
Ibt 24.00-26.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO HI —(USDA)- Hogs 4.00O;
butchers steady to 50 cents lower; 1-2
190-225 lb butchers 30.00-30.SO; mixed 1-1
190-230 lbs 29.25-30.00; 2-3 240-260 Ibi
28.00-28.75; 1-3 350-400 lb sows 23.50-24,25;
2-3 450-500 lbs 22.00-23.00.
Cattle 6,500; slaughter ateers steady ?#
25 cents higher; six loads prime 1,225.
1,370 lb slaughter steers 28.00; high
choice and prime 1,100-1,400 lbs 27.0027.75; choice 900-1,400lbs 26.25-27.25) good
24.00-25.50; load prime 1,060 lb slaughter
heifers 27.00; choice BOO-1,05» lbs 2J.OO26.00/ good 22.00-24.50; utility and commercial cows 14.00-1550; utility and
commercial bulls 16.00-19.50.
Sheep 500; wooled slaughter lambs
steady; few lots choice and prime 95.
105 |b wooled slaughter lambs 27.75-28.25;
cull to good wooled slaughter ewes 5.O010.00.
(First Pub. Wednesday, Dee. A. 1965)

State of Minnesota 1 ss. "
County ot Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 16,176
In Re Estate ef
William Relland, Decedent .
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probata
of Will, Limiting Tlmi to File Claims
and (or Hearing Thereon.
Cyril Kramer having (lied a petition
tor
the
probata of the will ot said deSwift & Company
cedent and for the appointment of Cyril
Wail Highway 4)
Kramer as executor, which Will Is on
Buying Hours ara from I a.m. to 3:M tile In this Court and open
to Inspection;
p.m. Monday through Friday.
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
There will be no call market* on Frl- thereof be had on January 6,
1966, at
dayt.
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
Thai, quotation, apply •• -to noon te
In the probata court room In the court
day.
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
HOOt
objections to the allowance of aald Will,
The hog market It iteady.
If any, ba tiled betore said time of
Top butchers (19O-230 Ibi)
28.00
hearing; that tha time within which
Grading M-3S
1J.55-J8.50
creditor s ot said decedent may file their
Top sows
3J.J0-24.M
claims be limited to tour months from
CATTLE
the data hertof, and that the claims so
The cattle market la 25 emit blpher. filed be heard on
April 13, 1966, at
Prime
14.50-15.50
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
Choice13.00-24.50
In the probata court room In the court
Good
11.00-23.00
house In Wlnone, Minnesota, end lhat
Standard
17.00-21.00
notice hereof be given by publication of
Ulilily cow.
13.00-14.75
this order In the Winona Dally News
1I.5O-KO0
Cutter*
and by mailed nollce as provided by
VtAL
law ,
The vial market Ii steady.
Dated December 6, 1965,
Top choice
29,00
E. D. LIBERA,
Good and cholca
JO.OO-24.00
Commercial
13,00-19.00
,., i. . ,
. leal)
. Probate Judge.
(Probata
Court
Boner*
11.00-down
Sawyer & Darby,
Bravo Fooda
Attorneys for Petitioner
¦ail end el Mil Ureal
(Pub. Data Wednesday, Dec, Jl, ms)
Buylno houra t a.m. to t p.m. Mon
day through Friday.
AN ORDINANCE
Thai* quotation* apply •• t» noon I*
Te Amend Ihe Code el tlie cily ef
day on a yield (dressed) batle.
Winona, Minnesota, list
Canner* and cutteri I29.0O.
The City Council ol the Cily of Wlnoni,
I'roedtert Malt Corporation
Minnesota, do ordain:
Hour*) < :m. lo 4 p.m.) closed lelur.
Section I, That the Code of the Cily
daya. Submit sample before loading.
of Winona, Minnesota,
nc on
1959. duly passed
(New crop barley}
1 C /
S«PfmbSr 1™
"
?L"
i
.
11.11
No. I barley
9M, be amended
^ by" adding thereto tha
1.01
No. 2 barley
following section:
No. 1 barley
tl
7
Th
,ou,n
.tl
No. 4 barley
Fifth Street beglnnlng 'at the Interaction of the east line ot Main Strati
Winona Egg Market
• ,0o,h curb ""• o' F«»»
Tliaie quotation! apply a* of
J?!..
Street, «.
thence east along the soulta
10:30 a.m. today
line ol Film Slreef . distance
cyrto
Orada A (Jumbo)
37
Orada A (large)
32
feet end there terminating. Is hereOrada A (medium)
21
,aa 'Pai < Oft lea Loading
Grade A (imall)
II
tT person
Zona
No
shall park
31
Orada B ,
atandlno any vehicle , attendedororleave
,
II
Grada C
attended, In ,uc.h Zone, except unHay State Milling Company
the purpose ot placing mall In a for
mallbox on the curb In luch Zone
Elevator A drain Prlca.
Section 3 This ordinance shall'"
Starling Oct. IS, 1945, 100) Bushels ot
be
In
grain will be tha minimum load, ac force and lake effect (rom and alter la
cepled al Ihe elevator.
Ho. I northern aprlng wheat .... I.*l
°n °' MlnrM,"»«' Decernbar 20?IW.
No. 2 northern aprlng wheat .... IM
No. 1 northern aprlng wheat .... t-M
HAROLD BRIESATH,
No. 4 northern aprlng wheal .••• 1-S'
Mt
°' 'hf Cl,y Counc"1.3?
Attest:
No. I hard wlnler wheat
1.50
JOHN 5, CARTtR ,
No. t liord winter wheat
Cily Recorder ,
'•?»
No. I herd wlnlar wheal
Ml
Approved December 51, it*!
No. 4 hard wlnlar wheal
«. K . ELLINGS,
No. 1 rye
}•"
No. I rv*
'•"
Mayor.
'
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Want Ads
Start Here
¦LIND AD| UNCALLED FORf-11, 14, *1, M, M.

NOTICE
IMiignatlena as to sen In our Help
Wanted advertising columns Is made
only (1) to Indicate bona fide occupational qualifications) lor employment which an employer regards are
reasonably necessary , to the normal
operation ot Ms business, er ti) aa
a convenience to our readers to inform them ai to which positions the
advertiser believes would be of more
Interest to one sex than the other because of the work Involved. Such
designations do not Indicate or Imply
mat any advertiser Intends to practices any unlawful preterence, limitation, specification or discrimination in
employment practices.

Card of Thanks
MIDTOVNE—
Our Sincere and grateful thank* ara
extended to all our friends, neighbors
and relatives for their various acts
of kindness and messages of sympathy
shown us during our recent bereave
ment, the loss of our beloved husband
and father. We especially thank Rev.
Orvllle Andersen for his comforting
words, those who sent flowers and
memorials, the pallbearers and anyone who assisted in any way.
Mrs. Ole Mldtovne & Family

Lest and Pound

LOST-biadc fcliltold, Identification Is Inside. Reward. Tel. 37eB.

Auto Service, Repairing

100% REBUILT
RIVERSIDE
ENGINES
• Over 200 NEW parts
installed
• FREE 500-mile check
• INSTALLATION available
'52 thru '61 Chevrolet
6 cylinder

$149.95 with tra de

[WARDS]

to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.
(Pub. Data Wednesday, Dec. 22, 1965)

Miracle Mall
Tel. 8-4301
Open Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 6
Saturday 9 to 5, Sun. 1 to 6
7

BRACE yourself for a thrill the first time
you use Blue Lustre to clean rugs.
Rent electric shampooer, Jl. R. D.
Cone Co.
LATE SHOPPERS, take a break from
your busy schedule with a refreshing
cup of coffee, delicious wedge of apple
pie, tasty hamburger or another of
the appealing Items on our menu. You
•will think better, feteI better after the
brief rest. RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126
E. 3rd. Open 24 hours every day, except Mon.

AN ORDINANCE
Authorizing College of Saint Teresa
NOW OPE N—Belmont Liquor Drive-in,
te Erect and Maintain Two Twenty
1871 W. Sth. Tel. 43MI for fast delivery.
Thousand Oallon Fuel Oil Storage
Tanks,
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?The City Council of the City of Winona,
Man or woman your drinking creates
Minnesota, do ordain:
numerous problems. If you need and
Sectlot: 1. That authority and permiswant help, contact Alcoholics Anonysion be and the same are hereby grantmous, Pioneer Group c/o General De
ed to College ot Saint Teresa, to erect
livery, Winona, Minn.
and maintain two twenty thousand gallon
fuel oil storage tanks on Block 4, Park
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
Addition to the City of Winona.
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
On terms and conditions as follows,
to-wlt:
A. That said grantee herein, flit
V4 B. 3rd
Tel. MIT
with the City Recorder a complete
set of plans and specifications and
perspective showing construction, location and Installation of building
and all equipment and appurtenances
thereto of whatsoever nature or
kind to be used In connection thereFor clogged sewers and drains
with .
Tel. 9509 or «434. 1 year guarantee.
B. That said grantee erect and
maintain said tanks In strict compliance with tald plans and specifications.
C. That said grantee Indemnify
and sava the City of Winona harmless and free from any and all
Special truck. Sanitary & Odorless
liability and expense arising directly
G>. S. WOXLANO CO.
or Indirectly out ol the erection and
Rushford. Minn.
Tel. B64-924S
maintenance of said tanks.
D. That said grantee at all times
AN
IN-SINK-ERATOR
garbage
disposal
conform to the regulations of the
may not be the most glamorous gift In
National Board of Fire Underwriters
the world but certainly the most appreand all laws of the State of Minneciated. Its quick disposal of wastes, Insota and Ordinances of the City of
cluding pulpy foods/ tough fibers and
. Winona.
hard
bones, eliminates one of the messE. That said Council shall have
iest kitchen chores Mom has to do. Surpower to revoke tald authority and
prise her this Chrlstmasl
permission herein granted, and require said tanks to be removed by
said grantee on ninety (90) days writPLUMBING i. HEATIMO
ten notice thereof at any time said
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703
Council may determine said maintenance a hazard.
Section 2. Ttus ordinance shall take
effect and be In force from and after
127 S. 4th
Tel. 9314
Ms passage, approval and publication,
provided, however, that the said Grantee
herein shall within to days from tha
date of Its passage tile with the City
PLUMBING Si HEATINO
Recorder of said City a written accep168 E. Ird St.
tance of this ordinance and tha terms
Member National Association
and conditions herein set forth, and
Plumbing
Contractors
In case Grantee shall fall to file said
acceptance In the time aforesaid, then
this ordinance shall be null and void
Femele—Jobs ef Interest—26
•nd of no effect.
Passed at Winona, Minnesota, this JOfh
day of December, 1945.
NORSE AID wanted to work full time at
HAROLD BRIESATH,
St, Anna Hospice. Tel. 8-3421.
President of the Cily Council.
Attest:
BABYSITTER WANTED for 2 small chilJOHN S. CARTER,
dren, while mother attend s college, or
City Recorder.
may live In weekdays. Tel. 9723 alter
Approved this 21st day of December,
1963.
R. K. ELLINGS,
Mayor.
THE Puller Brush Co. has openings for
(Pub. Data Wednesday, Dec. 23, 1963)
two lldlat to represent Puller cosmetics and cleaning product* in tha
AN ORDINANCE
Winona area. IS hours week, flexible
To Vacate a Part ol Wilton Street
schedule, S2.20 per hour. For Interview
Tht City Council of the
City ef
write Jttrry Johnson, Rt. 3, Rochteter.
v
Winona, Minnesota, do ordain:
Minn.
Section 1. That al! that portion of tha
platted and duly recorded portion of Wilson Street hereinafter described ba and
the same Is hereby vacated and abolished :
Beginning at r. point where the
Westerly Una or Wilton Street Intersects the Soi>lh«rly line of Third
Street; thencu Southerly along tha
Westerly line tt Wilson Street a dlstanei of One Hundred Forty (1*0)
feet; thence at right angles Easterly
and parallel with tha Southerly line
of Third Street, a distance of One
(1) foot ) thence Northerly and parallel with the Westerly line ot Wilson
Street a distance of Ona Hundred
Forly (1*0) feat) thence at right
anglia Westerly along tha Southerly
Una of Third Street a distance of
One (1) foot to tht place of beginning,
taction 1. This ordinance shall take
efftct and ba In force from and after
lis paataga, approval and publication.
Passed at Winona, Minnesota. December 20, 1»63.
HAROLD BRIESATH,
Malt—Jobs of Intereer— 27
President of the City Council.
Attest:
IINOLB MAN wanted, mutt be InterJOHM S. CARTER,
ested In steady employment, no drinkCity Recorder.
er need apply, bachelor quartan, sal'
Approved Decimber 21, 1943.
ary open. See W\r. J. P. Chick, Chick
R, K. ELLINGS,
Broiler Plant, Wabasha, Minn.
Mayor.

GOLTZ PHARMACY

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
Jerry 's Plumbing
SANITARY

Women - Part-Time

Receptionist

Local m anufacturing firm
has an opening for a receptionist. If you are a good
typist and ha-ve a knowledge
of bookkeeping, this may be
the job for you. Salary $260
month to start , 40 hour
week . Apply In person.

Part Time

Challenging opportunity
with the nation 's leading scholastic Jewelry firm , (or a
recent college graduate with zero to 3 years business
experience. Person selected must have potential to advance to supervisory position , must be articulate , and
able to express self well In verbal and written communications with school administrators and professional salesmen.
Beautiful Southern Minnesot a community.
Send complete resume, stating ago, education , business
experience and salary requirement*.

DAREL J ACOBSEN
PERSONNEL REPRESENTATIVE
' JOSTEN'S
OWATONNA , MINN.
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LOANS u^'

PLAIN NOTE-A UTO-FtfRNITUR I
170 E. 3rd. Tel. 2913.
Hra. t a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat. f a.m. to noon

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

42

PUPPIES—which moke a pood Christmas
Sift for anyone. Roy 's Store, Tamarack,
Wis.
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES — Schnauzers.
Pekingese?, Poodles,
Calm Terriers,
Bassets, Beagles, German Shepherds,
Dachshunds, German Shorthalrs, St.
Bernards. Pine Crest Kennels, Inc., 5
miles W. of Rochester on Old Hwy. H.
SHEPHERD PUPPIES for sale, priced
reasonable. Tel. Witoka 80-2262.
ATTENTION LATE Shoppers, reduced
miniature
prices1 on puppies. Red
Dachshunds, also standard Dachshunds,
Beagles, Boxers, Bassets and Chihuahua-Terriers. Puppy Paradise Kennels,
Don Lakey, Trem pealeau, Wfls.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

43

FEEDER PIGS—10O, weight 1DM50 lbs,,
$55 each. Richard McCallson, Lanesboro, WVInn. Tel. 2128.
RUSHFORD Little Pig Sate et Legion
Park, Dec. 24, S to II a.m. Contact
Casper Ladsten, Tel. Rushford 844-7463
for Information.
WHAT COULD BE nicer for • Christmas
gift than a Shetland pony? Roy's Stores,
Tamarack, Wis.
HOLSTEIN
Franklin
685-4939.

STEERS,
Dowlasch,

30; also heifers.
Alma, Wis . Tel.

WANTED — feeder calves, breed, average we ight and where you live In first
letter. Glenn Schuman, Galesville, Wis.
Tel. 24-F-ll.
PUREBRED DUROC boars. Leo Kreye,
Wabasha, Minn. Tel. 565--4209.
WELC H MARE, to foal In April, must
sell, need the room, $75 ; 1 pony bobsled. John Radcllffe, Strum, Wis. Tel.
693-2624.
HEREFORD FEEDER calves , 34, average weight 450 to 500 lbs. Odell Nelson,
5 miles N, of Canton, Minn.
NOTICE—Lanesboro Sales Commlislon 'i
new selling order. Veal. 12 to 1) hogs
and sheep, 1 to 1:30. Cottle sals starts
promptly at 1:30. Veal arriving lah?
will be sold later In sale. Sail Day
every Friday.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB 20 week pullets, vaccinated for
Bronchitis,
Newcastle
and
pox.
Raised In our own new pullet growing
houses, available year around. SPELT2
CHICK
HATCHERY,
RoUingstone,
Minn. Tel. 8689-2311.
BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, excellent
for egg slie. Interior quality and production. 20 weeks pullets available all
year around. For quality ask for Arbor
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
Hatchery, 56 E. 2nd, Winona. Ttl. 5*14.

Wanted—Livestock

46

FOR VOUR BEST hog market contact
Casey Marcks, St. Charles, Minn, Ttl.
932-4120.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK
MARKET
A real good auction market tor your
livestock. Dairy cattle en hand all
. week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. 2667.

Farm Implements

4)8

ATTENTION FARMERS—J new mineral
feeders. Tal. 1-21B7,
MANURE SPREADER-New Idea No. 18,
like new, spread 50 loads, $225. May be
seen at my farm near Trempealeau, it
Interested write Daniel Stellpflug, 23675
Genesee Road, Waukesha, Wis.
H0MBL.ITE CHAIN SAWS - nsw and
used, free servicing and have a full
line of parts In stock. Alma Motors,
Alma, Wis. Tel. 615-3233.
Darl-Kooi Bulk Tanks
Sales — Service
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
Tal. 5332
5J3 E. 4lh
WANTED—silo unloadir for Ii' , new or
almost new, with 5 h.p. motor. State
price Installed. George Feuling, Fountain City.
SMALL ENOIMi
SERVICE 8, REPAIR
Fast — Economical
ROBB BROS. STORE
576 H. 4th
Tal. 40O7

Only — $1995 —

•'

Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 81 E.

Hay, Grain, Feed
CORN
Minn.

From The TRADE IN SHOP
1-20" Used Bicycle

Articles for Sale
HO TRAIN, stereo phonograph,
¦
race, like new . Tel. 6-3884. - .

57
road

STOR/vl WINDOWS nnd screens, 4«*J X 34 I
dining room table, I leal, 4 chairs ,
good condition , reasonable, Tel. 3573.
HOMELITB CHAIN SAW, Super XL demonstrator. Reg. IW, now »l»- WILSON
STO R6, Rt. 1. Tal. ftO-2447.
DOUBLH BED, box spring and Innerspring, mattress, lass than 4 months
old. 170. Ttl. Fountain City IH7-6M1.
TRACKMASTER
OO-CART double bar
construction, balloon fires, 414 h,p.
padded
cushions, 1145.
racing angina,
Dwlcht Hendricks, St. Charles, Minn,
Tal. 932-4724.

.

>

NEW PORTABLE alictrle sewing machines guaranteed for 2 3 years, look,
only I3» and up. Cinderella Shoppea,
114 Mankato A va, and 4a W. 3rd.
RADIAL ARM SAW - 10", blades and
stand. Ray Jones, Lamoille, Tel. 44330QO oiler 5 weekday:., Sat. and Sun.
BE gentle, bi> kind, tn that expensive
carpet, clenn II wilh Blue Luslre . Rent
electric shampooer, tl. H. Choate A Co,

115 E . 2nd

$2595

Nystrdm Motors

$10

Portable Diaper Washer,
A-l condition
$15

TEMPO

Miracle Mall
Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-5

CHMSTMAS
SPECIAL DEAL
on Guns,
Ammunition & Traps.

. '62% FORD V-8
Galaxie 500 XL Hardtop

NEUMANN'S Bargain Store
121 E. 2nd
Tel. 2133

PLAVER PIANOS, S75 and upi also some
rolls. George Feuling, Fountain City,

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

DAILY NEWS
Hardt's Music Store
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
71
Radios. Television
May Be Paid At
Radio
TED MAIER DRUGS Stereo—-AM-FM
Hand rubbed walnut finish
Alrnost S ft. long
$189.95
FOR CHRISTMAS
Nn money downl
Give A

LIFETIME
FOOD MEMBERSHIP
Call or write Capitol Food
Provision Co., 3930 «th St.,
Winona. Tel. 7254.

No paymants
'til Feb. 19S«I

FIRESTONE STORE

JM W. 3rd

^

Winona

Sewing Machinal

73

WE HAV E cabinets for most models of
LAST MINUTE GIFT SUGGESTIONS!
sewing machines. Sewing kits, electric
All Tlmex watches, ID'S- oil; purse . size
scissors, etc. WINONA SEWING CO.,
7-transistor radio, $7.77; stuffed loys.
551 Huff. Tel. 9348.
10% off; $1 costume lewelry, 77c;
ladies' 10-pc. manicure set In :lp case,
75
$1.65; 98c Supreme windproof lighters , Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
Wc; si Wrlsley gilt soap, 59c; $1.95
Papermate pens, $1.50; assorted boys ' SIEGLER HEATERS, oil or gas. Installed, sold serviced; Aladdin Blue Flame
and girls' stocking staffer toys, 8Sc;
J1.44.
oortable heaters; also oil burner oarts .
$1.98 men's quality billfolds,
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
Large selection of gilt wrap and cards
St. Tel. 747?, Adolph Mlchalowskl.
Hill available.

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown & Miracle Mall

ARTISTS EVERYWHERE choose from
Grumbacher 's fine oils and oil sets,
pastels and pastel sets, water colors
and
sets, sketch boxes, mediums,
boards, papsrs, diarcoal, art pencils,
etc. See thim all at the

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center St.

SEAT COVER
CLEARANCE
Seat covers for several
makes and models
2 Pr. - fits '61-63
CHEVROLET 4-door.

THE RIGHT CHRISTMAS fllft for your
ion, daughter, husband, wile, dad ,
mother, tha Olivetti-Underwood Lettera
32 typewrite r, light enough to lift wilh
one flngar, slim enough to slip Into a
desk drawer. See the Lettera 32 priced
at only J74.50 at WINONA TYPEWRIT .
ER SERVICE, UI E. 3rd, Winona.

79

REPAIRING OF all makes washing machines and dryers, We stock a complete line of parts for all makes and
models . All work guaranteed . P8.P
Fire and Safety and Easy Washer
Now under new
Sales , 16* E, 3rd.
management.

SI

SEE Us For Bait Prlcea
•trap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Fura
M & W IRON t METAL CO.
Tal. 1004
ani W. 2nd St.

2 Pr. - fits 'Sfi- 'Sfl
FORD Custom 2-door.

WW. MILLER SCRAP IRON ft, METAL
CO. pays hlghait prices for acrap
Iron, metals, and raw lur,
312 W. 2nd
Tal. 2047
Closed Saturdays

Regularl y priced from

$18.95 to $27.95
NOW

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
tor scrap Iron, rnelali, rigs, hldea,
raw furs and wool I

Sam Weisma n & Sons

All at One LOW Price

Rooms Without Meals

w * m m J

Tel. 0-4301

Buy Like Rent
4 nice spacious rooms and
bath in east location. Roof
and siding only 6 years old.
New automatic space heater, large hot water heater
included in price . May be
purchased on contract for
deed with down payment ,
balance like rent , for less;
than $6,000.
RESIDENCE PHONES :
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Ziebell . . . 4854

ROOMS FOR MIEN, Wilh or without
nousaketping privileges. Na day ileep«rs. Tel. 4B51.

Apartments, Flats

90

WASHINGTON 311 - Ideal central location, uppar I-bedroom apt., heated,
stove and refrigerator, adults. Available Fab. lit. Inquire) 313 Washington.
TWO BEDROOM apl. wilh qaraga. Available Fab. 1. Reasonabli. Tal, 4693 altar
5,

59

63

THERE'S PLENTY OF

COAL WEATHER
AHEAD!
Bo Prepared
ORDER NOW
Prepared Size Coal
• COKE
• BRIQUETS
• STOKER FUELS

NICE APT., close-in, to share with working lady or girl. Tal. I M.

601 Main St.

Tel. 2849

OFFICES IN Mnronn Rldn., ilnnlr, don.
ble or up 1o suite ot 4. S«« S!«u« Morgan at Morgan's Jewnlry.

Houses fcr Rent

95

FOUR-BEDROOM hom o for rent In Minnesota City, Tel 2959.

$1695

(gEOfcD g)
'62 OLDSMOBILE
Dynamic 88, 4-door hardtop, whit* with rose interior,
power s l e e r i n g , power
brakes, radio , heater , white
sidewall tires, low mileage.
Runs like a top.

— $1695 —

120 ClNTIR-T 11,2549

SELLING IS
OUR BUSINESS
And we would lik« to nell
your home, for you. Often
our listings are sold before
we get an ad written. Why?
Because we have an up-todate prospect list . And because we are experienced in
dealing with R*al Estate
problems.
Call us today nnd we will
do our best to please you.

601 Mnin St..
Lot* tor S«U

Tel. 2IU9
lQQ

Bt/ILDINfl I C1T3 for sale), acrnis from
lundown Motel, noma (act Hwy., tnmi
lake, bait llahlnQ In Date. Chirlei
ntesjni. Tat. .VIK.

"HANK" JEZEW SKI

TIL 9:00

1964 RAMBLER 660 4-door
sedan , R cylinder , standard
transmission with overdrive ,
radio, heater , light turquoise
with matching interior.

W INON A UTO
^

-k SALES ft

Open Mon., Wed. A Fri. Eve
Srd li Mankato Tel. S-3fi4f)

'58 OLDSMOBILE

4-door Redan , Dynamic 8fl ,
power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes , radio , heater , white
sidewall tires , medium blue,
driven only 53,000 miles.
LOTS OF TRANSPORTATION.

ONLY — $495 —

WALZ

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. k Fri. Night
i .— ¦ ¦

I.

1962 PONTIAC
Star Chief
4-dr. Sedan, radio,
heater, automatic
transmission, povy.
er steering, power
b r ak e s, tu-tone,
t
V u r q u o i s e and,
white finish
matching interior , whitewall tires, exceptionally
clean throughout.

_ $179 5 —

BUICK - OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. 4 Fri. Night

BOB

Tel. 2396 or 9210

OPEN EVERY
WEEK NIGHT

41 years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

1965 RAMBLER 660 4-door
sedan , fi cylinder, standard
transmission with overdrive,
tu-tone green , like new condition.

2dot*>
f R£AlTOR

"DONNEF' RAY LITERSK1
"RUDOLPH" DA.N PETK^
"DANCER" BOB WEBSTER
"BLITZEN" D. HOLMAN
"CUPID" MARK HIPPS
"PRANCER" J. EKELUND

121 Huff

-m We Advertise Our Prleet «^

"We have homes that are
new, some that are old but
-mellowed with use and good
care. We have homes that
are large , and some that
are small and many that
are in between. Some that
are ready to move into
right now and others to bo
ready next spring. Some inexpensive and some quite
dear. Let us help you complete your famil y Christmas shopping!

-

Santa 's Horse Power

V*^^<HivroiMr3<i

Local owner!

SO - COMPLETE
All You Add
IS YOURSELF

IN RUSHFORD - Modern rbedroom Wanted—Rial Esrat*
102
home, Immediate pcusenlon. For lala
or rent. Tel, Ln Croeie 784-510S.
VYILI
PAY
HIGHEST CASH PRICES
POH VOUR CITY PROPBRTY
HOUSEKEEPING CAfilN for rent. Acorn
Motel, Minnesota City, Minn. Tal. )6««.
mi.
(Wlnona 'i Only Kaal BHala Buyer)
Tal. A'lH or nn
P.O. Box 3«
3
bedroom
FURNISHED
PARTIALLY"
completely f/irp»lrd home
V/i billi.
Acceij orian, Tirni, Ports 104
Family only, n r t n r r n r e * required , lei
H7I alter i p.m.
• IARTO .IPT will ilarl your car In suemicij «««ry 'I n f . f-or niora lutorniatlnn
GOOD IIOAAI! (or rent In choice naloh
or daalrrnhlp rati Olnmrmrl K SrtUr
borhood. Odall Llndrud, Cochrane , Wis
prl»«y it. CharlM 111-oot ,
Tel. 341 261!.

STaWiRD

..

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING LIST
. FOR ALL
THE FAMILY

furnished
PARTLY
FURNISHED
OR
uppar modern 3 ronrm, rloiet. prlvata
on busfurnished,
utlllllc.
balh, hnntrcl,
line. 224 Olmsleaf , Tel. H-39.H.

Business Places for Rant 92

with power steering, bucket
seats, floor shift , Cruisomatic , all time style leader ,
still in immacula te condition.

WALZ

86

CENTER 276-Daluxe 3-room apt., partlally furnished, Willi private bain, hen)
and hot walnr furnished. 1100. Adults.
»13.95|
baby
By appointment only. Tal, 6790 .
DELUXE STROLLERS ,
lumpers, I6.9J. BORZYSKOWS KI FURNITURE, 302 ManKato Ave. Open eve. Apartments, Furnished
91
nlngs.
OIRL WANTED lo share apl. Tal, 1 1342.

"It Costs Less to
Hum tho Beat"
350 W, 3rd Tel. 3373

173 Lafayette
Tel. 5240 er 4400 after hours.

SLEEPING ROOM-TH. B-2W9.

WARDS !

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

Frank West Agency

INCORPORATED
Tal. AW
410 W. Jrd

$10

M

TYP EWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rent . Reasonable rates,
fraa delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.

Washing, Ironing Mach.

Attention Veterans

NO DOWN payment. Immediate occupancy. B41 W. Sth. 4 bodrooms, IV, baths,
full basement, oil hent. spacious garage. Will arrange long term loa n wilh
payments Ilka rent.

77

OLD GUNS, modern guns, war relics, old
coins, clocks, old mutlcal Instruments.
Write P.O. Box 754, Winona, Minn.

4 Pr. - fits '60-'fi3
FORD palaxie 2-door,

n « ¦• o M I • <

Typewriters

Wanted to Buy

2 Pr. - fits '58-'«3
CHEVROLET 2-door.

50 Baby Merchandise

EAR
CORN-for sale, Cordon Olbbs,
first place E. ol Clyde Half, Utica,
Minn.

Ring Face Pack
Northern Field Seed Co.

1-20" Used Bicycle with
chrome fenders and
basket, good condition $12

Miracle Mall

FOR SAUE-Orle Olan, Peterson,
Tel. 873 S902.

SANTA C LAUS

$2.95 Bu.

Some Covers do fit several
other makes of automobiles.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

WE'RE NOT D RESSED
IN RED—BUT IF YOU'LL
STOP IN AND
ECONOMY - LUXURY CHECK
OUR PRICES
YOU'LL THINK WE'RE

New Shipment
of APPLES
¦fr Good Eaters
¦ft Good Keepers

~

SNOWPLOWS

Swinging Auger
Excellent condition.

HO!
HO!
HO!

APPLES

For your Christmas enjoyment or as a gift the whole
family can enjoy. Refrigerated storage.
Jay Spittler's
ECHO LODGE ORCHARDS
3 miles E. of Marshland
and Mi mile off Hwy. 35.

With A
1962 Model

WALZ

BUICK • OLDSMOBILE
Open Mon. & Frl . Night

FARMHAND MIXER

Minnesota State
Employment Service
163 Walnut St.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

2ft

VOCA L MUSIC Instructor wanted, erades
1-12. Public Schools, Houston, Minn.

Money to Loan

w « *> » Mj

Portonala

'63 OLDSMOBILE

YOUNO MAN with car can (tarn tl.fjOS2.50 per hour. Write Warren D. Lee,
311 Losey Blvd. So.. La Crosse, Wis.

Halp—Male or Female)

96

YOU BET WE carry a wide vsrlity of FURNISHED APT. wanted, mar Winona
high grade coals. Commander, 3 sins,
State Colleoe, by Jan. 1st. Til. 973J Boart, Motors, Etc.
109
106 Used Can
furnace, stove and range; Petroleum
altar S.
PORTABLE INDUSTRIAL air compresCoke; Pocahontas; Berwlnd Briquetsi
WANTED—UMj'
runabout,
from
35-50
sor with Continental motor, can ba
Relis 50-50 Briquets; Stott Petroleum
. *JJ5. Tal. i40T. 1HJ VY,
Bus. Property for Sals 97 h.p. motor , good condition , reasonable. RENAULT-1950
used as lack hammer, good condition.
Briquets; Winter King Egg. 5 varieties
King.
Bob Nathe, Tel. 1717 or S-4JJ1.
Marvin Frelhelt, Rt, 1, Leke City,
ol stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL &
Minn. Tel. 345-3035.
OIL CO., 901 E. Sth. "Where you get DOWNTOWN BUILDINO leased ia leundromat and warehouse at Investment Motorcyclts, Bicycles
more at lower cost."
XO?
and a service bmlnesi location. BOB
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL end enloy ttte
SELOVER REALTOR, Tel. 1349.
comfort of automatic personal cart.
USED BICYCLES
Furn.,
Rugs,
LinoUum
64
Keep foil eervlce - complete Burner
Keller Bicycle Shop
care. Budget plan and guaranteed prlct .
Farms, Land for Sale
98 400 Mankato Ave.
Tel. ie>5
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL ft TABLE GROUP, J-pc. Including I atap
and
1
cocktail
fable,
|19.Mi
K-pc.
dinOIL CO., V01 E. Ith. Tel. 3389.
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
HONDA MOTORCYCLES
.
nerware set, $4.95. BORZYSKOWSKI
Wa buy, we Mil, wm trada.
. New & Ui«J
FURNITURE, 301 Mankato Ave. Open
MONEY PROBLEMS? Every day people
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
ROBB BROS, Motorcyc le Shop,
evenings.
come to us for money to finance the
oesao, Wis.
573 E. 4th.
purchase of cars, furniture, TV sett,
Rea. (95-3157
etc., or to consolidate their bills. If you Good Things to Eat
65
Tal . Orllca S97-3AJ9
Truck*, Tract'! Trailer* IQ8
•re steadily employed and able fo
met! your monthly payment why not DUSKS, GEESE and chickens for sale, 2O0 ACRES, about 130 tillable. J-bedroom
pay us a visit? Cur service In making
large and small chickens. For further
uml-modern home. Large- dairy barn CHEVROLET-l«>4e pickup, e«xi condlloans of many types Is FAST AND
tlon . Tel. I-27M.
'
Information Tel. (-1273.
with bulk tank, water heatar and drinkCONFIDENTIAL. You repay In monthing eupi. Termi by owner.
ly Installments to fit your Income. You LARGE SELECTION of Christmas canSTUDEBAKER—194? U-ton pkkup, good
may Insure your loan If you wish. If
condition. Tal. s-3364.
dles and nuts at low, tow prices. ISO ACRES, 170 tillable. 4-badroom modyou get all the facts you will get your
Fresh pitted dales, 1 lbs. 49c. Large
ern home, spring watir In pasture. Denext loan at the Installment Loan Dept.
variety of apples, JI.9S per bu. up.
sirably located near town on blacktep- CHEVROLET PANEL. 1951, flood body,
W ; list Pontiac, transmission need!
Of the AAERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
WINONA POTATO MARKET, 111 Marped Hwy. This appears te be a good
work , oood motor, S30. Tel. BO-3379.
kat.
beef farm.
LADIES' New black purse lost In Utica.
~
Pltasa return papers. Purse Christmas
120 ACRES, about U tillable. Oood >• Used Cert
109
present. Tel. St. Charles 932-4899.
story modern home. Large barn, full
set of outbuildings.
RAMBLER—1961
American
4-door,
*-eylGIVE A PERSONAL portable TV for
Inder , straloht stick. Terrific economy!
Christmas, 9"-ll "-12"-16" or 19" sets
WE want mora farm listings! I We have
Will consider trade. 351 W. Simla.
as low as $69.95. B & B ELECTR IC,
several prospect* who ara Interested in
155 E. 3rd.
buy ing farms In thlt area.
FORD-1963, black , V-l 40e engine, 4ipeed, radio, rear teat speaker. Good
FOR . CHRISTMAS Bambenek's have toBOYUM AGENCY, Ruihtord
condition and flood whitewall tlret. Tel.
boggans, toboggan cushions, skis, M
or Ruben Olson, Salesman
S-2541.
poles. Now all we need Is the snow.
¦Tel. St. Charlei 932-3796
BAMBENEK'S, 9th & Mankato.
PLYWOUTH-19^9, In running order . S40.
"
Houses for Sale
99 Jack Berg, Minnesota City, Minn.
TROPIC AIRE HUMIDIFIER
Reg. «9.9i special S39.95
D.
WE
HAVE
A
KEY
In
Tht
office
and CHEVROLET-1W 4-door ledan. Dave
MARK SCHNEIDER SALES
Lllla, 7S1 E. Sth.
will show you thli new 2-bedroom home
3930 ith St., Goodview
at the low price) of only $13,300. Base"
board heat, la roe kllhen and living FORD — 1945 convertible, under 5,000
2 SNOW PLOW SPECIALS
miles. Owner drafted . Reasonable. Tel.
room. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 WalGaodall 6 h.p. - S389 unt for 1225
Cochrane 24J-23J8, Glen Foegtn.
nut
Sf. Tel. 1-4345.
Jecobsen 3 h.p.—$219 unit for 1173
While They Last!
EIGHTH E., modern J-bedroom house,
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
15150, part terms. J-room cottage, E.
2nd 8, Johnson
Tel. SIS)
19&5 RAMBLER Ambanador 990 39th, modern except heat. J4850. E. 4th,
door hardtop. If you're looking for a
small house, full bsscment, J2500. 4locally' owned new c»r trade-in lhat
roo m house, S2600, rent terms. C.
Toro — Snowbird - Bobcat
ha* economy and luxury THIS IS
SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.
THE CAR t=OR YOU.
Completely
All sizes. A machine to fit any need,
equipped with power steering, power
WINONA FIRE 8. POWER CO.,
STOCKTON. MINN. -3-apt . building and
brakes,
V-8
engine,
wh
ite
sidewall
54 E. 2nd.
Tel. JOM
vacant lot. Must be sold . Aodresa. In.
tirej, tu-tone yellow end black, black
oulrles to the Merchants National Bank,
bu
cket
seats,
remainder
of
new
car
Stop in and see
Trust Dept., Winona . Tel. 2837.
warranty. Enloy Ihe Holiday season
In this exceptional automobile.
RESIDENCE FOR SALE
3-BEDROOM dwelling, 7 years old, with
V/i balhs , bullt-ln stove and oven, garbage disposal and automatic dishwashGuns, Sporting Goods
66 er, 2 atone flreplacse, large living
room, den and laundry roorn. Ako 12' x
tnd end Washing ton
20' recreation room In basement wilh
Open Mon. «. Frl. Nights
panelling and shelves and bookcases.
Full basement with baseboard hot wa. ter with Individual heat controls upstairs and In basement. Also has double sink In basement and large hot water heater, electric stove and large refrigerator
In basement. Lot Is 135' x
a
140' , Priced to sell lar below appraised
value—also terms al low Interest rate.
Reason for selling—moving from Spring
Grove after 1st of Jan.
Leonard Skaalen, Spring Grove, Minn.
Home Tel. 498-5 134.
Musical Merchandise
70
Olllce Tel. 498-5il».

Dynamic 88 4-door sedan,
bronze with white top , power steering, power brakes,
radio heater , tilt steering
wheel, white sidewall tires,
SEE and drive today.

PIZZA MAKER and waitress, male or
female, work full or part time, must
be reliable and good worker. Apply In
person, no phone calls, Sammy's Plaa
Palace.

Call for appointment.

BECKI wish to express my sincere thanks to WE WISH TO thank
all those people and
relatives and friends and all who sent
oroanliatlons who held their holiday
cards, gilts, letters, food and visited
parties here this year. We enloyed havmt or assisted In any way while I was
ing you ar»d look forwa rd to seeing you
a patient at Community Memorial Hosagain in '61. Ray Meyer 4 the Oang,
pital, Wlnone. Also special thanks to
WILLIAMS HOTEL.
the doctors and nurses who gave me
such good care. It Is greatly appreci- MERRY CHRISTMAS and thank
you to
ated.
all of our friends, our very best
Mrs. Mary (Fred) Beck
wishes as '65 ends. W. Betslnaer, Tailor, 227 E. 4th.
CARDELLI —
We wish to thank all our friends, neigh- PLANNING A holiday trip? Know what
bors and relatives for their kindness
the late weather Is before you start.
during the Illness and death of our
Simply dial the TED MAIER Weather
loved one. Special thanks to Fr. MouPhone 3333.
dry, Dr. Hartwlch, the pallbearers,
those who donated Masses, the use BE IN STEP this holiday season with
of their cars and the ladles who doWonder-Lite Everlasting Candles from
nated food and served the lunch.
RAINBOW JEWELRY, 116 W. 4th St.
The Bernard Cardelll Family
In lovely gold, gleaming silver, exciting colors, they burn ordinary lighter
fluid, ara unbreakable, and lust St 7.93
» pair.

Telephone Your Want Ads

&
Dairy Supplies
Paid vacation , paid boll*
days, paid hospital in*
surance.
Salary and Commission.
Write E-28 Daily News

10

63 Wanted to Rmnt

DOOR RAMP with wire matting tread.
Mrt. Walter Schildknecht, Tel. 5U7.

SALESMAN
to sell
Farm Machinery

LOST—flray rimmed classes, lost last
Frl. night, name Inside. Reward. Tel.
MMt or 3M7 after 4.

I M D H t sj IlaJ I * < -

i 87 Coal, Weed, Other Fuel

4 Male—Jcbt of Intereer-- 27 Article* for Sal*

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon, 4 Frl. Evenings
Mobile Homsi, Traitors 111
SEE OUR tint itltttlon ef new ant
uiw motile homsrs, all alzes. Kan)
financing, 7-yea r plan, COULEE MO
8ILE HOME SALES.. Hwy. 14-6M B.
Winona. Tel. 4J7a.
HWY . al Mobile Henna Sales, east »
Shangri-La Motel, W« hava 12 v/ltfi.
an hand, also new I94S modal 8 v,lda i
Tel. B-3a2a.
RENT OR SALE—Tra Hare and esma.
•rs. Leahy's, Buffalo City, Wli. Tal.
Cochrane 241-3332 er 24B-2S70.

La Crosse Mobile Home!
New & Used

ROLLOHOME

l\k mile S. of City limits on
Hwy 14.
Lyle Norskog . ffollls Norsk og
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
Auction Sale*

MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

Ev rrutt J. Kohner
1SI Walnut. Tal. 8-371 0, altar tiouri tin

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and itala llet niM
and bonded. 332 Llhorly St, (Cornet
E. Sth and Liberty) Tel i m .
CARL PAWN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Blind ed and Llcetiind.
Ruthford. Winn.
Tel , «6i-7lil.
DEC. H-Tim, 11 a.m . 7 mllei W- »' In
dependence lo Counlv Trunk " X ", ther
6 mllei \N, on Counly Trunk " X " tov/r
road, then 1 mile S.XW, Bernie Red den
owner; Kohner t, Zeck , auelloneare,
Northern Inv., clerk .
DEC. JS- Tues. 12:30 p.m. e mllaa W, «
Mondovi. James Mel «nnr allele/ .Mmiti
HelkP , ructlonenri (Northern I nv . Co,
r.lerk.
¦

.i

miiHiinumm^**1"" •
CARPET REMNANTS

12x7'6"
12x9'
1Z X 15'2"
H>x11'2"
15x1 I ' l l "
J!>xl2'3"

Wool
Acrilan
Wool
Wool
Wool
Wool

45.B 8
107 .B8
202 .Rn
186.00
178 .00
200 .00
100% Virgin Nylon Pilo
Room Size lliij i
Built in Foam Rubber Pad

, i

i.

2ii .nfl
R7 .B8
120 , 88
100 88
110 00
!'»<) . ««

8'6"xll"6' Now 25.88
WELCOME MATS

&* 5

Now .99 ca.

i^ fi

Now 1.39 ea.

COCOA MATS
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By R»y Cran.

BUZ SAWYER
DICK TRACY

By Chaster Gould

By Mort Walkar
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BLONDIE
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TIGER
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By Hanna-Barbera

STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

LI'L ABNER
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Dr. E. 0. Thompson; Paul McJames, General Manager; OPTICIANS W.
Gene Betsinger, assistant manager and John Cichanowski , along with
Mrs. Nora Creeley (WHO RECENTLY JOINED THE PLYMOUTH OPTICAL COMPANY STAFF IN WINONA) together with their families wish
you and your family a most happy Holiday Season.

¦»

OPTICIANS
Downtown Winona
GROUND FLOOR - 78 W. THIRD STKEET — PHONE MM 9 A.M. to J P.M. INCLUDING SAT. - 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. FRI.

